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Plato and the Measure of the 
Incommensurable 
Amirthanayagam David 

Part One 

THE PARADIGMS OF THEAETETUS: A fresh interpretation of the geome
try lesson (Theaetetus 147c-148b) and its significance for Plato's develop
ment* 

I find the grounds for a new reconstruction ofTheodorus's geom
etry lesson (Theaetetus I47c-148B) in the detail of Plato's prose. I shall 
first present this reconstruction, and then discuss the significance of 
the mathematics involved, both in itself and for the development of 
Plato's later philosophy-nothing less than a revolution in his 
thought-which is represented by the sequence of dialogues Theaetetus, 
Sophist, and Politicus. 

Early in the Theaetetus Socrates has already raised the animating 
question of the dialogue: what is knowledge? Theaetetus answers by 
pointing to different types and objects of koowledge, such as the 
things Theodorus koows (geometry) and the koowledge of craftsmen 
(I 46c). We did not want to count its sorts and objects, says Socrates 
(I 46E), but to find out what "koowledge" itself is. He adds that if one 
does not know what the word "day" refers to, if it is a mere name, 
there could be no illumination in defining it as oven-maker's clay and 
brick-maker's clay. Besides, the simple answer to "What is clay?" would 
be earth mixed with water (147c). Perhaps Socrates is asking for an 
account that connects a name to a nature. At any rate, Theaetetus 

Amirthanayagam David is a tutor at St. John's Coilege, Annapolis. 

* Many thanks to Ian Mueller and the members of the Ancient Philosophy Workshop at the 
University of Chicago, 1990-91; to Howard Stein, University of Chicago, for a detailed critique; 
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1999, especially Curtis Wilson, Chaninah Maschler, and Joe Macfarland; to Eva Brann; and to 
my late teacher, mentor, and friend, Arthur W. H. Adkins. 
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thinks he has just encountered an example of such a thing in the course 
of a lesson given by Theodorus, to him and his young friend also 
called Socrates. (Theaetetus looks like the famous Socrates; young 
Socrates bears his name; there is a third companion and fellow wresder 
mentioned (I 44c), who remains an unknown.) What Theaetetus had 
done in response to the lesson ofTheodorus was to come up with new 
names-or rather, to apply old names in a new way-so as to demar
cate for the first time two different kinds of square roots. 

Some heretofore neglected particles occur in Theaetetus's descrip
tion of Theodorus's lesson; here is John McDowell's translation: 

El£.: IlEpi: 6vvafl£WV "tL YJflLV El£o0r.opo£ oO£ 
ifypmp£ "ttJ£ "t£ ,;pGwoo£ n£pL Kai n£v"tinooo£ 
ano<paivwv ClLL fl'f]KEL ov oVflflE"tpOL "tTI 

s:_/ ... (./ '/C./ 

JtOuLUL<;t, KUL 0'\J"tW KU"tU flLUV EKUO"trJV 
/ ' -npompO'UflEVO£ flEXPL "trJ£ 

EJt"taKmOEKanoOo£. 

Theaetetus: Theodorus here was drawing diagrams to 
show us something about powers-namely that a 
square of three square feet and one of five square feet 
aren't commensurable, in respect of length of side, 
with a square of one square foot; and so on, selecting 
each case individually, up to seventeen square feet. 

Note that "powers'' is misleading here. Wilbur Knorr points out 
th ~ / d ~ / " " d "' "thr h at u'\JVUflL£ an u'\JVUflEL mean square an m square oug -
out Greek mathematical literature, including in Hippocrates of Chios, 
who was a contemporary of Theodorus and Theaetetus; he shows that 
Plato also uses the terms consistendy in this sense, citing the Republic 
587D, Timaeus 54B, and Politicus 266B.1 
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The use of 'tE-KUL in Greek composition signals a grouping by 
the writer; the paired elements in this case are 'tTJs; 'tp Gtol\os; (the 
square of three feet ) and JtEV'tEJtolios; (the square of five feet). The 
balance and symmetry of the formulation, 't'ils; 'tE 1:pGtolios; JtEPL 
KUL JtEV'tEJtolios; with JtEPL accented in postposition, seems to sug
gest a natural balance in flanking elements. I was led to wonder, could 
there be something special about this pair of squares in the context of 
Theodorus's investigation? Since he takes up each square individually 
( Ka'tC't ~-tLav £Kclo-t'Y}V ), is there a reason why these two are paired? 
On reading the linking particles with their natural sense, the connect
ing phrase Ka'L oV'Loo shades into a non sequitur: after proving some
thing about a pair of squares, Theodorus "in this way" selects each 
square individually. But if this pair served as paradigms for the later 

b b . ' </ 
squares, a etter sense can e giVen to KUL O'U'tOO ... 

npoaLp01Jf.LEVos;: once he had proved something about the two par
adigm cases, Theodorus could thereby pick out in advance 
(npompEOf.LUL) each succeeding case, reducing them one by one to 
either of the paradigm cases, up to the seventeen-foot square. This 
reading would be consistent with Plato's phrasing: l(ypatj>E ... aJto
<pai:vwv governs only the three- and five-foot squares, about which 
(nEpL) Theodorus would have formally demonstrated something, and 
npompO'Of.LEVos; covers each of the following cases, which he would 
have only needed to "piclt our:' 

A simpler reading of Kat OU'tW would suggest that Theodorus 
covered only the odd number squares: having started with three and 
five, he continues this way in order (the series being three, five, seven, 

etc.). Certainly, the sense of npompEO[.LUL only demands that there 
be some kind of advance selection involved, whether the cases of three 
and five formed a paradigmatic basis for the selection or merely estab
lished a pattern of successive odd numbers. It may also be that the cri
terion of selection preceded and included three and five, not as ana
lytic paradigms but simply as first cases; pe<haps Theodorus was pick-
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ing out individual numbers because they were already known or intuit
ed to have incommensurable roots, and the object of his lesson was to 
offer proofs of the fact. On this reading, one would need to explain 
why he omitted the case of two. But on this reading as well, and indeed 
on any other, one must still ask why three and five should be paired; 
and we observe that only in these two cases is there an explicit refer
ence to the giving of proofs. 

The next sentence in the passage has caused a lot of trouble, most 
recently in the unfriendly debate between Knorr and Miles Burnyeat in 
the pages of Isis.2 

~ St" , 1 / 

EV uE 'tUU't'l'] ltW<; EVEO?(E'tO. 
' 

At that point he somehow got tied up. 

The question comes to this: did Theodorus get "tangled up" in the 
case of the seventeen-foot square, or did he merely stop (for some rea
son or no reason) at that one? Inference from the many examples in the 
lexicon under EVEXO~UL suggests the former, but Burnyeat, following 
Mansfield, argues that instances of this word which mean "get entan
gled" furnish in context an explicit cause for the difficulty.' Knorr's 
reconstruction of the proofs, by means of Pythagorean triangles and 
number triples, 

... entails the division of the problem into classes of 
numbers, represented by the numbers 3, 5, 6, and I?. 
Each class requires a treatment differing from the 
others. But the method, successful for the former 
classes, fails at I 7.' 

Burnyeat rejects this reconstruction, and the reading of nw<; 
£vfcrxno that it implies, because he sees no evidence for the treat-
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ment by classes in the text. My reading would help to supply that evi
dence: the cases of three and five could be seen as paradigmatic for the 
other cases, representing in Knorr's scheme all numbers of the form 

( 4N+3) and (8N+5). 
There is no evidence, however, for treatment by jour classes. The 

class of numbers represented by six in Knorr's solution need not have 
been part of Theodorus's lesson as it is described in the text; we hear 
only of three, odd-number examples (and this may in itself be evi
dence that Theodorus only covered the odd numbers). It is perhaps a 
weakness of Knorr's reconstruction that the number seventeen does 

not fall into either of the classes represented by three and five, but is 
made to represent a separate class. It is a strength, however, that it 
shares this class (8N+ I) with all the odd square numbers (nine, twen
ty-five, etc.); Knorr suggests that the failure of the method in this case 
is what led Theaetetus to a new approach, precisely via the distinction 
between square and non-square numbers. 5 

There is a serious objection to Knorr's approach, however. His 
proofs of root-incommensurability for the classes ( 4N+3) and 
(8N+5) do not themselves depend on the proofs for three and five; 
the general cases must be proved independently, with a dose of alge
braic manipulation. Indeed, if Knorr wants to avoid the worst kind of 
anachronism, involving the use of zero, the cases of three and five 

(N=O) must be specifically excluded from the proofs. There is no hint 
in the text, however, of this kind of generalization. My reading allows 
only that the individual, concrete proofs for three and five may have 
been the paradigms for the later cases. The generality would in that 
case have to be contained in these very proofs. 

... , , ~/ 

Knorr argues cogently that 1tcpL <'lVVU[!EOlV "tL ••• cypmj>E means 
that Theodorus "proved something [about squares J by means of dia
grams;' rather than that he merely drew the squares or that he only 
proved something about them.6 Where moderns are accustomed to 
express the generality of arithmetical solutions through algebraic for-
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mulae, those Greek mathematicians whose work culminates in Euclid's 
Book VII appear to have used geometrical diagrams in this capacity, as 
themselves the immediate means to convey the universality of a propo
sition in arithmetic or number theory. I therefore sought something in 
the structure of the possible diagrams for proving incommensurabili
ty of the side in the cases of the three- and five-foot square that made 
them each essentially paradigmatic. The reconstruction requires suc
cessful proofs which suggest through the generality of their diagrams 
an applicability to an infinite number of cases, but which appear to 
involve a difficulty in the case of the seventeen-foot square. 

The solution was surprisingly forthcoming: it requires but two 
simple theorems, one for each paradigm case, which fall out from the 
Pythagorean dot-arithmetic (also reconstructed in our time, with con
siderable elegance, by Knorr); and it satisfies all interpretations of the 
activity implied by ypa<jlELv. In fact, each of Knorr's own criteria for 
a reconstruction of the lesson' is met most elegantly by this method. 

I constructed the roots by using pairs of successive integers, fol
lowing Malcolm Brown's lead.' When each of these pairs-{I,2}, 
{2,3 }, {3,4 }, etc.-is taken as leg and hypotenuse of a right triangle, 
the desired sequence of squares, equal to the sequence of odd num
bers, is produced on the remaining legs: 

1 4 9 
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The odd numbers therefore form a kind of natural sequence in 
their square representations: they can be understood as the first "off
spring" in two dimensions of the natural numbers in one, when these 

are successively "mated" by means of right triangles. The objection 
that the text seems to say that Theodorus proved something about 
squares in general-and hence an assumption in reconstructions that 
he covered the case of six and a puzzle as to why he left out two-can 
be met by considering that in the context of a Pythagorean geometri
cal arithmetic, the odds beginning with three form a distinct and nat
ural genetic grouping among the square versions of numbers. The text 
bears without strain the sense of a movement &om general to specific. 
Theodorus proved something about squares: namely, about that natural 
sequence of squares which begins with three and five, that they are each 
incommensurable with the unit length. Moreover, the allusive quality 
of the description would suit an association with a well-known 
Pythagorean construction such as the one drawn above. 

The three-foot and five-foot squares are the first two constructed 
by means of these pairs of the natural numbers. The form of proof is 
reduction to absurdity. Take the first case: the side of the three-foot 
square (or the "three-foot side") must be either commensurable or 
incommensurable with the side of the unit square (or 11unit side"). 
Assume it commensurable. Then there exists some ratio of numbers, 
A:B, between the three-foot side and the unit side. Take this ratio in its 
lowest terms; then either A is odd and B is even, or B is odd and A is 
even, or both are odd. But the hypotenuse is even: 

B 
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Therefore both A and B must be even (by Knorr's Theorem V.I4 
about Pythagorean triples ).9 Hence either A or B or both must be odd 
and even simultaneously, which is an impossible situation for a num
ber. The three-foot side and the unit side cannot, therefore, have the 
ratio of a number to a number, and they are incommensurable.10 

The generalization immediately follows &om the diagram: all of 
the roots constructed by a triangle with an even hypotenuse-i.e., con
structed byrhe pairs {I,2}, {3,4}, {5,6}, {7.8}, etc. yieldingv3, v7, 
VII, VIS, etc, on the remaining legs--generate the same paradox (that 
a number must be simultaneously odd and even) if they are assumed 
to be commensurable with the unit side. Each of these triangles has the 
following paradigmatic form in the diagram drawn in the course of the 
proo£ on the assumption that there is some numerical ratio A:B 
between the root and the unit: 

A~<B 
oddx B 

The five-foot square, constructed by means of a triangle with an 
odd hypotenuse, presents the only alternative paradigm produced by 
these numerical pairs: 

t~-· 
2 evenx B 
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The right-hand figure represents the numerical relations between 
the sides of the triangles in the proofs for all the cases involving an odd 
hypotenuse-i.e., those triangles built with the pairs { 2,3}, { 4,5}, 
{ 6,7}, etc., yielding v5, v9, VI3, etc. on the remaining legs. In each 
case, assume that the particular root is commensurable with the unit. 
Then it has a ratio of a number to a number with the unit side, A: B. 
In lowest terms, one or both of these numbers is odd. If B is even, the 
hypotenuse is even, and so A would also be even, as before; hence B 
must be odd. Then A must also be odd, since it is a given that the other 
leg is even; if A were even, the two even squares on the legs would 
equal the odd square on the hypotenuse, which is impossible. But if A 
is odd, the square on the remaining leg must be equal to a difference 
of odd squares. This could only be true if it were a multiple of eigbt. 11 A square 
that is a multiple of eight is also a multiple of sixteen. It must there
fore have a side that is a multiple of four. Since B is odd, this side is 
equal to a rectangular number, (even) x (odd), and the (even) side must 
itself be a multiple of four, if the whole number is also to be a mul
tiple of four. We must therefore pick out and examine each of the rel
evant cases in turn, to see if the even member of the number-pairs is 

a multiple of four. If not, the condition is not met, A can be neither 
odd nor even, and there can be no ratio of numbers A:B such that the 
respective side is commensurable with the unit side. In the case of 
{ 2,3} and the five-foot square, for example, we find the condition 
unmet, since two is not a multiple of four: the five-foot side is there
fore proved incommensurable with the unit side. In the next case-the 
nine-foot square constructed by the pair { 4,5}-the condition is in 
fact met, and the nine-foot side (i.e., three) happens to be commensu
rable. Meanwhile, the side of the thirteen-foot square, constructed by 
the pair { 6, 7}, is proved incommensurable, for six is not a multiple of 
four. 

This establishes the paradigmatic nature of the two proofs and 
their diagrams. The cases of three and five involve the only two kinds 
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of triangle produced by the constructiog number-pairs: those with an 
even hypotenuse and those with an odd. For the former diagram we 
must invoke the theorem that if the hypotenuse is even, both legs of a 
numerical right triangle are also even; for the latter, that a difference of 
squared odd numbers is always a multiple of eight. (These theorems 
are easily demonstrated by means of dot-arithmetic.) The assumption 
io each case that the constructed side is commensurable with the unit 
side-that it has the ratio of a number to a number with the unit 
side-leads to the violation of an underlyiog principle: in the three
foot case that a number cannot be both even and odd; io the five-foot 
case that a number cannot be neither even nor odd. 

But when we come to the case of the seventeen-foot square

which in this reconstruction does not constitute a separate paradigm, 
but is an example of the construction iovolving a triangle with an odd 
hypotenuse-the method appears to fail: 

8 8B 

Because eight is manifestly a multiple of four, we cannot prove, by 
means of the second of our paradigm proofs, that the root of the sev
enteen-foot square is iocommensurable with the unit. This represents 
a distinct entanglement, 

Theaetetus next says, in McDowell's translation, 

C..vJ_1,.., ,._)I 

'I'][!LV O'UV ELO't']A{}i 'tL 'tOLO'tJ'toV, EltELC\'1'] 

lmetpot ,;o nA.ip'Jos; ai C\uvaf!ets; 
., , ... - ,. C./ 
EqJULVOV'tO, rtELpa8'1'jVUL 01JAAa~ELV ELs; EV, 
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t.f 1 I 
O't<{l naaa<; ,;av'ta<; 

, ' 
npooayonE'UOO[-IEV 'tU<; 1\'UVU[-IEL<;. 

Well, since the powers seemed to be unlimited in 
number, it occurred to us to do something on these 
lines: to try to collect the powers under one term by 
which we could refer to them all. 

15 

The o'iJv in the first line, however, is most naturally taken as con
tinuative! and not as some kind of ambiguous disjunctive. Here is my 
paraphrase of the above sentence, filled out to show how it follows on 
the peculiar problem brought on by the case of the seventeen-foot 
square: 

Then [in our difficulty J something of this sort 
occurred to us: since the squares [equal to odd num
bers which have incommensurable sides J were appear
ing to be unlimited in multitude, to attempt to col
lect them under one term, by which we shall in future 
call all such squares [thereby distinguishing them 
from squares equal to odd numbers which do have 
commensurable sides]. 

It must be remembered that the seventeen-foot square foiled our 
technique by behaving like the square of an odd number (e.g., nine), a 
number with a rational root: the square on the even leg of its proof 
diagram was a multiple of eight. It is therefore natural that the idea for 
a new start, which occurs to Theaetetus in his perplexity over the 
breakdown of Theodorus's method, involves first distinguishing 
between those odd numbers with a rational and those with an irra
tional root (later classified as types, respectively, of square and oblong 
number). 
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Several kinds of interpretation of the passage must fall by the way
side. Theodorus's "lesson" is not a pedagogical exercise, where the 
answers are already known and the cases selected for display. Nor is the 
episode included by Plato merely to make historical concessions (how
ever vague or however specific) to the achievements of Theaetetus and 
his instructor. Theodorus's was a genuine investigation, which lighted 
on a genuine perplexity; Theaetetus's new definitions, which keyed his 
fUture researches, grew out of an attempt to resolve this perplexity. 

We may now reconstruct Theaetetus's reasoning in full. Two 
aspects of Theodorus's technique break down in the seventeen-foot 
case, The first is the principle, which underlies the preceding proofs, 
that a number must be either even or odd. In this case the principle 
leads to no absurdity; indeed, the proof presents no obstacle to the 
idea that the side of the seventeen-foot square is a normal odd num
ber(!). The fUndamental Pythagorean clivision among numbers by even 
and odd, which in a sense characterizes the UpL{}[.lbc; concept-the 
"even and odd" is sometimes used as a synonym for apL{}[.loc; in 
Plato-proves to be of limited utility in the study of incommensu
rable lengths. Theaetetus must look for a new fundamental character
istic of number in which to ground the investigation of incommensu
rability. The second breakdown occurs in Theodorus's method of con
struction. Each of the odd numbers is figured as a square. This is pos
sible because every odd number equals a difference of consecutive 
square numbers (in Pythagorean tenus, the odd numbers are the series 
of gnomons which produce one square number from another). Our 
method for generating the odd squares, by constructing right triangles 
with pairs of consecutive integers (producing consecutive square num
bers on the hypotenuse and remaining leg), works for this reason, But 
when all the odds are figured as squares, one cannot make out the per
fect, rational-sided squares among them (like nine, twenty-five, etc.) 
from the rest. The method points this up by failing to distinguish 
between such perfect squares and cases like seventeen. 
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Theaetetus tackles both problems in one deft move. He makes a 
fresh division of all number (,;Clv apLElf!OV nav,;a) which will now 
isolate perfect squares from the rest, in place of the distinction by even 
and odd. If my interpretation is correct, an entanglement in a demon
stration based on a geometrical representation of odd numbers by 
Theodorus has led to a geometrical distinction amongst all numbers 
by Theaetetus. The new name he was seeking for the odd squares 
whose sides are incommensurable is "promecic;' or oblong; which is to 

say, they are no longer thought of as squares at all. This category 
includes, of course, many even numbers as well, and the new generali
ty is marked by Theaetetus: three and five and na<; o<; al\uva,;o<; 
>/ ' , / ·""~· " b h' h . bl b LaO<; LOUKL<; YEVEOuuL, every num er w lC ts una e to e gen-
erated as equal-times-equal;' belongs to the new class (I48A). The 
even-odd distinction belonged to number as such; the new one arises 
from a geometrical interpretation of number. But the whole problem 
of incommensurability arises in the interface between number and 
magnitude: hence the new definitions might be expected to suggest 
new solutions in this difficult domain. 

Theaetetus for the first time exploits the breakdown of the geo
metrical analogy so that it becomes heuristic: whereas in geometry, 
every rectangle can be reduced to a square of equal size, whose length 
of side is the geometric mean in relation to the sides of the rectangle, 
a promecic number cannot be reduced to a square number. The side of 
the square which equals a promecic number becomes the new referent, 
in Theaetetus's scheme, for the word 1\VVUf!L<;;, it is described by 

" Theaetetus as incommensurable with a f!T]KO<;, his name for the side 
of a true square number. The geometrical analogy allows this 
1\uvUf!L<; to be conceived of as the irrational geometric mean between 
the rational factors of an oblong number. 

Theaetetus first describes the promecic number, in relation to the 
square number, as 't0v 'toLvuv f!E'ta¥;U 'tOU'toU, "the number which 

is in between it:' (I47E) On the level of plane numbers, this makes 
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sense; oblong numbers (2, 3, 5, 6, 7, etc.) are scattered in between the 
square numbers (4, 9, 16, etc.). On the level of the associated lines, 
however, this description becomes far more interesting. The 

llvv6.f.lEL£ lies between the f.l~K'I] as geometric means which bring 
them into relation. The unifjring power of the mean proportional is 
one of its seminal virtues. Theaetetus's achievement is to conceive of 

the irrational roots for the first time as mean proportionals. This 
allows them to be seen no longer as perplexing and intractable, but as 
types of beings that in fact unite all number-no longer stumbling 
blocks to number theory, but the essential intermediaries that relate 

~ I 

numbers to each other. To describe both the f.l'I]KO£ and the ll'UVctf.tL£ 
as sides of squares is so emphasize their nature as mean proportionals: 

a f.lTJKO£ is the rational geometric mean between the unit and a square 
number; the 1\uvctf.tL£ is the irrational geometric mean between two 

I ' f.l'I]K'I], the ratwnal factors of an oblong number. 
What was once unutterable and unreckonable can now give an 

account of itself: a 6-Dva~-tLI;, lying .... in between," is commensurable 

with f.t{]Kos; in square only. So successful was this account that such a 
line, commensurable in square, is henceforward called p'l]'tO£ in the 
ancient world, 12 though it is still irrational in modern terms. 
Theaetetus's new definitions allow these kinds of irrational lines to be 
seen not as the opposite of what is rational or utterable ( ct-'Aoyct or ., 
ctp-p'l]'tct ), but only as "other;' different in kind. This classification 
ofTheaetetus's may well be the specific paradigm for Plato's solution 
to the Parmenides problem (see Sophist 257B f£). Not-being is not the 

> I 
opposite ( EVctV'tLOV) of being, says the Eleatic stranger, but what is 
, h , c'' ) · r · b · h f h ot er E'tEpov m re atton to emg; moreover, t e nature o t e 

other is proved to exist and "to be chopped up in small bits distrib
uted over all beings in their relations to one another" (Kct'tctKEKEp-

~ ~ \ , I ll - II' 

f.lGt'tLOf.lEV'I]V £1tL 1tctV'tct 'tct OV'tct 1tp0£ ctAA'I]Act, 258D-E). 
Behind the metaphor lies a mathematical paradigm: Theaetetus has 
distributed the not-rational amongst all number (1:ov apt{h!ov 
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Jtdvt:a ). as the geometric means which define the relationships 
between numbers. 

The notion of the heuristic paradigm takes on a central 
significance for Plato in the Politicus. It informs a new conception of 
philosophical inquiry.~' One is to approach the unfamiliar and 
unknown by placing it alongside the known and the familiar, so that 
elements (G'tOL)(fLa) and combinations (G'VAAaf:laL) in the latter 
become paradigmatic for possible ways of interpreting the former. The 
whole analysis of weaving in that dialogue is meant to serve as an 
instructive paradigm for the analysis of the statesman. Theaetetus's 
classifications demonstrate this method. By bringing alongside some
thing familiar from geometry-the reducibility of rectangles to equal 
squares via the geometric mean-he is able to discern a new 
classification of all number, one which elegantly circumscribes the irra
tional. The "paradigmatic method" is to characterize his future 
researches as well. The commentator to Euclid's Book X (thought to 
be Pappus implies that Theaetetus took the arithmetic, harmonic, and 
geometric means, all of them now considered rational, as models for 
three new, profoundly irrational lines, the binomial, apotome, and 
medial. 14 At the end of Book X (Prop. I I 5), the last of these is then 
shown to define a further, infinite class of irrational lines. At each 
stage. the unfamiliar is made known by means of the familiar; the 
appr]l:OV is analyzed and combined in terms of the elements and syl-

' ' !abies of the pr]l:Ov. At Theaetetus 202B, Socrates describes a dream 
which teaches him that elements are af,oya, while combinations are 
pr]1:d'L. It is therefore fitting that Theaetetus's act of combination 
(G'VAAaf:ICLV EL<; EV, 147E), based on a geometrical paradigm, ren
ders its object prrc:6v. The Eleatic stranger intends, at Politicus 278E, 
that this kind of inquiry by means of paradigms may bring us to a 

• . '" ' t " state of wakmg, mstead of a dream (uJtap avt ovupa·toc:;). 

* * * * * * * 
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The peculiar nature of the irrational geometric mean between 
rational factors, Theaetetus's 1\vvcqw;, may well have served as the 
paradigmatic inspiration for Plato's new solutions to the Parmenidean 
and Protagorean paradoxes. This will become clearer as we examine the 
peculiar ontological and epistemological characteristics of this 
1\uvaf.tL£. 

With regard to its ontology, viewed from the geometrical stand
point, the irrational mean offers no intrinsic difficulties; it is a stable 

entity, a side of the square equal to a given rectangle, easily and ele
gantly constructed inside a circle.!' But with regard to the way it comes 
to be known-the way it comes to be measured, from the arithmetical 
standpoint-it turns into a very shifty thing. To measure a liuVUf.tL£, 
we have to make a promecic number more and more square, so that its 

rational factors (f.tllK1'J) come to approximate the root. We do this by 
interpolating arithmetic and harmonic means between the two fac
tors.16 It can be shown (as by ProclusY' that for any two factors A and 
B, the harmonic mean C and the arithmetic mean D stand in this rela
tion: 

A:C::D:B 
This means that the rectangle AB equals the rectangle CD. Since 

AB is our oblong number, CD is an alternative representation of it. If 
one then interpolates two new means between C and D, and continues 

the process, one generates pairs of factors of the same number that 
become more and more equal, which give successively closer rational 

approximations to the geometric mean from above and below. Note 
that however many means one interpolates, the rational factors remain 
unequal, and oblong numbers never actually become squares. As 
Theaetetus describes an oblong number, "a greater and a lesser side 
always contain it:' (I48A) Brown argues, following Toeplitz, that the 
use of "always" (O.c() is significant here in its technical sense (i.e., that 
of Euclid's X. I and X.2), and implies the application of a continued 
process.18 (This 11 technical" sense is in any case rooted in the everyday 
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usage of this adverb, whose sense is both distributive with respect to 
instances of the subject, and frequentative with respect to the verb.) 
The text may be seen to allude to the continued process of interpola
tions described above, and to the fact that it can never yield equal sides 
for a rectangular number. The geometric mean stays in between: while 
A: X:: X: B, so also is C: X:: X: 0, and C': X:: X: 0'. 

The interpolated means "trap" the buvaru~ length within an 
arbitrarily small interval. Each successive interpolation divides the pre
vious interval between the rational factors by more than half: the new 
arithmetic mean cutes off exactly half from above, and the new har
monic mean some more from below. By Euclid's X.I-a central theo
rem in applying the method of reciprocal measurement, 
&vtlvcpa(pEOL~, which is associated with the mature Theaetetus-it 
follows that the interval between the successive pairs of arithmetic and 
harmonic means can be made to shrink smaller than any given magni
tude. It is not only this interval that evanesces, but also the difference 
between the geometric mean and each of the other two means respec
tively. This means that the difference between the true length of the 
geometric mean and each of its under- and over- estimates is evanes
cent, and there is a strong inducement to see the irrational mean itself 

as characterized by the narrowing oscillation of its extremes. This is 
not a nai've interpretation of the measuring process: in the case of a 

rational geometric mean, or [.lflKO~, there is a number inside the inter
val which the estimates approach; but in the irrational case, there 
appears to be no normal numerical entity involved, and we do not 
know how exactly the mean behaves inside the decreasing rational 
interval which defines it. We only know that at each stage, it lies in 
between the harmonic and the arithmetic estimates, while approaching 

each of them in turn to less than any given difference. 
There is evidence in the Epinomis that an irrational geometric mean 

was thought of as oscillating between the arithmetic and harmonic 
ones (see 99 lA-B). In a passage which extols. the ubiquity and power of 
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'tO bLltAdOLOV; "the double," in proportions, the Athenian stranger 
turns to the means associated with this interval. He gives standard 
definitions of the pair of rational means (amounting to the fact that 
the arithmetical is equidistant from its extremes, and the harmonic 
differs from its extremes by the same proportional part of eath one); 
he then points out that in the interval between six and twelve, they are ' ,/ ., / . 
called the 'Y]~WALOV and the EltL'tpL'l:OV. He adds that m between 
these same ones (to{rtOJV a{nffiv f.v 'tClJ !J.EOq:>) is a proportion 
that has been given to the dance of the Muses, "which turns itself 
about to one or the other of these two" (en:' a~cpO'tEpa O'tpE-

' cj>O~EV'YJ). 
We first observe that the a'pLflWJ<; concept involved not just con

crete assemblages, but also urepetition" numbers (i.e. &~£, 'tpL£, etc.).19 

Therefore if we investigate any example of doubleness, or utwice;' we 

are just as specifically studying "the two" as when in studying a par
ticular isosceles triangle, we can prove things about all isosceles trian
gles qua isosceles. The interval I2:6 is an example of 2:I, of 'tO 
biJtAdOLOV bLdO't'Y]~U or the "double interval."20 The practical 
advantage of studying higher multiples of a given interval is that the 
rational means can be interpolated without fractioning the unit. In the 
interval I2:6, the arithmetic and harmonic means are nine and eight 
respectively; hence the stranger describes their ratios with the lower 

t.. / ) /' 

extreme as the 'Y]~LOALOV (9:6 reduces to 3:2) and the Em'tpL'tOV 
(because 8:6 reduces to 4:3). If we then interpret the object which 
turns itself about Elt' a~cp6'tEpa as the oscillating geometric mean 
between the two rational means, the other phrase describing it 
( mv'n.ov atl'tWV EV 'tt\) ~f'mp) becomes explicable; for we recall 
that this object is not only the geometric mean in the interval I2:6, but 
also in the interval 9:8, defined by the pair of rational means (the ref
erents of 't01J'tWV atm:ov) inside I2:6. Since the division between 
nine and eight happens also to represent a division in the seventeen 
steps of the epic hexameter, the dance of the Muses, the writer draws 
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a connection between the dynamic geometric mean in the double 
interval and the turning point in the dance. 

At Parmenides 129B, a young Socrates asserts that "if someone 

proved that similar things in themselves ( atna 1:a O[!OLa) became 
' / dissimilar ( UVO[!OLa ), or the dissimilar similar, that would, I think, 

be a portent:' Theaetetus's lluva[!L~ is the portent made manifest: 
insofar as it i~,the length of a square, the one which equals an oblong 
number, it is O[!OLOV; but insofar as it is approximated to the point of 
identity by unequal rational factors, it is forever UVO[!OLOV. 
< / 
O[!OLWOL~ is the principle Theaetetus has applied to number; in the 
new arithmetic, one makes 11unlike" ( &.vO~oLOL) promecic numbers 
more and more square, or "like" ( O~OLOL ). The upshot is that arith
metic becomes conceived of as a kind of geometry, and indeed, by the 
time of the Epinomis, the entire activity of geometry is characterized as 
the "making like" of numbers that are by nature unlike. (Epinomis, 
990d) The Athenian stranger is led to describe this numerical geome
try as a wonder, of divine and not human origin. Perhaps he is think-

' ing about the 1\uva[!L~, the portent which it seeks to generate. 
I earlier suggested that the relation of the 1\vva[!L~ to all number 

stood in direct analogy with the nature of the "other" to all being. 
This "other" was the basis for Plato's new conception of not-being; he 
was concerned to show both that it exists and that it is distributed over 
all being in its inter-relationships (Sophist 258D-E). This second char
acteristic seems clearly to implicate the &6va[!L~ as a paradigm; but 
does Plato ever try to demonstrate its existence) If this object, like and 
unlike, at rest and oscillating, is to be the object-paradigm which 
recasts all the hoary debates and turns them on their heads, he must 
have been at pains to show that it actually exists. 

A key passage in the Politicus answers this expectation. The Eleatic 
stranger highlights its importance by pointedly referring to the pivotal 
argument in the Sophist about not-being: just as there the hunt for the 
sophist was saved by the argument that not-being exists, 
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1.1 ' "' '- I "" ' 11. 
OU'tW KaL VUV 'tO 1ti-.EOV au KaL el-.aTIOV 
f.lE'tprJ1:a npooavayKame'ov yL'yveo8m f.l-.1 

' ,, ' ' , J' ' ' ' ' ' r. 1tp0£ a~~,~~,'Y]~~,a f.lOVOV a~~,~~,a KaL 1tp0£ 't'Y]V 'tOU 
I I ,/ ' s._' S.. I )/ f.lE'tpLOu yevemv; ou yap u'Y] uuva,;ov ye OU'tE 

'). ... :1 )/i '). ... ..... ... .. 
1t011,L'tLKOV OU't' a~~,~~,oy 'tLVa 'tWV 1tEpL 'ta£ 
npasEL£ fmO'ti](.lOVa Uf.l<jlLO~'Y]'trl'tW£ yeyovE-

/ ' , 
VaL 'tOU'tOU f.l'Y] SUVOf.lOI-.Oy'Y]8EV'tO£. 

(Politicus, 284B-C) 
so also now, are we not compelled to say that the 
greater and the less come to be measured not only 
against one another, but also toward the generation of 
the mean? For it is impossible at any rate, that either 
the statesman, or any one else who has knowledge 
about practical affairs, should indisputably come to 
exist, if this is not agreed on. 

Politics, practical undertakings, and works of art direct themselves 
to what is fitting ('to f.lE'tpLov). If such a thing cannot be proven to 
exist, the possibility of 'tt:XV'Y] itself comes into question. The stranger 
proposes a new division of the science of measurement (f.lE'tp'Y]'tLK~ 
283o ). The first part involves measurement of greater against less; this 
would determine relative excess or deficiency, and, presumably, whether 
or not there was a common measure (by the technique of 
&v8ucpciLpeOL£). The second part involves measurement towards a 

.J ' / J I ,... 
mean separated from extremes ( EL£ 'tO f.lEOOV a1to;!KL08'Y] 'tWV 
ioz6.,;wv, 284E); and it is likely that the geometric mean, the mean 
proportional, is especially meant. Since this mean is the one which 
squares the greater-by-less, bringing extremes into balance and making 
the lxvof.lOLOV O'f.lOLOV, it must be the one whose preservation brings 
beauty to works of art (284A-B); the famous "golden" mean is a 
species of geometric mean. The method of interpolating pairs of 
rational means as greater and lesser approximations of the geometric 
mean admirably suits the terms of Plato's description: 
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,. / .. , ')' "" .. 
flELl;;ov 'tE ct[lct Km EAct't'tov flE'tPELOfuL l-11'] 

' ~~'\ "). , ' ' ... 1tp0£ ct11.A1']11.ct [-!OVOV, ctf..f..ct Km 
...,. ' ,.... I I 

npo£ 't'I']V 't01J flE'tpwu yEvEmv. (284D) 

The greater-and-less are at the same time measured 
not only against each other, but also toward the gen
eration of the fitting. 

25 

Note that "greater-and-less" are paired off by 'tE-KctL, and that 
they are to be measured "toward the generation" (y{vEOL£) of the 
mean. At each stage of the interpolations, one is not comparing the 
extremes with each other to find their common measure or their rela
tive excess or deficiency, but one is manipulating the pair of extremes 
to generate a number in between them. Take the case of B less than A, 
for example; one does not subtract B fi:om A to find their difference, 
but rather one adds the pair together and halves the result, generating 
the arithmetic mean (D). (In the case of the double, 12:6, we get D = 
(12 + 6)/2 = 18/2 = 9.) Then one multiplies the pair together and 
divides the result by the arithmetic mean, to produce the harmonic 
mean C. (C = (12•6 )/D = 72/9 = 8.) C and D then become the 
new pair of greater-and-less (D' = (C + D)/2 = (9 + 8)/2 = 17/2 
= 8 I/2; C = (C•D)/D' = (9•8)/(17 /2) = 72/(17 /2) = 144/17 
= 8 8/17). Notice how the product of eachpair({C,D}, {C',D'}) 
remains the same (72) and how quickly the interpolations converge 
(the difference between C and D' is already only 1/34th part of the 
unit). The whole process is continually generating the [-IE'tpwv, the 
geometric mean which runs in the middle of them all (flE'tct!;u) and 
unites the series of pairs into one (cruf....A.af3el.v E~~ £~). 

But if the mean is never reached, can it be shown to exist? The 
proof would appear to depend on the ontological interdependence of 
the arts, the [-!E'tp{ov, and the pairs of greater-and-less. The stranger 
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declares that we must suppose both that the arts exist, and that the 
greater-and-less are measured toward the generation of the mean: 

/ ' ,, , .... , / 

'tOU'WV 'tE yap OV'tO<; EKELVU EO'tL, KUKELVWV 
' ,.. )/ ' ..... ' 

OVOWV EO'tL KUL 'tUU'ta,21 [.1.1'] 
'-U I I I/ '""' 

liE OV'tO<; JtO'tEpOV 't01J'tWV OVIiE'tEpOV U1J'tWV ,, ' 
EO'taL JtO'tE. (284D ). 

For if this [the mean J exists, those [the greater-and
less J exist, and if those arts exist, these [the greater
and-less J also exist, but if one of them [the mean or 
the arts J does not exist, neither of this pair [the 
greater nor the less J ever will. 

The passage is admittedly very difficult, in text and translation, 
because of a possible ambiguity as to the referents of the correlated 
demonstratives; but it seems clear that an existence proof is at issue. 
That the greater and the less exist, no one would dispute. But if we 
deny the existence of either the [.LE'tpLOV, or the arts, each by means 
of which the greater-and-less are made known and defined, we run the 
risk of denying existence of this pair of fundamental opposites. Hence 
we accept, provisionally at least (284D ), the existence of the mean. The 
greater-and-less measured against one another discover a common 

measure or the unit-Plato's paradigm, perhaps, for that which is. 
Measured toward the generation of the mean, they discover a measure 
in between the greater and the less, which still is greater-and-less; a 
measure that is always coming to be, in the relations between things 
that are. In this relational mode of being, Plato has his paradigm for 
the "other;' and a beachhead against Parmenidean ontology. 

* * * * * * * 
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Plato's answer to the Protagorean conundrums on flux is also based 
on this new branch of f,I,E'tPYJ'tLK~, measurement toward the y€vEGL<; 
of the mean. At Sophist 24 7D-E, the stranger sets it down as a provi
sional solution to their paradoxes, that whatever possesses a power 

(6-tiva[,!,L<;) to act or be acted upon, even only once, is truly existent, 
and then formally defines beings (t:a OVTU) as OUK a'A'Ao 'tL JtA~V 
OVVU[,!,L<;, nothing else than OUVU[,!,L<;. It is highly unlikely that such 
a word could be both novelly and proximately applied by Plato with
out some sort of cross-reference. 

' This answer, that being is O'UVU[,!,L<;, comes after the stranger has 
cornered these thinkers into admitting that the incorporeal exists in 
some way. The "flux theorists" have then to say what being is, in a way 
that covers both the corporeal and the incorporeal (247D). I must 
therefore show how Theaetetus's OUVU[,!,L<; is a saving answer on both 
these levels. Let us turn to the Theaetetus, where a Protagorean theeory 
of sensation based on mutual measurement gets a thorough setting out 
by Socrates, and where once again the non-corporeal is required to 

exist. 
Brown has led the way, by showing that Socrates's version of the 

Protagorean theory of sensation is modeled on the continued process 
of interpolation to approximate the geometric mean.22 The odd 
expressions in this passage of text become happily explicable on these 
terms. Here are some of Brown's list of correlations: uthe object 

sought is ... an 'in-between' (f,I,E"ta1;u n) (I54A), which ... is to be iden
tified by a process of 'measuring and being measured' (n:apa
f,I,E'tp01lf,I,E8a ... n:apa[,i,E'tpou[,i,EVOV) (I54B)"; "the object deter
mined 'is nothing in itself, but is becoming for someone always' 

Is;.\ '1' l\ J ' I e. / ) '\"'.' ) \ , 8 ) 
( O'UuEV ELVUL EV av,;o Ka8 av"to, a~~.~~.a 'tLVL UEL YLYVEG aL 
(I 57 A-B; cf. I53E)"; and "the intermediate stages of the process are 
'infinite in number, but paired off' (n:'A~8EL [,i,EV UJtELpa, o[O'U[,i,U 
OE) (I56A-B):' In this last passage we can add some very telling details: 
it is out of the coming together and rubbing against one another 
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' , ' / ' v (OfA.LALa<; 't£ Km 'tpLljJEW<; npo<; aA.A.T]A.a) of that which has the 
power (lluvaru<;) to act, and that which has the power to undergo, 
that the infinite, twinned offspring come; these paired offspring, the 
sensed thing and the sensation of it, are "forever falling out together 

db . d"('' ' ' ')F an emg generate UEL 01JVEK1tLJt'tOUOU KUL YEVVW!lEVT] . or 
O.eL O'UVEKn'Grcouaa, we could as well pave rendered: 11heing inter
polated together, in a continued process:' The notion that an object of 
sense and a sensation are mutually measured, and that they are infinite, 
paired-off interpolations, can hardly belong to any "common sense" 
theory of sensation; Brown can produce a concrete, mathematical anal

ogy which could have motivated this otherwise bizarre formulation. 
The key to this analogy is that Socrates's Protagoreans explain the 

phenomenon of sensation as one of mutual measurement of object 

and percipient. This way of thinking, by the old version of 
!lE'tp'f]'tLKi], leads to their positions on the ultimate relativity of expe-

' '" rience; measurement n:pot; af...A.'Y]Aa generates a common measure or 

unit, but since each percipient and the entire world of sense are in con

stant flux, and their interaction with one another changes them both, 
this unit is redefined by each sense event. Unity in sense-experience is 
therefore dependent on the particular state of a human being at a par
ticular time; man is the measure of all things. Plato's solution is to 
apply the new theory of measurement: he accepts the premise of 
mutual measurement in sensation, but he can now generate a kind of 
unity that is independent of subject and object, at the same time that 
it embraces them, To call the opposed poles of measurement 
lluva!lEL<; (156A) is to signal their relation, not to each other, but as 
first approximations of the mean proportional which defines and 
unites them both. One has not done away with flux by any means; 
Socrates ill and Socrates healthy each define different intervals with the 
same wine, so that the series of interpolated means are also different 

(yielding the sensation of sweetness in one case and bitterness in the 
other, 159c-E). But one has analyzed sense phenomena in a way that 
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reveals unique classes within them; the geometric means define infinite 
series of correlated sense experiences. The point of defining being as 
liuvarw;, the capacity to act or be acted upon, even only once, is to 
show that even the most random and isolated phenomenon, occurring 
once to a single percipient, in and of itself defines an infinite class 
through the mean it generates. The upshot is, Brown observes, that 
"the flux of phenomena may after all be 'saved' for knowledge."23 The 
ingenuity of the approach is that the very fact which made such expe
rience seem intractable for science, that the 11tubbing" of perceived 

object against percipient observer changes them both, is now made the 
essential condition for generating unity in phenomena (represented by 
the geometric mean) via a continued process. This is the same ingenu
ity that Theaetetus displayed when he solved the problem of incom
mensurability by newly exploiting the relation between geometrical 
figures and numbers, which had created the trouble in the first place. 

The need to admit the existence of the incorporeal is demonstrat
ed by the need for some faculty within us to account for our ability to 
compare data, to recognize what is common to all and to categorize 

experience in terms of the philosophical oppositions (i.e., being and 
not-being, like and unlike, etc.).24 Theaetetus is convinced that this is 
done by the soul, and cannot be done by any one of the bodily sense 
organs; for which he is called "beautiful" (KaAO£) by Socrates (185D
E). If this faculty can compare sense data from different organs, then 
its work consists in comparing means, which are expressed as ratios in 
terms of their respective extremes (like the ~[J-UJAWV and lm:('tpt'tOV 
in the Epinomis passage, 991B). Therefore this faculty compares ratios, 
and its activity must be the calculation of proportions ( avaA.o
y(snv). As strained as this might sound, Socrates' choice of words 
\:>ears out the analogy: the word used to describe this faculty's ability is 
auA.A.oytO[J-0£ (186D) ; the verb which characterizes its activity is 
&vaA.oyfso[J-m (186A) and the products of its work are 'b.va.A.o
yLO[J-a'ta (186c) . The theory of sensation had entailed that the 
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objects of sense be commensurable with their proper sense organ 
(sU[t[tE'tpov, I56D ). But one cannot hear through sight or see 
through hearing (I84E-I85A). Therefore the faculty which has to 
compare and to u square" the data from different sense organs, must 

deal with problems of incommensurability. We have already seen how 
Theaetetus's lluva[ttt; has helped to facilitate such studies, 

The answer that being is llvva[ttt; is therefore shown to resolve 
both the corporal and incorporeal aspects of flux theory as Socrates 
presents them-in suth a way as to gather them into one account-if 
an explicit reference is taken to Theaetetus's lluva[ttt;, and the new 
branch of measurement science. Sense phenomena can then be shown 
to have a ratio (ii"J(ELV A.oyov). because object and sense organ gener
ate a mean, and the percipient soul becomes a kind of A.oytatLKOt; or 
J.lE'tP11'tlK6; (uratio-" or umeasure-calculator") , because the new 
techniques allow for the handling of incommensurability. 

Clearly, the aims of Plato's application of measurement theory to 
sense perception are not the same as those of modern science. No 

actual measurements are generated, for example. (The whole thing 
turns a bit silly if numbers are plugged in.) Plato's aim might rather 
have been, in the spirit of ancient astronomy, to u save the appear

ances:' As I understand this notion, it does not mean 
11
to reduce the 

appearances to measurement!' To save the appearances is, in Brown's 
phrase, to "save" phenomena for knowledge, by supplying a rational 
construct in the form of a mathematical model that could account for, 
or at least correspond to, the perceived data, This is the kernel of a 
paradigmatic method. There is no necessary entailment of a claim that 
the model has a causal relationship to the appearances, or that it rep
resents the physical reality standing "behind" the appearances; it has 
rather the free, associative illumination of a paradigm. This was true 
even for Ptolemaic astronomy, where the principle of uniform circular 
motion did eventually generate accurarely predictive models for the 
perceived non-uniform orbits in the heavens. This achievement in 
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astronomy of predictive correspondence between hypotheses and phe
nomena set a standard thereafter for the saving of appearances. In 
Plato's time, however, Eudoxus devised astronomical models which 
could not have been accurately predictive; yet they could still have been 
seen to u save" the appearances, in that such salvation might have been 

seen to come through the ascent itsel£ from the spangled particularity 
of sensual observation to the realm of the mathematical. Rather than 
recording the movements of the decorations on the celestial ceiling, 
which one perceives by sight-see Plato's disparaging remarks on the 
current state of astronomy (Republic 529A f£)-Eudoxus was develop
ing models for them, based on the mathematics of uniform circular 
motion, which one grasps by argument and reason. To reduce the dis
order and particularity of appearances in the sensible world to mathe
matical generality and principled order would be to save the appear
ances-for reason, and from chaos. The reduction requires at least a 
qualitative correspondence between paradigm and reality; hence 
Eudoxus's models had to be able to reproduce retrogressions in the 
orbits of the outer planets. It took a considerable refinement in the 
models and the observations-and possibly in philosophical outlook 
as well-to achieve the quantitative correspondence in Hipparchus 
and Ptolemy, where the retrograde motions were given by the models 
in magnitude and in time. Even Ptolemy, however, is concerned to dis
tinguish his work and discipline as mathematics, and not physics or the
ology, although it makes some concessions to these other fields. To the 
mathematician, in contrast with the physicist or theologian, the exis
tence of different, equivalent models, such as eccentric circles and 
epicycles, or even heliocentricity and geocentricity, is a point of con
templative delight; for those others, a point of anxiety and dispute. 

When it comes to the sublunary sphere, Plato accepts the premise 
of radical flux. He apparently held this view all his intellectual life (see 
Aristotle's biography, Metaphysics 987a30f£). All things are in motion, 
and so are their measures (i.e., the individual percipients); hence the 
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measurements they take-i.e., individual perceptual judgements of 
things as to their sensible quality or size-are also in flux, (The same 
wind can appear hot and cold to different people, I52B.) The premise 
of flux apparently entails the premise, "nothing is one in itself" 
(I52D ); this is the mathematical version of the relativist premise, 
uthere is no objective measure:' Different percipients-and the same 
percipient at different times-represent different measures, and hence 
there exists a problem of radical incommensurability between individ
ual perceptions. There can therefore be no question of a quantitative 
application of measurement theory to the phenomena. The very fact 
that perceptual events and judgements are judged to be completely 
unique and individual (fl\tov-see, eg., I 54 A) should suggest that 
they are not susceptible to general treatment of any kind, let alone to 
mathematical treatment. The world of sense, when approached in 
terms of these kinds of premises, ought not to be salvageable for 
knowledge. 

All the same, for the metaphor of sensation as measurement, a 

notion attributed in the Theaetetus ultimately to Protagoras (I52A), 
there is life yet, The new branch of measurement science can supply an 
intriguing model for at least a qualitative saving of the appearances, 
Here, as in the sublunary sphere, we also have things and their meas
ures, extremes and means, continually changing. But this does not pre
vent them from being related to a single magnitude-to two definite 
magnitudes, in fact, for the size of the rectangle contained by each pair 
of interpolations, as well as its geometric root, remains the same. 
Hence there can be a kind of unity predicated of a continued process 
of change; and so perhaps a predication of unity need not be preclud
ed from sense experience, even in a world of unceasing flux, In addi
tion, the measure of the root of this constant magnitude represented 

by the rectangles, the geometric mean approximated by the arithmetic 
and harmonic means, is a measure that is continually coming to be, but 
never is. As such, it is uniquely suited as a qualitative model or para
digm for perception, which seems to share this property in the sensi-
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ble world. That which is ("ta Ovta.) comes to be, as a perception, through 
a continued process of measurement with the percipient. The first step 
in applying the new kind of measurement as a theory of perception 
would be to say, with the Eleatic stranger, that being (,;a bv,;a.) is 
liuva.w~. 

* * * * * * * 

The vastly different implications of the two kinds of measurement 
are brought out by Socrates' example of the dice (IS4c). If one com
pares six dice with four dice they look greater, but if one compares six 
dice with twelve, they look less. This seems to involve a paradox, 
because nothing can ever become greater or less in size or number 

while it remains equal to itsel£ Two other postulates are said to con
tend with this one and with each other in our souls, when we think 
about the six dice becoming greater and less: anything in respect of 
which nothing is added or subtracted is neither increased nor dimin
ished, but is always equal; and that which did not exist before could 
not exist afterwards without a process of becoming (I54A-B). 

Brown has pointed out that the way Socrates compares six with 
four and twelve-that the difference in each case is half of the com
pared term (I 54c )--is an explicit recognition of six as the harmonic 
mean in the interval defined by four and twelve as extremes.25 He then 
takes the reference to the harmonic mean as an allusion to the geo
metric mean in the interval, to which the three postulates mentioned 
above apply in a mathematically interesting way-a way that justifies 
Theaetetus's dizziness at such paradoxes (ISSc). This is by way of 
defending Plato against the likes of Bertrand Russell, who refers to 
Plato's difficulties in these matters as "among the infantile diseases of 
philosophy:'26 The text does not support Brown's defence, however. 
Socrates and Theaetetus seem genuinely perplexed by any three-term 
comparison, whether among dice or between the size of Socrates and 
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two stages of a growing Theaetetus (I55B-c). This is because the art 
of measurement (but not necessarily philosophy) is in its infancy; 
measurement n;po<; aA.A.l']A.a can only distinguish the greater and the 
less, and the intermediate objects inevitably called up by a three-term 
comparison become equivocal in a rather straightforward way. The 
concreteness of the cited examples-remember that Plato always talks 
about dice-may help to reinforce the odd intuition that an object 
changes into its opposite while staying the same. 

The new branch of f.tE'tpl']'tLKi), measurement toward the genera
tion of the mean, legitimizes the intermediate. It generates objects that 
are definitively ubetween" all rational numbers, as we have seen. Plato's 

deft presentation points the way to the mature science of measure
ment. Comparing six dice to four and twelve is to measure tangible 
quantities against one another, so as to cause perplexity about the rel
ativity of six; seeing 6 as the harmonic mean in the interval 12:4 is to 
see it as a generating approximation of the only non-relative, or utrans

relative:' entity inside the interval: the geometric mean or mean pro
portional. As one generates it geometrically, it exists unchanged and 
remains equal with itself. As one generates it arithmetically, it is now 
greater now less, now increased and now diminished, continually com

ing to be. The geometric mean is therefore an exception to each of the 
three Protagorean assumptions about relativity, just as it was to the 
Parmenidean ones about sameness and being; and we have already seen 
how Plato tries to prove that it exists. 

Brown was right, therefore, in recognizing the reference to the har
monic mean and its allusion to the geometric mean, but he was at least 

partly wrong about the significance of the allusion, That the same 
number or magnitude can be called both greater and less seems to be 
regarded as a genuine paradox; the problem can be nullified by rethink
ing the process of measurement, as a generation of means, rather than 

as a direct comparison of quantities. A mean is a mean in relation to 
what is greater and to what is less; the greater and the less, in turn, are 
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so in relation, as extremes to a mean. Hence extremes and means can 

only exist and be defined in terms of each other. A mean is therefore 
a thing which demands to be comprehended on all these terms: it is 
one thing remaining the same as itself, and it is greater, and it is less. 
The concatenation of these properties is no longer paradoxical, but 
rather uniquely definitive, in the case of a mean. The trick is therefore 
to define numbers and magnitudes, where the purported paradox of 
relativity is observed, as means. This is precisely what Theaetetus has 
already done. Not just the incommensurable roots (buVU[.IEL~). but , 
all numbers and commensurable lengths (f.IYJKYJ) are recast as geomet-
ric means between the unit and square and oblong numbers (that is, as 
sides of the square representations of all numbers). This is once again 
to resolve a difficulty by redefining its terms, and to resolve a paradox 
by exploiting its own conditions. Theaetetus can cure his dizziness by 
turning the problem upside down. To reclassify rational and irrational 
lengths as types of means is to make these relativistic creatures, with 

their seemingly paradoxical mixture of properties, the very standards 
of measurement; the 11 in-between, now takes on the substantive exis

tence in measurement science which once belonged exclusively to num
ber. By referring to the problematical, "in-between" six in such a way 
as to identify it as the harmonic mean in an interval, Plato would seem 
to be hinting at this kind of a solution during Socrates' very articula
tion of the paradox. 

I do not mean to suggest, here or elsewhere, that the algorithm of 
interpolating means is some kind of cryptic code to Platos meaning. 
For one thing, a mathematical model needs to be interpreted before it 
can be interpreted; in itself, the means algorithm is about measurement 
in the abstract and nothing else. (Even here, however, as I have sug
gested, the question 11what is a mean?" and the follow-up 11does it 
exist?" can have serious philosophical consequences, such as the postu
lating of a relational mode of being.) What I do see is the persistent 
heuristic and often playfUl application of a paradigm. The most seri-
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ous and striking interpretation of this paradigm is as a theory of sense 
perception; but there are other exemplars in the Theaetetus. At I 80E, 
Socrates tells Theodorus that by advancing little by little (Km;a , 
Gf-UKpov ), they have unknowingly fallen into the midway position 
between the Parmenideans and the Heracliteans ( Et~ 'tO [.l{aov 
JtE1t'tWK6,;E~-recall aE'i. CJ'UVEKJtLJt'tQUGct, I 56B ); their plight is 
compared to that of the people caught in the middle of a wrestling 
school tug-of-war, who are dragged toward opposite sides of the divid
ing line. On the one hand, this image is amusing and self-explanatory, 
and fully realized on its own terms. But one can discern behind it the 
notions, entirely neutral in themselves, of incremental interpolation 
toward the measurement of a mean, and oscillation around the meas

uring line. The mathematical model can hardly be said to explain or to 
interpret the image. The reverse is in fact the case: it is the tug-of-war 
which interprets, and gives content to, the paradigm. But just as in the 
case of Socrates's dice, an awareness of the underlying paradigm can 
suggest lines of thought that are textually based, and yet not necessar
ily part of the literal intention of the interlocutors in the dialogue. A 
mean is something which brings into relation and, in this sense, unites 

its extremes. It is therefore of considerable interest for a student of 
Socrates and Plato to wonder what a mean position between the 
Parmenideans and the Heracliteans might be like. The means algo
rithm and the image of the tug-of-war can be seen to do a double duty: 
conceiving of opposed positions no longer as opposites but as 
extremes is the first step towards our some day, as we still say, "squar

ing" them, generating a solution in the mean between them; while at 
the same time, the image of being caught in the middle and pulled to 
either side captures the present predicament of the participants in the 
dialogue. 

A significant portion of the Theaetetus is devoted to an exhaustive, 
case by case analysis of the possibility of false judgement, depending 
on the premise that with regard to each thing one might have an opin-
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ion about, one either knows it or one doesn't. But Theaetetus is forced 

to adopt this premise of polar, or opposite conditions when Socrates 
asks him to leave out the states which lie in between knowledge and 
ignorance (ftE'tal;u 'tOlJ'tWV, I88A), such as learning and forgetting. 
I think few readers would agree with Socrates's daim here that these 
intermediate processes have no bearing on the discussion. Does not the 
text rather invite the reader to consider, on his own at any rate, the 

nature and the implications of such mean states as learning and for
getting? Are they not significant in themselves, and especially crucial as 
a basis for the task at hand, an investigation of the cognitive mecha
nism which might result in false opinion? The midway cases of learn
ing and forgetting exhibit the paradoxes we have come to expect of 
means: it would seem that in the midst of these conditions, knowledge 
and ignorance are both present in the mind at the same time and about 
the same thing. 

In the middle of the dialogue (I72c-I77B), Socrates digresses to 
paint the portraits of two incompatible human types, the man of the 
city and the philosopher. The opposite qualities of these figures take 
on a new significance if the figures are interpreted not as opposites, but 
as extremes. The reader will notice that the philosopher described is 
not in fact like Socrates: he is rather a latter-day Thales (I 73E ff.), an 
astronomer, physicist, geometer, and general investigator into the 
abstract natures of things; a man more reminiscent of Arist.ophanes's 

parody than Plato's Socrates. In the Socrates of the Theaetetus, we see 
instead a mean between extremes, between the man of the law courts, 

whose time and speech are strictly circumscribed, and the philosopher, 
whose time and speech are all his own (I72D-E). Socrates has the 
leisure, on the one hand, to pursue an investigation into the definition 

of knowledge with Theaetetus, including time for fresh starts and 
digressions (I 72D ); on the other, we are reminded quite pointedly, by 
way of ending the conversation and the text, that Socrates has to break 
off until the next day so that he can keep his appointment in court, to 
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meet Meletus's indictment. Socrates' time is not his own; and his life 

will depend upon his ability to speak the speech of the law courts. 
It is tempting to compare Socrates' two patterns, his "paradigms 

set up in the midst of existence" (176E), with the paradigms of 
Theaetetus. The divine and the perfectly just would be figured as four
square and O[J.OLOV, and the. human and the political as inherently het
eromecic. A tragic dimension emerges if one interprets Socrates's mod

els as themselves an investiture of the models of the measurement par
adigm. We are encouraged to become more and more like the divine 
and the just; but it is a structural feature of the interpolation algorithm 
that however equal it becomes, the rectangle can never become square. 
The flight from our mortal nature toward the divine is described by 
Socrates as ~[J.O'i:Wm£ or assimilation to god; ~[J.o(wm£ itself 
(Socrates repeats the word, I 7 6B) is then explained as becoming 
1\{Kawv and dmov in the com~any of <j>p6vrJOL£. But in the math
ematical setting, the process of O[J.o(wOL£ can never be completed; 
and the suggestion in this context may be that ultimately the divine is 
irreconcilable with the human, that the life of pure philosophy is 
finally incommensurable with the life of the city. The demands of the 
philosopher, who asks "what is man?" (I74B), can never completely 
escape the demands of society, and its conventional expectations of 
man. The life and death of Socrates embody a paradigmatic dilemma: 
however long and full the measure of his days, and hence however long 
the process, through the purgations 'of philosophy, of assimilation to 
the divine, of becoming truly just and holy and wise,-there will come 
a day of reckoning by a different number, and the city will lay its claim 
to him. 

A further note about the dice: the interval I 2:4 is a species of the 
Tp~.:rtA.amov 1\LaOTrJfJ.U, 3:1. The interpolated means, beginning 
with eight and six, are therefore fourth-multiple approximations of the 
side of the three-foot square. The full significance of the example is 
.now manifest: it illustrates the new way to investigate incommensu-
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rable lengths, taking up again the first ofTheodorus's cases, and apply
ing the continued process involved in the squaring of Theaetetus's 
oblong numbers. 

* * * * * * * 

In addition to that portentous entity, the o-6va!H~. two methods 
associated with my interpretation of the geometry lesson, proof by 
reductio ad absurdum and the method of exhaustion, also become para
digmatic for Plato in this trio of dialogues. The former may have long 
since been the inspiration for Socrates's familiar technique of reducing 
his interlocutor to perplexity. It shows up at various stages of the 
argument in the Theaetetus, as for example at I 54C-D, where Theaetetus 
is reduced to both affirming and denying one of the Protagorean pos
tulates we have just discussed. Whereas in mathematics, this method 
achieves the positive result of refuting a hypothesis, and proving its 
contrary, Plato romanticizes the notion somewhat for philosophy; he 
is interested in perplexity itself as a heuristic state, and marks the won
derment that it brings on. in Theaetetus as a sign of his being a 
philosopher (I SSc-D ). But Plato also relies on the rigorous conception 
of the proof: at a crucial point in the Sophist, it is proved that some of 
the forms and genera must mix with each other and others not, only 
because the other two possibilities-that none of them do or all of 
them do-have been reduced to absurdity (252E). The upshot is an 
unexpected discovery of the philosopher and his science, while 
Theaetetus and the stranger had been looking for the sophist (253c). 
Dialectic is the science which divides things by form (?too~) and 
genus (yrvo~). and he who is capable of this science is the one who 
can best discern the complex interrelationships among the forms
which ones unite others, which are parts, which wholes, and which 
stand apart from mixing (253D-E). 
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The method of division, which characterizes the investigations 
into the sophist and the statesman and which is identified with dialec
tic (253D-E), is based on the method of exhaustion. This is the post
classical name for the continued process of measurement we are now 

familiar with, One "exhausts" a magnitude by continually cutting off 
rational segments of it, each of them more than half of what is left. 
If these rational u shavings" are strung together, one can approximate 

the length, say of a geometric mean, to an arbitrarily high degree of 
accuracy. Once again, as Plato invests the mathematical paradigm with 
the dress of the dialectical process, he romanticizes it: at Sophist 261A
B, Theaetetus complains that as they get closer to their quarry, the 
sophist keeps throwing "problems" in their way, like successive defen
sive walls (npo~ArJ[!U'ta); the stranger assures him that any attacker 

h k " , r d"(' ' ; 8 , ' w o can rna e contmuous progress rorwar EL~ 'tO rtpoa EV act. 
npmtvm) should be confident of success. And to be sure, while the 
stranger never fails to string together the divisions which 11measure" his 
subject (e.g., at 268C-D for the sophist), his main concern is at least 
equally with the division process itself, and with the training it pro
vides in distinguishing classes (see Politicus 285C-D ). But there is still a 
concession here to the mathematical: at Politicus 287c, the stranger 
advises that in these procedures, one must divide by a number as close 
as possible to two, This serves a double purpose; it maximizes the 
number of divisions that will need to be made, thereby increasing a 
student's experience with the handling of kinds, while also providing 
the minimum subtraction required (more than half)," to guarantee the 
u exhaustion" of the subject. 

The aim of the division process is still to produce a definition, and 
in this sense it can be seen as a refinement on the original Socratic 

methodology. But definition is here seen, perhaps for the first time 
explicitly, as a kind of measurement; this is a return to the root mean

ing of the term, which involves the setting of limits or boundary 
marks (Clp'LsELV). The Forms only enter the picture as the necessary 
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terms of division, and the measures generated, to ''trap" the undefined 
object in an exhaustive process. It would seem that a considerable point 
of departure for this new vision of dialectic lies in the notion of forms 
as measures. 

That the philosopher and the philosopher's art can be character
ized by these continued processes marks a stunning change in Plato's 
thought. Brown draws the following conclusion: 

... in Theaetetus, and apparently in response to a lively 
sense of the mathematical achievements of this com
panion and colleague, Plato seems to be yielding 
somewhat to an epistemological suggestion derived 
from Theaetetus's notion of continued processes. 

This would involve thinking that opinion, and per
haps even perception, if they can be processed in just 
the right way, ought to be taken seriously. Further, it 
would involve his thinking that knowledge is not fully 
characterized by the fixed and finished objects (Ideas) 
toward which it may proceed, but that it is at least 
partly characterized by the approximating process 
itsel£ This would mean that at least in one aspect of 
it, knowledge is a continued process of learning.28 

I would make a stronger claim for Plato's development: the more 
usual theory of forms, which involved forms as paradigms in the sense 
of ideals, has been reformed or even replaced in these dialogues, on the 
inspiration of the new measurement paradigms created by Theaetetus. 
That Plato himself recognized a development is evidenced by his curi
ous wording at Sophist 248A: he there refers to certain idealists, who do 
not believe in motion and mixing, as nthe friends of the forms" ('to:U; 
'tWV c'L6wv q)LA.ov~). That Plato could use such a phrase, in relation 
to what is usually thought of as his singular philosophical achieve-
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ment, must have staggering implications for those who would chart the 
history of his thought. Did these friends of the forms use to be friends 
of his? Or were they the older gentlemen described somewhat 
unflatteringly at 25Ic, possibly older, rival Socratics? If so, was the 
original theory of forms perhaps a Socratic or a Parmenidean inven
tion? However these questions are answered, and whatever is the true 

measure of the distance between Plato and the "friends of the forms;' 
the sum total of my arguments is that there was a revolution in Plato's 
conception of epistemology and ontology, necessitated by the exis
tence of the curious object at the heart of the new measurement sci

ence: the irrational geometric mean between rational factors, 

Theaetetus's <'iuvarw::;. This object and this science serve as paradigms 
for a brave new approach to some very old and perplexing problems. 
Perhaps there are grounds for a revolution in our sense of Plato's 
development, to match the turn in the man. 
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-.::f We Nietzscheans !ft- John Verdi 

Friedrich Nietzsche was born in 1844.* He went to good schools, 
studied hard and by the time he was 24 had been appointed professor 
of philology at the University of Basel. He abandoned the academic 
world after about ten years, and began to live here and there in France, 
Switzerland, and Italy, never remaining in any one place for more than 
a few months. His life was solitary, but not unhappy. In 1889 he suf
fered a complete mental collapse from which he never recovered. He 
died in I 900. While he flourished and was writing the books for which 
we remember him, virtually no one paid any attention to his work. 
Now it seems that everybody has something to say about Nietzsche. 
What Martin Heidegger wrote of him a few decades ago might still 
be true today, that Nietzsche is "either celebrated and imitated or 
reviled and exploited:' I 

Nietzsche has excited and polarized people throughout the twen
tieth century. Even now he remains as enigmatic as Plato: we are for
ever uncertain what he believes and what he intends. Consequently 
everybody has something to say about Nietzsche, even Nietzsche. He 
calls himself a ''godless anti-metaphysician;' a "very free spirit," an 
11 irnmoralist;' an uartist," one of the umore spiritual beings of this 

11 11h 1 " II£ 1 " 11 
' " u• h 'bl " A d • E age, orne ess, 1ear ess, ptous, mcompre enst e. n m cce 

Homo, his last book, he says: "I am not a man, I am dynamite .... ! con
tradict as has never been contradicted and am nonetheless the oppo-
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site of a negative spirit. I am a bringer of good tidings such as there 
has never been."2 

I have kept in mind while preparing this essay that some of you 
may have never read any Nietzsche, others may have been introduced 
to him only recently or haphazardly, and still others may know him all
too-well, What I have to say about Nietzsche shall focus on one of his 
books, his most comprehensive, coherent, and accessible book, Beyond 
Good and Evil, in particular on the Preface, because I believe that here at 
St. John's our best public conversations usually focus on books, not on 
people or "issues:' The essay comes in five parts, Each of the first four 
parts begins with, and subsequently comments on, some of the 
Preface, so that by the time I have finished the last of these, you will 
have heard the entire Preface. In the last section of the lecture I shall 
suggest that Nietzsche aims in part to re-establish, re-vivify, and 
transmogrify an ancient tradition of spiritual exercises, going back at 
least to Socrates, exercises which Pierre Hadot says had as their goal "a 
transformation of the world;' and "a metamorphosis of our personal-
• 113 Ity. 

Part One 

Supposing truth is a woman-what then? Are there 
not grounds for the suspicion that all philosophers, 
insofar as they were dogmatists, have understood 
women badly? That the gruesome seriousness, the 
clumsy obtrusiveness with which they have usually 
approached truth so far have been inept and improper 
methods for winning a female? What is certain is that 
she has not allowed herself to be won-and today 
every kind of dogmatism stands sad and discouraged. 
1j it is left standing at all! For there are scoffers who 
assert that it has fallen, that all dogmatism lies on the 
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ground-even more, that all dogmatism is breathing 
its last.' 

47 

In the first line Nietzsche alludes to Machiavelli's remark in The 
Prince about fortune. Machiavelli writes: 

Fortune is a woman ... and one sees that she lets herself 
be won more by the impetuous than by those who pro
ceed coldly. And so always, like a woman, she is a 
friend of the young because they are less cautious, 
more ferocious, and command her with more audacity. 5 

Machiavelli also says that "fortune shows her power where virtue 
(virtU) has not been put in order [so as] to resist her;' and that the 
prince is "prosperous who adapts his mode of proceeding to the qual
ities of the times" ( ch. 25). Later, Nietzsche says that Machiavelli 

cannot help presenting the most serious matters in a 
boisterous allegrissimo, perhaps not without a malicious 
artistic sense of the contrast he risks-long, difficult, 
hard, dangerous thoughts and the tempo of the gallop 
and the very best, most capricious humor.' 

Nietzsche's own style, which is inextricably interwoven with his 
thought, can often be described in just such terms. "[T]here is art in 
every good sentence-art that must be figured out if the sentence is to 
be understood!"' Nietzsche wants us to recognize from the opening of 
the book a certain kinship he has with Machiavelli in both content and 

style. 
Nietzsche continues the questioning by asking if all philosphers, 

at least to the extent that they have been dogmatists, have not been 
clumsy in courting truth and winning her heart. He implies that truth 
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cannot be discovered by some method, as Descartes had hoped, but 
only won by someone able to command her. Nietzsche doesn't tell us 
if all philosophers heretofore have been tactless dogmatists. He hints 
that they have usually taken a fruitless approach to truth, but the allu
sion to Machiavelli, and the description of his style, suggests that he 
at least was hardly a gruesome and awkwar~ suitor. Most philosophers, 
however, have been too grave in their search for truth, not gay and play
ful enough to have gotten very far with her. 

But what does Nietzsche understand by dogmatism anywayl Recall 
that Kant had set himself the task of criticizing dogmatism in The 
Critique of Pure Reason, where he characterizes it as 

the presumption that it is possible to make progress 
with pure knowledge, according to principles, from 
concepts alone ... and that it is possible to do this 
without having first investigated in what way and by 
what right reason has come into possession of these 
concepts.8 

Kant believes that when we employ concepts dogmatically-that 
is, to "yield strict proof from some principles a priori"-without first 
having made them give an account of their origin and a justification of 
their use, they lack the power to yield truth, but create illusion in its 
place, Kant and Nietzsche both challenge dogmatism as that mode of 
thinking which sets arbitrary limits to the questions philosophy may 
ask. 

Nietzsche disagrees with Kant in at least two important ways. Kant 
believes in a class of truths which are both necessarily so and about the 
empirical world of experience, not merely about logic or the relation
ship of pure concepts to one another. These synthetic a priori truths 
constitute the substance of arithmetic and geometry, and also the 
foundations of classical mechanics, namely, Newton's three laws of 
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motion. The examples Kant gives are that seven plus five equals twelve, 
that a straight line is the shortest distance between two points, and that 
in every transfer of motion between bodies, action and reaction must 

always be equal. For Nietzsche the central question of Kant's 
Critique--how are synthetic judgments a priori possible?-leaves at 
least one "truth" unassailable and immune from question, namely, that 
there exist synthetic judgments which are true a priori. For Nietzsche 
the prior question is, Why is belief in such judgments necessary? Why 
must man believe them to be true? In fact, Nietzsche believes that 
dogmatism exists whenever a philosopher needs to resort to any kind 
of 11 given;' any truth he claims is "evident," whether it be Descartes's 
111 think;' Hume's "impressions and ideas," or Socrates' belief that the 

search for truth will make us better people. He says, 

There are still harmless self-observers who believe 
that there are 11 immediate certainties"; for example, 
"I think;' ... as though knowledge here got hold of its 
object pure and naked, as "the thing in itself;' with
out any falsification on the part of the subject or the 
object. But that u immediate certainty," as well as 
"absolute knowledge" and the "thing in itself;' 
involve a contradiction in terms; we really ought to 

free ourselves from the seduction of words!9 

The second way Nietzsche differs from Kant-and perhaps from 
all other philosophers before him-lies in the very value each attributes 
to the kind of truths dogmatists seek. For "the secret wish and hidden 
meaning of all dogmatic aspirations" has been that their truth is sup
posed to be a truth for everyone. Yet, 11whatever can be common," 
Nietzsche says, "always has little value:' 10 And with this Nietzsche 
catches all of us up short, for what else can truth be if not something 
universal? Of course 11my truth" and 11your truth" can differ in trivial 
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ways, in the sense that umy experience" can differ from yours. But 

Nietzsche is talking about the truths of philosophers, that is, truths 
about being and becoming, knowledge and ignorance, good and eviL 
In fact, Nietzsche worries deeply about truth, and expresses this at the 
beginning of Part One of Beyond Good and Evil, when he raises two 
astounding questions: what is the source of our will to truth? And 
what is the value of this will? The first question, Nietzsche says, 
brought him to a long halt; but it was the second question that 
brought him to a complete stop. "Why not rather untruth? and uncer
tainty? even ignorance?" These are the questions the Sphinx really put 
to Oedipus, the questions behind the riddle. For Socrates, the answer 
to both questions suggested in the Symposium and elsewhere, is that 
truth is intelligible and that everything intelligible is beautifuL 
Nietzsche, however, believes that our intellectual conscience demands 
that we consider other possibilities. The truth as such about life may 
be unintelligible; it may be ugly. He says: 

Something might be true while being harmful and 
dangerous in the highest degree. Indeed, it might be a 
basic characteristic of existence that those who would 
know it completely would perish ... The question is to 
what extent it is life-promoting, life preserving, 
species-preserving, perhaps even species-cultivating.11 

The dogmatists' belief in the value of truth, "truth for its own 
sake;' must itself be scrutinized, in order to uncover its origins, which 

may lie deep in the cave of human instincts and drives. 

[F]or all the value that the true, the truthful, the 
selfless may deserve, it would still be possible that a 
higher and more fundamental value for life might 
have to be ascribed to deception, selfishness and lust, 
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[and that the J good and revered things [might be J 
insidiously related, tied to, and involved with these 
wicked, seemingly opposite things-maybe even one 
with them in essence. 12 
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Having thus challenged dogmatic philosophers in the first three 
sentences of the Preface, Nietzsche then suggests that perhaps dog
matism has already been knocked down, that it may even be dying. So 
why the hoopla of the opening sentences? Well, not Nierzsche but cer
tain uscoffers" or 11tidiculers" claim that the end of dogmatism has 
arrived. I suspect that Nietzsche does not believe this himself for one 
minute. The myriad forms dogmatism takes can become clear to us 
only after we recognize the scope and implications of Nietzsche's 
questions about the value of truth. Any activity based on a search for 
truth "for its own sake" is dogmatic, because it precludes raising the 
question, "Why seek truth?" And where questions are forbidden, dog
matism rules. In The Gay Scienee he puts it this way: 

[ w Jill to truth" does not mean "I will not allow myself 
to be deceived" but-[ and] there is no alternative
"! will not deceive, not even myself"; and with that we 

stand on moral ground .... Thus the question "Why sci
ence?" leads back to the moral problem: Why have 
morality at all when life, nature, history are "not 
mora1"?13 

The scoffers who think they see all dogmatism in the throes of 
death do not recognize what it really is or the extent of its presence. 
These are perhaps the skeptics Nierzsche later criticizes, who believe 
that their newly won "objectivity" demands that they refuse to affirm 
or deny. "They no longer know independence of decisions and the 
intrepid sense of pleasure in willing-they doubt the 'freedom of the 
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will' even in their dreams." 14 Nietzsche is not one of the scoffers, and 
skepticism is not an adequate response to dogmatism. "[T]he worst of 
harbors is better than to go reeling back into a hopeless infinity of 
skepticism." IS 

Part Two 

Speaking seriously, there are good grounds for the 
hope that all dogmatizing in philosophy, however 
solemn and definitive its airs used to be, may never

theless have been no more than a noble childishness 
and tyronism; and perhaps the rime is very near when 
it will be comprehended in case after case what really 
has been sufficient to furnish the cornerstone for 
such sublime and unconditional philosophers' edifices 
as the dogmatists have built so far: any old popular 
superstition from time immemorial (like the soul 
superstition which, in the form of the subject and 
ego superstition, has not even yet ceased to do mis

chief); some play on words perhaps, a seduction by 
granunar, or an audacious generalization of very nar
row, very personal, very human, all too human facts. 
(Preface) 

Once Nietzsche rejects those cnttcs of philosophy who have 
ingested the "gentle, gracious lulling poppy of skepticism;' he suggests 
that dogmatism might manifest merely the growing pains of philoso
phy, the naive attempts of a youthful beginner, full of ardor and noble 
ambition. When Nietzsche tells us there are grounds for this hope, he 
has in mind such signs as the decline of belief in Christian dogma, 
which he announced in The Gay Science with the pronouncement, "God 
is dead:'16 This decline has come about through the ever-increasing 
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severity of the Christian demand for truthfUlness, and along with it 
has come a growth in pessimism, that is, in the possibility of raising 
the very question of the value of existence. To Nietzsche these are 
signs that philosophy is beginning to shed its worn out dogmatic skin, 
one which had been needed, and had served a usefUl purpose, but may 
have outlived its time. 

Nietzsche views these events as full of hope for philosophy's 
future. He cares about philosophy, and it means a great deal to him 
that the so-called death of dogmatism not signal a death of philoso
phy itself. but a coming to maturity after the necessary naivete of its 
youth. Nietzsche's philosopher is 

the man of the most comprehensive responsibility 
who has the conscience for the complete development 
of manY 

Unlike the scholar and the scientist, 

a philosopher demands of himself a judgment, a Yes 
or a No, ... about life and the value of life.18 

Nietzsche then holds out to us the further hope that soon we shall 
be able to see on exactly what kinds of foundations "unconditional 
philosophers' edifices" have up to now been built. He first mentions 
"any old popular superstition," from which he singles out what he calls 
uthe soul superstition;· one form of which is 11the subject and ego 
superstition:· For Nietzsche, 11 superstition !I is not necessarily a bad 

word. At certain times during the development of a people, supersti
tion is "actually a symptom of enlightenment;' a "delight in individu
ality;' and a "sign that the intellect is becoming more independent:'19 

At those times superstitions can give rise to 11individuals" who mark 
the "highest and most fruitful stage" of a culture. But once a supersti-
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tion has outlived its usefulness, its remains, deeply embedded in the 
beliefs of a society, can function as a basis for the erection of colossal 
fictions, which Nietzsche believes need to be exposed, weakened, and 
dismantled. 

Nietzsche's criticism of the soul and ego superstition begins with 
a characteristically brief critique of "materialistic atomism" in Part 
One of Beyond Good and Evil, an argument which rests ostensibly on the 
suggestion made in the eighteenth century by Boscovich that atoms 
might be understood not as particles or substances, but as centers of 
force or fields of influence. Nietzsche compares him favorably with 
Copernicus, when he says that 

[ w Jhile Copernicus has persuaded us to believe, con
trary to all the senses, that the earth does not stand 
fast, Boscovich has taught us to abjure the belief in 
the last part of the earth that "stood fast"-the 
belief in "substance," in "matter;' in the earth-residu

um and particle-atom. 

Then he goes on. 

One must, however, go still further and also declare 
war, a remorseless war to the knife, against the 

"atomistic need" which still lives a dangerous afterlife 
where no one suspects it .... [O]ne must also, first of 
all, give the finishing stroke to that other and more 
calamitous atomism which Christianity has taught 
best and longest, the soul atomism, 

by which Nietzsche means "the belief which regards the soul as some
thing indestructible, eternal, indivisible:' He leaves the way open to a 
new version of the soul-hypothesis, such as 11 'mortal soul; and 1Soul as 
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subjective multiplicity; and 'soul as social structure of the drives and 
affects' :• Nietzsche then goes on to question the belief that we possess 
uimmediate certainti' of the existence of the 11self" or the 111:' 

When I analyze the process that is expressed in the 
sentence, "I think," I find a whole series of daring 
assertions that would be difficult, perhaps impossible, 
to prove; for example, that it is I who think, that 
there must necessarily be something that thinks, that 
thinking is an activity and operation on the part of a 
being thought of as a cause, that there is an "ego;' 
and finally, that it is already determined what is to be 
designated by thinking. 

It was pretty much according to the same schema that 
the older atomism sought, besides the operating 
"power;' that lump of matter in which it resides. 

Nietzsche even suggests that the soul superstition supports the 
false distinction between ufree will" and "unfree will/' or between that 

which is a cause of its own motion and that which is not. 

When we project and mix this symbol world [of 
cause and effect] into things as if it existed 11in itself;' 

we act once more as we have always acted-mytho
logically. The "unfree will" is mythology; in real life it is 
only a matter of strong and weak wills. 

The second kind of foundation for dogmatism which Nietzsche 
uncovers is language. He returns repeatedly throughout Beyond Good and 
Evil to the theme of the power of language to falsifY, mislead, and 
seduce. In fact the book has begun with a joking bit of grammatical 
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metaphysics, for part of the significance of the opening question
"Supposing truth is a woman-what then?"-turns on the fact that in 
German, as in the Romance languages and in Greek, the noun for 
11truth" is feminine. Nietzsche seems to be saying, let's see what we can 

do with grammar, what we can spin out from an accident of language. 
English provides no simple way of capturing this subtlety, an example 
of Nietzsche's own 11 capricious humor." 

But grammatical jokes are deep, as Wittgenstein said. The falsifY
ing power of language, and the philosopher's responsibility to recog
nize it and make use of it, lie near the heart of Nietzsche's concerns 

in Beyond Good and Evil. In section 20 he writes: 

The strange family resemblance of all Indian, Greek, 
and German philosophizing is explained easily 
enough. Where there is affinity of languages, it can
not fail, owing to the common philosophy of gram
mar-l mean, owing to the unconscious domination 

and guidance by similar grammatical functions-that 
everything is prepared at the outset for a similar 
development and sequence of philosophical systems. 

Later, in section 34, he asks even more trenchantly: 

What forces us at all to suppose that there is an 
essential opposition of utrue" and ufalse"? ... Why 
couldn't the world that concerns us-be a fiction? And if 
somebody asked, "but to a fiction there surely 
belongs an author?"-couldn't one answer simply: 
why? Doesn't this "belongs" perhaps belong to the 
fiction, too? Is it not permitted to be a bit ironical 
about the subject no less than the predicate and 
object? Shouldn't philosophers be permitted to rise 
above faith in grammar? 
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Even what he refers to as the "fundamental faith of the meta
physicians in opposite values" rests on the awkwardness of language 
which "will continue to talk of opposites where there are only degrees 
and many subtleties of gradation:' 

In a short and unfinished early essay, entitled On Truth and Lying in 
a Nonmoral Sense, Nietzsche argues that not only does language not ade
quately represent reality, but also that only through our collective for
getfulness of the origin of truth and falsehood are we led to imagine 
that language does have this power. Nietzsche suggests that the con
cept of truth originated in a social agreement to end the "war of each 
against ali;' which established "the first laws of truth:' The fact is that 
"the creator of language ... only designates the relations of things to 
men, and for expressing these relations he lays hold of the boldest 
metaphors:'20 Language, therefore, is rhetoric, because it u conveys an 

attitude or opinion, a partial view rather than an essential knowledge 
of the thing" ( R, xiii). Concepts are formed through equating what is 
essentially unequal. through seeing the individual as a representative of 
a kind rather than in its full particularity, which would be closer to our 
actual experience. Concepts simplif)r experience and therefore falsify it. 

This seems to me to be a complete reversal of what Hegel says in 
the section in The Phenomenology on Sense-Certainty, which is 

a view of our awareness of the world according to 
which it is at its fullest and richest when we simply 
open our sense ... to the world and receive whatever 
impressions come our way, prior to any ... conceptual 

activity. 21 

Hegel argues that when the subject of sense-certainty is asked to 
say what he experiences, he finds his attempts to be empty. If he tries 
to speak of the 11here" and unow" which he is experiencing, not even 

h h. If k h h b "h " d " " d "I" e unse can now w at e means y - ere an now, an , 
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unless he means something universal, beyond the immediate place, 
moment, and person, For Hegel the particular is nothing other than 
the irrational and the untrue. Nietzsche, however, believes that the ini
tial effort to verbalize experience and thereby bring it to consciousness 
constitutes the first falsification of experience, the first lie, the original 
sin of language. "Fundamentally, all our actions are altogether incom
parably personal, unique, and infinitely individual....But as soon as we 
translate them into consciousness they no longer seem to be."22 

Thus, Nietzsche does not mean to say that language "falls short" 
of reality, or that it could perhaps be improved to reflect reality better. 
No, 

even our contrast between individual and species is 

something anthropomorphic and does not originate 
in the essence of things; although we should not pre
sume to claim that this contrast does not correspond 
to the essence of things: that would of course be a 
dogmatic assertion and, as such, would be just as 
indemonstrable as its opposite. 

What then is truth) 

A movable host of metaphors, metonymies, and 
anthropomorphisms: in short, a sum of human rela
tions which have been poetically and rhetorically 
intensified, transferred, and embellished, and which, 
after long usage, seem to a people to be fixed, canoni
cal, and binding.2' 

Nietzsche does not suggest that truth could be anything but a kind 
of agreement about words, and therefore a falsification. He himself 
uses every manner of grammatical and rhetorical device in his writing. 
But we can become less forgetful of the origin of truth, perhaps to our 
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benefit. What he says in section 24 of Beyond Good and Evil might now 
seem less paradoxical than it usually does on first reading. There he 
writes that 

only on this now solid, granite foundation of igno
rance could knowledge rise so far-the will to knowl
edge on the foundation of a far more powerful will: 
the will to ignorance, to the uncertain, to the untrue! 
Not as its opposite, but-as its refinement! 

This account of language poses serious problems for Nietzsche's 
own writing. He knows that he cannot remove himself from the "nets 
of language"24 except by remaining silent, which he might have done 
by employing a different medium for his art. But the tradition he 
intends to call into question has itself been established and nourished 
through language, and so he believes his critique must also be accom
plished through words. 

The third cornerstone for the grand edifices of the dogmatists has 
been laid by bold extensions of narrow, limited, personal human expe
riences. The naivete of the dogmatist allows him to create facts for all 
mankind from a parochialist perspective. Nietzsche writes in a section 
srx: 

Gradually it has become clear to me what every great 
philosophy has been so far: namely the personal con
fession of its author and a kind of involuntary and 
unconscious memoir; also that the moral (or inunoral) 

intentions in every philosophy constituted the real 
germ of life from which the whole plant had grown. 
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"There are moralities;' he says in section I 87, 

which are meant to justify their creator before others. 
Other moralities are meant to calm him and lead him 
to be satisfied with himself....With others he wants to 
Wreak revenge, with others conceal himself.... 

Of Kant in particular Nietzsche says: 

Even apart from the value of such claims as "there is 
a categorical imperative in us;' one can still always 

ask: what does such a claim tell us about the man 
who makes it? 

The answer Nietzsche puts in Kant's mouth is, "What deserves 
respect in me is that I can obey-and you ought not to be different from 

" me. 

Part Three 

The philosophy of the dogmatists was, let us hope, 
only a promise across millennia-as astrology was in 
still earlier times when perhaps more labor, money, 
ingenuity, and patience were lavished in its service 

than for any real science hitherto: to astrology and its 
"supra-terrestrial" claims we owe the grand style of 
architecture in Asia and Egypt. It seems that all great 
things first have to bestride the earth in monstrous 
and frightening masks in order to inscribe themselves 
in the hearts of humanity with eternal demands: dog
matic philosophy was such a mask, for example, the 
Vedanta doctrine in Asia and Platonism in Europe. 
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Let us not be ungrateful to it, although it must cer
tainly be conceded that the worst, most lingering, and 
most dangerous of all errors so far was a dogmatist's 
error-namely, Plato's invention of the pure spirit 
and the good in itself. But now that it is overcome, 
now that Europe is breathing freely again after this 
nightmare and at least can enjoy a healthier-sleep, 
we, whose task is wakifulness itself. are the heirs of all that 
strength which has been fostered by the fight against 
this error. To be sure, to speak of spirit and the good 
as Plato did meant standing truth on her head and 
denying perspective, the basic condition of all life. 
Indeed, as a physician one might ask: "How could 
the most beautiful growth of antiquity, Plato, con
tract such a disease? Did the wicked Socrates corrupt 
him after all? Could Socrates have been the corrupter 
of youth after all? And did he deserve his hemlock?" 
(Preface) 
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Nietzsche does not deny the greatness of dogmatic philosophy, a 
greatness at least as powerful as astrology, to which we owe the 
magnificence of the pyramids and other grand edifices throughout 
Asia. He implies that astrology is a mask, perhaps a mask which had 
to be worn by what he calls "real science;' before it could expect 
human beings to be equal to its demands. Dogmatic philosophy, too, 
he hopes, has been simply the shocking and terrifYing mask philoso
phy has been required to wear, to allow it to make its way into the 
hearts of men. The teaching of the Veda in Hinduism is an example 
from Asia of such a disguise, while Platonism has been the European 
version of the mask. 

Nietzsche singles Plato out from among the many dogmatic 
thinkers of European philosophy, because his error has been the worst 
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and most dangerous, that is, his invention of the pure spirit and the 
good in itsel£ One might even be tempted to suggest that the sum and 
substance of Nietzsche's negative teaching is that there is no pure spir
it and there is no good in itsel£ 

Is Nietzsche's disagreement with Plato on these two important 
matters enough to explain why he calls Plato's error the worst and 
most dangerous? Other dogmatists have held similar views: Lucretius 
comes to mind as a materialist who seems not to have believed in pure 
spirit, and as for not accepting the good in itself, I can suggest HegeL 
Nietzsche says that Plato's influence through Christianity has been 
enormous; this might be good reason to take aim at him. But even this 
seems not to be enough, especially considering with what great respect 
Nietzsche always viewed Plato, who possessed, he says, "the greatest 
strength any philosopher so far has had at his disposal" (I9I). Besides, 
Nietzsche goes on in the Preface to say that the specific form of dog
matism Plato represents has been overcome, and that Europe is once 
again breathing freely; But this release from the so-called Platonic 
nightmare only allows us a more comfortable sleep. For the heart of 
Nietzsche's struggle with Plato is that in order to speak of the spirit 
and the good as Plato did, he had to deny perspective, which Nietzsche 
calls "the basic condition of all life;' and which he often couples with 
its correlative concept, interpretation. 

Perspective, as Nietzsche understands it, is not equivalent to 
"point of view" in the sense that one might be able to adopt other 
points of view, positions from which to look at something-say, a 
sculpture-but from which we might shift, to get a new take on things. 
All ordinary seeing through the eyes is perspective seeing in this sense, 
but is not what Nietzsche means by perspective. 

Another more subtle view of perspective could be the experiences 
of Leibnizian monads. Leibniz writes in the Monadology that 

because of the infinite multitude of simple sub
stances there are, as it were, just as many different 
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universes, which are, nevertheless, only perspectives on 

a single one, corresponding to the different points of 
of view of each monad.25 

[E]ach simple substance is a perpetual, living mirror 
of the universe. 
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A monad differs from a body in that space and time are both qual
ities of the monad, and not extrinsic to it. That is, a monad is not in 

space in any usual sense. 

Nietzsche sometimes sounds like Leibniz, as when he says that 

[i]nsofar as the word "knowledge" has any meaning, 
the world is knowable; but it is interpretable otherwise, 
it has no meaning behind it, but countless mean
ings .... It is our needs that interpret the world. 26 

Just as each monad reflects God from a unique perspective, so, too, 
we might think, we interpret the world each from our own unique per
spective. Nietzsche's "will to power" might be one such perspective. 

Perhaps some perspectives are better than others! just as some monads 

reflect God more fully. And maybe Nietzsche believes "will to power" 
is one of those better perspectives, perhaps the best one. 

On either account-perspectivism as analogous to visual optics or 
to the spiritual optics of Leibnizian monads-perspective would itself 
be understood from a vantage point outside perspective. In the case of 
the eye, one admits the existence of objects to be seen and space in 
which both we and the objects co-exist. In monadic perspective, the 
reflections are not essentially spatial but spiritual: God is the object 
which the monads "view" or "reflect." And so on this account, too, 

perspective in the end requires at least a viewer and a viewed. When we 
turn to uinterpretation;' there, too, we would require a text, a scene, a 
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clue to be interpreted by an interpreter, The number of possible per
spectives and interpretations need not be limited in either account, and 
it is imaginable many will exist alongside one another. 

Nietzsche, however, for whom perspective is "the basic condition 

of all life;' holds a different understanding of it, one which seems to 
teeter on the brink of conceptual incoherence. 

It is no more than a moral prejudice that truth is 
worth more than mere appearance; it is even the 

worst proved assumption there is in the world. Let at 
least this much be admitted: there would be no life at 
all if not on the basis of perspective evaluations and 
appearances." 

And in The Gay Science, he says: 

How far the perspective character of existence 
extends or indeed whether existence has any other 
character than this; whether existence without interpre
tation, without "sense;· does not become 11nonsense"; 

whether, on the other hand, all existence is not essen
tially actively engaged in interpretation-that cannot 
be decided even by the most industrious and most 
scrupulous conscientious analysis and self-examina

tion of the intellect; .for in the course of this analysis 
the human intellect cannot avoid seeing itself in its 
own perspectives, and only in these,28 

The paradox that haunts this account of Nietzsche's perspectivism 
can be stated thus: Nietzsche seems to be suggesting that all under
standing, all knowledge, is perspectival and interpretive. But if it is, 
how could we know this, since the intellect would always possess only 
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a perspectival view of its own working, not the God's-eye or objective 
view that it would seem to require? That is, if the intellect creates its 
own world, it can never discover this, because any experience it has is 
one which it creates. Kant side-steps this problem by accepting as given 
the existence of necessary truths about experience, that is, synthetic a 

priori truths. These serve to remove him from the total immersion in 
perspective Nietzsche proposes. Kant achieves his perspectival success 
along the same lines as does Leibniz, that is, by a conceptual dualism 
which permits him to entertain the hypothesis that we create experi
ence while not at the same time committing him to the belief that that 
hypothesis, too, is a product of perspective. Nietzsche's thoroughgo
ing monism, if such we may call it, will not permit this because it does 
not admit that there is anywhere to stand-or even to imagine-outside 

perspectival knowledge. "Facts are precisely what there are not, only 
interpretations:'29 Truth always belongs to a perspective, much as all 
language consists of metaphor and anthropomorphism. There can no 
more be a final interpretation or ultimate perspective than there can be 
a last style of painting or a last school of music. And just as there can
not be a painting done in all styles, or a piece of music written in all 
schools, there can be no perspective or interpretation which encom

passes all perspectives, all interpretations. Nor can one adopt a per
spective at will, for perspectives represent forms of life, and it is only 
through a new perspective that an old one can be seen as the sim
plification it was. 

This truth-that truth is creative-is essentially life-giving, 
according to Nietzsche, because it is itself a manifestation of the will 
to power of all things. An interpretation imposes an order on what is 
essentially without order. "Interpretation is itself a means of becom
ing master of something:'30 This doctrine of perspective as will to 
power is neither relativistic nor nihilistic: not relativistic because it 
does not claim that every perspective represents merely an incomplete 
or inadequate view of the world, as Leibniz attributes to his monads; 
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not nihilistic because it does not claim that all interpretations are of 
equal value, that all are equally life-promoting. Nietzsche's perspec
tivism has its roots in Heraclitus's aphorism, panta rei, ouden menei, every

thing changes, nothing remains the same. The world as such possesses 
no character to be discovered, but only characters to be created.31 

To return to Plaro: he is not alone among dogmatists in denying 
the perspectival nature of truth, but he is the classic case. In fact all 
dogmatism denies perspective. All dogmatism reserves at least one 
truth as untouchable, one Vlh ich may not be ca!Ied into question and 
which must therefore be considered binding on all people. The danger 
Nietzsche sees facing modern man is that he shall continue to sleep
peacefully now, but sleep nonetheless. Modern man is characterized 
especially by his belief that his freedom from Platonism and 
Christianity implies that he is now objective and impartial, or can be 
whenever he should so choose. The success of science and scholarship, 
and the rise of the historical sense, only serve to encourage modern man's 

conviction that he is on the right track to arrive at truths about nature 
and man's place in it, even without the support of pure mind, the good 
itsel£ and God. Nietzsche considers this "good conscience" of mod
ern man to be merely another period of sleep, because the dogmatic 
center of the scientist's and scholar's pursuits has not yet been honest
ly confronted. Even the anti-Platonism of empirical science has at its 
core mathematical physics, and "mathematics has very much to do 
with the pure mind of Plato:'32 In The Gay Science Nietzsche says: 

it is still a metaphysical faith upon which our faith in sci
ence rests ... that Christian faith which was also the 
faith of Plato, that God is the truth, that truth is 
divine.-But what if this should become more and 
more incredible, if nothing should prove to be divine 
any more unless it were error, blindness, the lie? 
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For Nietzsche the belief that truth has been found poses a threat
ening seduction, threatening because the denial of perspectivism can 
hinder the future development and enhancement of mankind, which, 
he believes, requires perpetual experimentation of the most radical and 
dangerous kinds, including the continual overcoming of old beliefs 
and ways of seeing by new ones. In The Gay Science he says that "the 
secret of harvesting from existence the greatest fruitfulness and the 
greatest enjoyment is-to live dangerously!' His concern is strikingly 
similar to Socrates's concern in the Phaedo. There Socrates wants to lure 

his friends away from the seductive nihilism of misology, the hatred of 
the logos, of discussion, because of its repeated failure to arrive once 
and for all at the truth concerning the most important things. For 
Nietzsche the belief that one has arrived at the truth, or at a method 
for finding the truth, threatens mankind as much as the misologist's 
depressing belief that the truth can never be found. Both Socrates and 
Nietzsche, while perhaps inhabiting opposite poles with respect to 
what they consider the highest values for man, nevertheless stand 
remarkably close in their fear that discussion and exploration about the 
value of life might eventually die. 

Part Four 

But the fight against Plato or, to speak more clearly 
and for "the people;' the fight against the Christian
ecclesiastical pressure of millennia-for Christianity 
is Platonism for 11the people;'-has created in 
Europe a magnificent tension of the spirit the like of 
which had never yet existed on earth: with so tense a 
bow we can now shoot for the most distant goals. To 
be sure, European man experiences this tension as 

need and distress; and twice already attempts have 
been made in the grand style to relax the bow-once 
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by means of Jesuitism, the second time by means of 
the democratic enlightenment which, with the aid of 
freedom of the press and newspaper-reading, might 
indeed bring it about that the spirit would no longer 
experience itself so easily as a uneed:' (The Germans 
invented gunpowder-all due respect for that!-but 
then they made up for it: they invented the press.) 
But we who are neither Jesuits nor democrats, nor 

even German enough, we good Europeans and free, very 
free spirits-we still feel it, the whole need of the 
spirit and the whole tension of its bow. And perhaps 
also the arrow, the task, and, who knows?, the goaL.. 

(Preface) 

With the image of the tense bow in the first sentence Nietzsche 
alludes to Heraclitus, one of his heroes, and perhaps his model for 
Zarathustra. Heraclitus says: 

They do not apprehend how being brought apart it is 
brought together with itself: there is a connection 
working in both directions, as in the bow and the 
lyre.33 

Nietzsche admires Heraclitus for four reasons: Heraclitus does not 
distinguish a physical world from a metaphysical one; he denies being 
for becoming; he teaches the productive power of strife and rebukes 
those who would seek to eliminate it; and he rejects any cardinal dis
tinction between man and animal. 34 

From the spiritual tension produced by the struggle between 
Christian dogmatism and its opponents has now arisen in Europe the 
possibility of shooting for "the most distant goals:' Christianity, 
unlike Platonism proper, exists for the masses. For Nietzsche this means 
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that the struggle with it is one of noble men against "men not noble 
enough to see the abysmally different order of rank, chasm of rank, 
between man and man:' As a religion for sufferers, Christianity has 
"preserved too much of what ought to perish."35 

Europeans have for a long time felt this tension as a discomfort, 
something they would rather be without, so that they might sleep even 
better. Nietzsche pinpoints two attempts to slacken the bow. The first 
is the militant reformation of Catholicism by the Jesuits after the 
Council of Trent in 1563. It "focused on the priestly magic of the 
Eucharist ... and the education of an elite loyal to throne and altar:' 
Nietzsche calls Jesuitism "the conscious holding on to illusion and 
forcibly incorporating that illusion as the basis of culture."36 The great 
opponent of this movement, not mentioned by name in the Preface, 
but to whom Nietzsche refers elsewhere as uthe most instructive of all 
sacrifices to Christianity" (EH, II, 3), was Pascal. 

Jesuitism has been vanquished, but the second attempt to loosen 
the bow continues still, and that is the democratic enlightenment, 
which Nietzsche calls the heir to the Christian movement. Modern 
democracy is 

not only a form of the decay of political organiza
tion but a form of the decay, namely the diminution, 
of man, making him mediocre and lowering his 
value.37 

The Germans, who are responsible for the invention of gunpow
der (according to Nietzsche) and are to be praised for this, perhaps 
because it is a means of enforcing orders of rank, are nonetheless to 

be condemned for their invention of the press, which has been perhaps 
the single greatest cause of the spread of the democratic movement 
through the dissemination of newspapers. 
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The danger democracy poses for the future of man, the danger of 
the mediocritization of man, is, as Zarathustra says, that once the last 

man has become dominant, "man will no longer shoot the arrow of 
his longing beyond man, and the string of his bow will have forgotten 
how to whir!...Everybody wants the same, everybody is the same:'38 

Nietzsche worries about the leveling effect of democracy because he 
considers man's nature to be changeable, and that it is only through 
culture that man's nature can be enhanced or diminished. The emer
gence of a higher humanity requires the flourishing of culture, which, 
he says, 

has so far been the work of an aristocratic society ... a 
society that believes in the long ladder of an order of 

· rank and differences in value between man and man, 
and that needs slavery in some sense or other.39 

Democracy seeks to obliterate these distinctions and thereby to 
promote weakening of culture and consequently of the human species, 
Life simply is will to power, that is, according to 259, 

essentially appropriation, injury, overpowering of what 
is alien and weaker; suppression, hardness, imposition 

of one's own forms .... 

Nietzsche is no democrat, but rather a good European and a very 
free spirit. As a European he disavows nationalism, But while Europe's 
democratic movement is making Europeans more similar to each other, 

the conditions it creates "are [also J likely in the highest degree to give 
birth to exceptional human beings of the most dangerous and attrac
tive quality;' individuals whom he describes as "an essentially supra
national ... type of man ... a type that possesses, physiologically speaking, 
a maximum of the art and power of adaptation as its typical distinc-
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tion:' As a good European it is "the European problem" that he takes 

seriously, that is, the cultivation, perhaps from this group of highly 
adaptable individuals, "of a new caste that will rule Europe:'40 

Nietzsche also calls himself a free spirit. Not yet a new philoso
pher, a philosopher of the future, but nonetheless living "beyond good 
and evil;' the free spirit recognizes that "everything evil ... serves the 
enhancement of the species 'man' as much as its opposite does:' Free 
spirits are 

[a Jt home, or at least hav[ e J been guests, in many 
countries of the spirit; having escaped again and 
again from the musty agreeable nooks into which 
preference and prejudice, youth, origin, the accidents 
of people and books ... have banished us.41 

The free spirit distrusts thought, is free of the prejudices of past 
dogmatism, and is left witb only one virtue, honesty. The free spirit, 
Nietzsche himself. still feels the whole tension in the bow, and perhaps 
more than that. He may also have tbe arrow in his hand, the will for 
tbe task, and the vision for tbe goal. 

This goal is the philosopher of the future. These new philosophers 
Nietzsche calls u attempters:' He goes on: 

Are tbese coming philosophers new friends of 
"trutb"? That is probable enough, for all philosophers 
so far have loved tbeir truths. But they will certainly 
not be dogmatists. It must offend their pride, also 
their taste, if their truth is supposed to be a truth for 
every man. 

The task of tbese philosophers is to create values. 
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With a creative hand they reach for the future, and all 
that is and has been becomes a means for them, an 
instrument, a hammer. Their 11knowing" is creating, 
their creating is a legislation, their will to truth is will 
to power.42 

These thinkers, writers, preachers apply "the knife vivisectionally 
to the very virtues of their time ... to know a new greatness of man:' They 
will be men of action and the makers of events, but only because "the 
greatest thoughts are the greatest events:'43 Their work will be with the 
creation of new interpretations, new perspectives on man, and their 

tool will primarily be language. Perhaps there have already been 
philosophers of the future, philosophers concerned with the future of 
man. Nietzsche seems to imply that Socrates was one, when he says 
that Socrates "cut ruthlessly into his own flesh, as he did into the flesh 
and heart of the 'noble: " Perhaps Machiavelli was another. I am very 
uncertain about both of these. But Nietzsche I think is one, and Beyond 
Good and Evil is an example in nuce of the work the new philosophers 
will be required to do. The subtitle of Beyond Good and Evil, "Prelude to 
a Philosophy of the Future;' means to remind us of Wagner, whose 
music was called Zukunftsmusik, future music, and whose preludes con
tain the motifs of the operas they introduce, 

The next philosophy of the future will be post-Platonic and post
Christian, since it has been Platonism and Christianity which have pro
vided the tension for the bowshot away from themselves. It will also 
be post-modern in that it will have recognized the contradiction inher
ent in modern man's belief in detached objectivity. Finally, the philos
ophy of the future will be post-scientific, not in the sense that it will 
demand the abandonment of science as a human activity, but rather in 
that it will recognize that man cannot be advanced through science as 
long as science seeks primarily his ease and comfort. 
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In Nietzsche's eyes the responsibility of philosophers for the 
future of man is enormous. The possibility exists that they will not 
appear, or will fail, or turn out badly. Nietzsche believes that as a 
species we are "still unexhausted for the greatest possibilities;' but 

there is no guarantee that we shall realize them. 

Part Five: Spiritual Exercises 

Nietzsche believes that all concepts, types, and species are fluid, 
continually subject to shifting and displacement. This radically 
Heracleitean stance, that everything changes, nothing remains the 
same, leads him to take another step with Heraclitus, that all of nature 
lies in its acts, and that there exists a perpetual interconnectedness of 
things. "If we affirm one single moment, we ... affirm not only ourselves 
but all existence. For nothing is self-sufficient, neither in us ourselves 
nor in things:' "To say to an individual, .. .'change yourself' means to 
demand that everything should change, even the past:'44 

Nietzsche also believes that all knowledge requires self-knowledge 
first of all. In Beyond Good and Evil, 80, he writes: 

A thing explained is a thing we have no further con
cern with.-What was on the mind of that god who 
counseled: uKnow thyself!" Did he mean: 11 Cease to 

concern yourself! Become objective!" 

Later, in 23 I, he says: 

One sometimes comes upon certain solutions to 
problems which inspire strong belief in us; perhaps 
one thenceforth calls them one's 11 convictions:' 

Later-we see them only as steps to self-knowledge, 
sign-posts to the problem we are-rather, to the great 
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stupidity we are, to our spiritual fate, to what is 
unteachable very "deep down:' 

Nietzsche believes that knowledge is a creative act, and that self

knowledge is the act of becoming who we are, 

human beings who are new, unique, incomparable, 
who give themselves laws, who create themselves. To 
this end we must become the best learners and dis
coverers of everything that is lawful and necessary in 
the world. 45 

It seems paradoxical that Nietzsche should speak of the self at all 
in the light of his criticism of soul-atomism and his sweeping 
Heracleiteanism, The resolution lies in his notion of the eternal return 
of the same, that is, the belief that all events and things have occurred 
countless times before just as they are occurring now, and shall occur 
again countless times to come. When he first introduces this uncanny 
thought in The Gay Science, in a section entitled The greatest weight, he asks 
how we would respond to the proposal that 

"[ t ]his life as you now live it and have lived it, you 
will have to live once more and innumerable times 
more; and there will be nothing new in it, but every 

pain and every joy and every thought and sigh and 
everything unutterably small or great in your life will 
have to return to you, all in the same succession and 

sequence:' ... How well-disposed would you have to 
become to yourself and to life to crave nothing more 
fervently than this ultimate eternal confirmation and 
seal?46 
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And in Beyond Good and Evil, 56, he represents "the most high-spir
ited, alive, and world-affirming human being" as one "who wants to 
have what was and is repeated into all eternity, shouting insatiably da 
capo ... to him ... who makes it necessary because again and again he needs 
himself-and makes himself necessary:' 

Nietzsche considers the eternal return his most incisive thought, 
but not because it is a novel or startling hypothesis about the universe. 
Nietzsche knew that it had been proposed before; he himself attribc 
utes it to the Pythagoreans, and a form of it can be found in 
Empedocles. As a proposal about the universe, it cannot be proved: by 
hypothesis there can be no evidence for it, since any evidence would 
require that there be a way to distinguish one occurrence of an event 
from an earlier or latet one, which would violate the condition that 
every recurrence be exactly like every other. According to Leibniz's 
principle of the identity of indiscernables, any purported recurrence 
identical in every respect to the initial event could not be a recurrence 
at all, but would be the selfsame event. 

But Nietzsche asks not simply, could you believe this eternal 
return?, but rather, can you want it, desire it, will it? The possibility or 
impossibility of the eternal return as a "fact" seems less important to 
Nietzsche than the act of will it would take to embrace the very con
cept that all things might recur endlessly. But if all things are inter
connected, then what I am now requires that the world have been just 
as it has been, with nothing out of place. For I am a peculiar 
confluence of events, an intersection of the activities which make up 
nature. To will that all might be just as it is is to affirm myself just as I 
am. To say 11Yes" to the entire past and future is to say 11Yes" to I who 

am in the present. This act of willing the eternal return is the act. of 
willing myself, of becoming who I am. It is not something I achieve 
once and for all, but is a continuing process, a self- and world-affirma
tion that constitutes the continuing creation of myself and incorpora
tion of the world. 
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The self which is thus ever becoming itself is then not the atom
ic self Nietzsche rejects early in Beyond Good and Evil. It is instead an 
ongoing act of will, and specifically of will to power, which in forever 
making the self takes into itself the past, present and future. This cre
ation is what Nietzsche means by knowledge. 

If this account of the eternal return and its connection with the 
self is not entirely wrong, then we now find ourselves in a position to 
suggest that Nietzsche is engaged in a new form of spiritual exercise. 

According to Pierre Hadot, spiritual exercises constituted part of an 
ancient tradition which considered philosophy to be a way of life, an 
effort at learning how to live, and not merely a search for truths or 
construction of systems. These exercises 11 correspond to a transforma

tion of our vision of the world, and to a metamorphosis of our per
sonalitY:' Stoic exercises involved investigating, reading, listening, pay
ing attention, meditation, self-mastery, and indifference to indifferent 
things. Meditation, for example, attempts to control inner discourse by 
rendering it coherent. Epicurus, too, emphasized spiritual exercises, 
such as the assimilation of brief aphorisms upon which one might 
meditate, and the study of physics. Philosophy seen in this light is a 
therapeutic activity, the purpose of which is to produce and maintain 
health in the soul. 

Hadot believes that Socratic dialogues are a kind of communal 
spiritual exercise, because at stake in them is not "what is being talked 
about, but who is doing the talking." Socrates invites the interlocutor 
to uan exal:nination of conscience;' and this requires that at every 
moment the interlocutor give his explicit consent. "The subject mat
ter of the dialogue counts less than the method applied in it, and the 
solution of a problem has less value than the road traveled in common 
in order to resolve it:' For the ancients, according to Hadot, the goal 
of spiritual exercises is 
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a kind of self-formation, or paideia, which is to teach 
us to live, not in conformity with human prejudices 
and social conventions ... but in conformity with the 
nature of man.47 

77 

In Nietzsche's hands spiritual exercises become the ceaseless activ
ity of self-examination in order to create ourselves and thereby become 
"h f 1· " t e poets o our 1ves. 

One thing is nm!ful.-To "give style" to one's charac
ter-a great and rare art! It is practiced by those who 
survey all the strengths and weaknesses of their 
nature and then fit them into an artistic plan until 
every one of them appears as art and reason and even 
weaknesses delight the eye.48 

Nietzsche says that 

[ t ]he Greeks gradually learned to organize the chaos by 
following the Delphic teaching and thinking back to 
themselves, that is, to their real needs, and letting 
their pseudo-needs die out .... This is a parable for 
each one of us: he must organize the chaos within 
him by thinking back to his real needs.49 

This activity of thought and inner discourse can have the effect of 
"[imposing] upon becoming the character of being;' which Nietzsche 
says is the 11 supreme will to power:' 

In Nietzsche's hands spiritual exercises again assume the character 
of a way of life. Philosophy, "the most spiritual will to power;' thus 
also becomes a way to live, a continual making and re-making of the 
self and the world, an imposition of forms and unities on the essen-
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tially formless and chaotic. Our intellectual conscience also requires 
that we recognize and acknowledge the values that ground our beliefs, 
for every belief is determined by some value. Nietzsche believes that 
"the only critique of a philosophy that is possible and that proves 
something ... [ is) tryiog to live in accordance with it:' 

The aims of philosophy thus conceived parallel those of educa
tion. 

How can man know himself? ... Let the youthful soul 
look back on life with the question: what have you 
truly loved up to now, what has drawn your soul 
aloft, what has mastered it and at the same time 
blessed it? ... [T)hey constitute a stepladder upon 
which you have clambered up to yourself as you are 
now; for your true nature lies, not concealed deep 
within you, but immeasurably high above you .... Your 
true educators ... reveal to you what the true basic 
material of your being is. 5° 

The best educator offers the student no more, but no less, than the 
opportunity to acquire iosight into his own nature. 

However great the greed of my desire for·knowledge 
may be, I still cannot take anything out of things that 
did not belong to me before; what belongs to others 
remains behiod. 51 

We Nietzscheans believe that no educator, not even Nietzsche, is 

in -a position to prescribe to us how we are to make our lives unique. 
Zarathustra warns his followers: 
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go away from me and resist Zarathustra! And even 
better: be ashamed of of him! Perhaps he deceived 
you. 

79 

In the last section of Beyond Good and Evil Nietzsche once again 
recalls Plato, perhaps his greatest teacher and deceiver. Nietzsche says: 

Alas, what are you after all, my written and painted 
thoughts!...What things do we write and paint ... we 
immortalizers of things which let themselves be writ
ten-what are the only things we are able to paint? 
Alas, always only what is on the verge of withering 
and losing its fragrance!...[O]nly birds that grew 
weary of flying and flew astray and now can be 
caught by hand-by our hand! 

This reminds us of Plato's own warning in his Seventh Letter, in 
which he says about what he himself has taken most seriously that 

I certainly have composed no work in regard to it, 
nor shall I ever do so in future, for there is no way of 
putting it in words like other studies. Acquaintance 
with it must come rather after a long period of atten
dance on instruction in the subject itself and of dose 
companionship, when, suddenly, like a blaze kindled 
by a leaping spark, it is generated in the soul and at 
once becomes self-sustaining. 

The "weakness of the logos;' that is, the inability of language to 
capture the philosophical insight, is no more for Nietzsche than it is 
for Plato a reason to abandon the activity of philosophizing. Still, pro
found differences separate Plato and Nietzsche, a separation made 
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forcefully evident by Nietzsche's iotroduction of Dionysos io the 
penultimate section of Beyond Good and Evil, for Dionysos is a philoso
pher. "Gods, too, then philosophize;' contrary to what Diotima tells 
Socrates io the Symposium (202C-D ). 

In closiog I would like to cite a passage from Emerson, whom 
Nietzsche discovered while a teenager and continued to read and 
admire throughout his life. It comes from his essay "Circles;' and the 
description is one I would not hesitate to apply to Nietzsche and 
which, I believe, Nietzsche would not refuse Plato, Emerson writes: 

Notes 

The key to every man is his thoughts .... Beware when 
the great God lets loose a thioker on this planet. 
Then all thiogs are at risk, It is as when a conflagra
tion has broken out in a great city, and no man 
knows what is safe or where it will end. There is not a 
piece of science but its flank may be turned tomor
row; there is not any literary reputation, not the so
called eternal names of fame, that may not be revised 
and condemned. The very hopes of man, the 
thoughts of his heart, the religion of nations, the 
manners and morals of mankind are all at [his J 
mercy. 52 
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The Power & Glory of Platonic 
Dialogue 
Carl Page 

In Book One of his Mtmorabilia, Xen'1phon reports Socrates con
versing with the sophist Antiphon. Towards the end of their conversa
tion, Socrates speaks of sharing wisdom with one's friends: 

... just as someone else takes pleasure in a good horse 
or dog or bird, so I take even more pleasure in my 
good friends, and should I possess anything good I 
teach it, and I recommend my friends to others from 
whom I believe they will receive some benefit regard
ing virtue. And the treasures of the wise men of old 
that they have left written down in books, unfolding 
the scrolls, I carefully go through them in common 
with my friends; and should we see anything good, we 
single it out, and we consider it great gain should we 
[thus J become helpful to one another. (1.6.I4) 

Xenophon comments: "When I heard these things, he certainly 
seemed to me a supremely happy man and someone to conduct those 
heeding him into a good and noble life:' Xenophon's testimony to the 
value of books in their relation to friends is striking, given his upright 
character and worldly competence-a man fully capable of successful
ly leading others in the grimmest of life and death circumstances. He 
must have had rather special books in mind. 

What, then, is involved in reading Plato's dialogues together as 
friends, carefully turning their pages, seeking out the treasures that 
have been written down by a wise man of old? What ought we be after? 

Carl Page is a tutor at St. John's College. This lecture was delivered at Annapolis on November 
20, !998. 
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What would Plato have us find? What would he have happen, as the 
result of our reading? The answer to such questions cannot be straight
forward, but the dialogue form of Plato's writings-graciously and 
thankfully-makes unavoidable our consciousness of what it means to 
read them. Looked at a little more carefully, they also make unavoid
able the question of what it means to speak, write, or read in the name 
of philosophy, and-from another angle-they encourage meditation 
on what it means to speak, read, or write at all. To presume that we 

already know what a dialogue is for, what philosophical speech really 
aims at, and what we should be getting out of reading Plato, is there
fore to ignore, perhaps even to violate what I shall be suggesting to you 
are Plato's wise and manifold purposes. In particular, your single great
est practical failing as readers of Platonic dialogue will regularly be the 
assumption that you can remain spectators of its dialectical drama, 
disinterested onlookers, that you can remain aloof from its proceed
ings to pick and choose among the thoughts you imagine the drama to 
be presenting to you. Your single greatest theoretical failing will regular
ly be to suppose that you know the nature of the philosophical life. I 
do not doubt that Plato both understood and allowed for the fact that 
many people would easily make both these sorts of mistake, each in his 
own way, but that should not lessen your resolve to be counted among 
the readers he most wished for. 

Tonight I want to assemble some reminders to help stop you 
falling short of Plato's potential friendship. I hope to do that, princi
pally by recalling how thoroughly strange the dialogues are and by 
reflecting a little on why that might be. From the very start, therefore, 
you can see that my speech will be far more practical and erotic, i.e., 
aimed at nudging your habits and ideals, than it will be doctrinal and 
theoretic-which is to say, aimed at informing you of something. In 
this respect, my speech about Platonic dialogue reduplicates the cen
tral character of the dialogues themselves. 
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A few procedural observations, First, my main design is to present a 
view of Plato and his philosophical activity, rather than to justify my 
interpretation of them. I confine myself to presentation, partly 
because of time, but mostly because I think justification comes up as 
a serious question only after one is convinced that something is inter

esting enough to warrant that sort of effort-should circumstances 
require, It is the interest I would like to provoke first. My second note 
is a confession, Although much of what follows could be called 
methodological, I ofi:en find myself impatient and ungenerous with 
such reflections, with abstract worries about how one ought to do 
things instead of getting on with doing them. Methodology, critique, 
and meta-theory tend to be airy and undisciplined, they lend them
selves to indecisive, apparently endless bickering, they encourage an 
odious sort of intellectual smugness, and their attention to matters of 
form is frequently at the cost of return to the concrete content (whose 
understanding they were originally supposed to serve). Nevertheless, 
any serious well-directed work does need orientation, does need some 
understanding of what it's about, and this is especially important for 
those who have only just begun, In philosophical matters, the Delphic 
injunction to know oneself looms as large over Socrates as it -docs over 

Kant, notwithstanding their disagreements over how best to fulfill the 
responsibility. It seems, therefore, one must at some point or other run 

the risks of transcendental narcissism for the sake of self-knowledge. 
Third, some of the topics I shall explore will sound like variations on 
the familiar, perhaps even tired old Straussian themes of esotericism, 
noble lies, persecution of philosophy, and the rest. But not everyone 
here has heard these important refrains. I intend to repeat my versions 
of a few of them eloquently and incisively, along with a couple of riffs 
I hope no one has heard before. I deliberately refer to "my versions" of 
these refrains because I disagree with an underlying assumption com
monly at work in their interpretation: that philosophy is by nature 
politically alienated and must therefore exercise a condescending 
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accommodation, compelled by necessity, to the city and to ordinary 
human life. Some of my reasons for this deep disagreement are woven 
into what follows, though I do not make them thematic. One last 
introductory word. I shall not hesitate-rather shamelessly perhaps
to speak on philosophy's behalf. By my acknowledging this presump
tion in advance, you can at least see that I appreciate what might be 
questionable about my immodesty. 

The Oddities of Platonic Dialogue 
A moment ago I hinted that there is something important in the 

very fact of Platonic dialogues, something that goes beyond and maybe 
even upsets the conventional meanings typically associated with phi
losophy books and their academic study. This needs to be made explic
it. 

PLATONIC ANONYMITY. The dialogues are fully dramatic, i.e., they 
portray logoi in action and deeds of speech but never disembodied 
assertions. This form is unusual and was noted by Aristotle near the 
beginning of the Poetics, where he speaks of "the Socratic conversa
tion;' classing it together with the mimes of Sophron and his son 
Xenarchus (I447biO). Sophron was a fifth-century Syracusan writer, 
reputedly admired by Plato. His mimes were dramatic renderings in 
verse of everyday people, designed to be revelatory of their characters. 
Plato's dialogues are either directly performed, simply narrated, or nar
rated within a performed frame, but in all cases not a word is said in 
Plato's own voice, except the titles. The dialogues not directly per
formed permit external comment by their narrators, but there is 
never-unlike the passage from Xenophon with which I began-any 
authorial comment from Plato himself. 

In this respect, the Platonic corpus is like the body of 
Shakespeare's plays. Just as we must wonder exactly how far Prospera, 
for example, can be taken to speak for the Tempest's author, or Hamlet 
or Lear, so too must we wonder how far Socrates or Parmenides or the 
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Eleatic Stranger or Timaeus or the Athenian Stranger can be taken to 
speak for Plato. This question was known to Diogenes Laertius in the 
third century a.d., though many contemporary readers seem to have 
forgotten it. Despite the unremitting anonymity, however, it must be 
added that the dialogues are known to be Plato's and were circulated 
from the start under his authorship. We are therefore meant to notice 
that the dialogues contain no direct word of Plato's own. He address
es us, but he does not declare himsel£ Ancient rumours of secret 
Academic teachings notwithstanding, in his own time Plato was just as 
reticent about his ultimate insights and purposes, providing almost no 
other clues but the dialogues themselves. They are like "the lord, whose 
oracle is at Delphi," that 11neither reveals nor conceals, but gives a sign" 
(Heraclitus, Frag. 93) and, like the sibyl hersel£ "with raving lips, 
uttering things unlaughable, unbeautiful, and unperfumed, they reach 
with their voice across a thousand years, because of the god" ( c£ 
Heraclitus, Frag. 92). So, Plato whispers an intriguing name into our 
ears-Phaedrus (whom everyone knows to be very beautiful), Theaetetus 
(whom everyone knows to be very clever), Meno (whom everyone knows 
to be very bad); either such names or sometimes a provocative title
Socrates' Defense Speech, An Intimate Drinking Party, Civilized Order, 
Regulations,-then he draws the curtain back, to disappear, not off-stage 
but behind the masks, bringing life to each and every one of his drama
tis personae-the personae Platonis. 

LOGICAL DERANGEMENT. The god-inspired oracle at Delphi 
uttered things "unlaughable, unbeautiful, and unperfumed;' the very 
same qualities we meet with in Plato's oracular dialogues. Before fully 
realizing that strange fact, an experienced and competent reader might 
well approach the dialogues assuming that philosophy is meant to be 
or at least ought to include the art of telling, insightful speeches, and 
that a philosopher's discourse should be more accurate, more illumi
nating, more comprehensive, and more self-conscious than any of our 
other ways of talking. Plato's dialogues, however, present quite a dif-
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ferent face, despite their being finished works and despite how plainly 
philosophy is their centre of gravity. Individually and as a whole they 
are, at first sight, if not a conceptual chaos at least a tangle of conflict
ing and unresolved accounts, often at cross-purposes with one anoth

er, and sometimes in ways their speakers seem not even to appreciate, 
let alone understand. I list the most obvious features. 

Many of the dialogues are aporetic, i.e., they lose their way and 
never seem to find it again, no matter how serious the resolve with 

which they began. One tends to get used to this, but the failure of 
comfortable closure-even in the manifestly great works, such as the 
&public-reliably irritates any classroom of first-time readers; as, 
indeed, it should. Some of the dialogues that seem more doctrinally 
committed, more like "proper" philosophy, e.g., Parmenides, Sophist, are 
experienced by many competent readers, at least initially, as rather bor
ing through much of their length, occasionally to the point of unread
ability. A good handful of dialogues hardly seem like dialogues at ali, 
if "dialogue" be understood as an earnest effort at inquiry in common. 
At crucial points in almost all of them, the philosophical argument 
relies on images and metaphor, conventionally the tools of poetry. 
Worse still, poetry itself seems regularly to be denounced, while 
nonetheless used throughout. Even writing itself is declared some sort 
of mistake. Also at crucial points, the speech will sometimes turn with 
utter logical seriousness to myth, to what are acknowledged within the 
conversation as fanciful tales (Republic, Gorgias, Phaedo, Phaedrus). And yet, 
ali these myths and images rub cheek by jowl with the most abstruse 
forms of technical argumentation and intricately developed analyses, 
sometimes lasting for pages and pages-pages that cause painful con
ceptual squinting, even for the most discursively facile of readers. Yet 
again, logical precision can at almost any moment give way to outra
geous fallacy, blatant non-sequitur, and shameless ad hominem attack. 
Occasionally, the whole show seems a logical farce-as in the Cratylus, 
the Euthydemus, and parts of the Protagoras for example-yet everyone in 
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the dialogue keeps a completely straight face. There seems to be no 
overall plan to the dialogues as a totality; one more or less would not 
seem to ruin their effect, and there is no single dialogue that might 
count as their culmination or key. Nevertheless, many are linked dra
matically with one another, both temporally and topically. Worse still, 
some topics seem to be treated inconsistently across different dia
logues, and worse again, the topical coherence of individual dialogues 
has seemed to many readers to leave much to be desired (Republic and 
Phaedrus have given this impression for centuries). Neither can one help 
but wonder at the apparent naivete with which the interlocutors so 
often proceed, only infrequently stopping to "define their terms"-as 
we like to say-often plainly making large and questionable assump
tions, sometimes agreeing not to pursue deeper investigations, and so 

on, all the while talking about precision and whether we really know 
what we think we know, how different knowledge and opinion are 
from one another, and what indispensable value there is in self-knowl

edge. 
Finally, as if it were not sufficient that we never hear directly what 

Plato himself thinks, the character of Socrates-dearly a protagonist, 
though not for that reason equivalent to Plato-is depicted within the 
dialogical drama as notorious for his irony. Let me say straightaway, 
however, that Socrates' irony does not mean that he isn't serious in 

what he does say or that he says the opposite of what he thinks, either 
for amusement or social convenience. Socrates' irony is that he know

ingly never says all that he has in mind, and that he will on occasion 
knowingly let his speeches and his deeds contradict one another, both 
in the present and across dramatic time. Plato's irony is similar, if not 

identical, in spirit. It is an irony that Aristotle described as "graceful 
and generous," an avoidance of pretension, especially in matters that 
are "unclear and apt to cause no small impediment" (Nicomachean Ethics 

II27b22-31). 
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In sum, the logical or account-giving, truth-telling face of the dia
logues presents a confusing, sprawling, eclectic, thoroughly unsystem
atic gallimaufry of irritatingly teasing hints at philosophical depth and 
meaning. Beware of becoming blind to this obtrusive fact. Everyone 
has heard that the whole of Western philosophy is nothing but foot
notes to Plato, so the dialogues must be magnificently crafted speech
es. Right? Well, they are, but not in the way you might expect. Their 
very ugliness, their rebarbative outward appearance is itself a manifes
tation of the greatest craft. It is great, because we have all-by which 
I mean all serious readers since Plato wrote-kept coming back in 
amazement and expectation to these astonishingly ugly things. You will 
often hear it said that Plato is a master stylist, and indeed he is. He is 
a master stylist because he can and regularly does with facility and con
viction imitate everyone else perfectly, from Aristophanes' hwnour, to 
Gorgias's na'ive urbanity, from Lysias's oratory to Protagoras's logic, 

from Hippias's vanity to Alcibiades' disarmingly attractive hubris. Yet 
the dialogues themselves remain lopsided, ungainly, "unbeautiful and 
unperfumed:'They are nothing that we expect, either as ordinary read
ers or as readers with more sophisticated views about the nature and 
tasks of philosophy. Plato's intensely ironic dialogues, then, are just 
like the ironic Socrates, whom Alcibiades describes for us in the 
Symposium. Completely ugly on the outside-short, snub-nosed, gog
gle-eyed-yet nonetheless suffused with a hidden harmony. Like the 
Silenus figures Alcibiades goes on to mention, the dialogues are clev
erly contrived statuettes, ugly satyrs of undisguised desire on the out
side but on the inside filled with images of gods. Alcibiades saw the 
gods in Socrates, but on account of his hubristic ambition to com
mand Socrates' eros, he failed to make those gods his own. Likewise, 
the reader of Platonic dialogues must abandon the urge to possess. 
Blundering, thoughtless lovers, groping after the satisfaction of their 
own, preconceived lusts, will get nowhere. 
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THE ABSENCE OF MATURE PHILOSOPHY. Socrates seems to be a 
sort of conversational vulture, always hanging around to see if he can 
turn the carrion of ordinary conversation into a philosophical feast, 
More particularly, he seems to be a sort of psychic vampire as well, cir
cling around all the promising young men, always whispering with 
some one or a few of them off in a cor'ler, as Callicles for example 
accuses him in the Gorgias. In both cases the hope and promise seem 
never fulfilled. There is simply no Platonic dialogue between two 
mature philosophers; Zeno and Parmenides happen to be present 
together with an inunature Socrates in the Parmenides, while the mature 
Socrates is present but does not engage the Eleatic Stranger in the 
Sophist and Statesman. As for any dialogue that actively engages truly 
potential philosophers, one might look to the Republic but Plato's dia
logues furnish no clue as to the later fate of either Glaucon or 
Adeimantus, while in the case of the Parmenides, the promising Socrates 
is for the most part an onlooker-though he is undoubtedly educated 
both by what he sees and by the brief exchange that crushes his fledg
ling account of Ideas. It is fair to say overall, then, that while Socrates 
is forever interested in getting philosophy going and that as a mature 
philosopher he is clearly superior to all those he actively questions, we 
never really see philosophic conversation underway in full sail, top-gal
lants flying. Moreover, this omission is explicitly brought to our atten
tion in the Sophist, whose intriguing prologue leads the eager reader to 
expect a third dialogue, Philosopher, once Sophist and Statesman are done. 
The apparent promise, however, remains unfulfilled. There never was 
such a dialogue published, and we are provoked to wonder if it ever 
could have been written. We are also invited to think about why 
sophist and statesman should be the topics to eclipse so bright a sun 
as that. 

The common spectacle of the Platonic dialogues is at least the 
deferral of fully realized philosophy and more often than not the out
right failure of philosophy even to show signs of a healthy beginning. 
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On the other hand, Plato himself is standing somewhere beyond that 
absence and failure, a position he underlines for us by writing himself 
out of a scene in which everyone would most have expected him to 
appear-and where he was no doubt present in fact-namely Socrates' 
swan-song and death, the scene that Plato dramatized in the Pbaedo. 
Whatever else, therefore, that Plato takes his own philosophizing to 
be, it cannot be what is represented in the drama of his dialogues. In 
particular, philosophy as Plato means it to be understood cannot be a 
simple equivalent to 11Socratic conversation:' 

I mean that last assertion to be a little shocking. The dialogues are 
often thought to be mirrors or representations of real, living commu
nications, or at least of some idealized version of living, philosophic 
communication. Moreover, this mirror image is by itself somehow 
supposed to draw us too into the same sort of living communication, 
as if the imitation became the deed in us by our seeing it. But Plato 
did not seek to encode the living communication of philosophy by 
imitating it via the drama that is constructed in and as the dialogue. 
This is worth stating bluntly: Plato did not write dialogues because he 
thought that the proper form of philosophy was the Socratic flim-flam 
that takes up so mucb of them. The dialogues are designed to make up 
for the fact that Plato cannot be here to talk with us as he would most 
desire. They are the monological half of a philosophical communicac 
tion that must compensate for the fact that one of the interlocutors, 
perhaps the wisest one, is absent. The dialogue is first and foremost a 
logos, Plato's logos. That it is dramatic and so on, is all internal to the 
fact of its having been written down and published as an artfully con
trived speech by one man to the entire world. 

This does not sit well with a common contemporary view that 
there is nothing else that should emerge from Socratic inquiry except 
more Socratic inquiry, that the full, mature form of philosophy-dis
appointingly but somehow only accidentally missing from the dia
logues-would be a conversation between Socrates and his equal in 
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logical refutation. To cut a very long and depressing story short, cur
rent intellectual orthodoxy claims that the best reasons available to 
human beings are always and in principle immanent to the contingent 
circumstances of their inquiries, that our deepest thoughts cannot but 
be fully conditioned by tradition and circumstance in ways that make 
them inevitably finite and parochial, that all insight can never be more 
than a single perspective, a point of view taken from within a limited 
horizon. This posture has the following peculiar result: to the extent 
that there is nothing absolute available in the contingent play of opin
ions, to that extent it starts to seem absolutely better to be able to 
refute an opinion than to assert or maintain it. Human life on the 
practical level no doubt calls for provisionally acceptable conclusions, 
but on the philosophical or theoretical level all assertions turn out to 
depend on the critically complacent failure to have discovered their 
refutations, which if not around today surely will be tomorrow-or so 
the fallibilist predicts and insists with alarmingly fanatical, not to say 
incoherent conviction. It thus also follows that the theoretically open 
mind ought to be an empty mind, a mind fortified with a sturdy arsenal 
of techniques for preventing any opinion from lodging within it. To have 
any opinion at all is to risk the embarrassing accusation of intellectu
al naivete. Whatever its own merits, this is not the view represented by 
Plato's Socrates or his dialogues. Although Socrates claims to lack wis
dom-in the teeth of the fact that no one, either inside or outside the 
dialogues, believes him when he does so-it is stili wisdom that he 
loves, not the lack of it. Contemporary critical thinkers love the lack, 
and this tempts them into making a fetish of transcendental detach~ 
ment and to indulge an infinite, unfalsifiable suspicion for what 
Socrates in the Apology calls his "human wisdom" and which elsewhere 
turns out to be the science, note that word, the science of erotics. 

There is, however, a more substantial point of comparison. 

Although both Socrates and the contemporary critical thinker agree 
that most people are unhelpfully opinionated (which is by no means 
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the same as to say that all their opinions are wrong), the critical thinker 
imagines that the fitting response is to work hard on disinterested 
mind-skills for keeping all tempting beliefs up in the air, for keeping 
the naivete of commitment at arm's length. For Socrates, on the other 

hand, the fact that most people are opinionated is a much deeper, 
murkier problem, tied up with what souls most deeply want and what 
they most deeply fear they can't get. The examination of genuine opin
ions, i.e., the deep-seated convictions you have about what is true, 

good, and beautiful, the convictions whose belief is not a matter of 
choice, the examination of those sorts- of opinions is a far more deli
cate matter than testing for reasonableness-even if self-styled logi
cians knew precisely what that really is, which they obviously don't. I 
say that so confidendy because I have never yet heard of a logician 
helping anyone understand Plato, or Hegel, or Nietzsche, for exam
ple-all of whom I take to be entirely reasonable thinkers. They 
haven't done much for Aristode either. Plato makes the need for some
thing else especially clear by having his Socrates talk about two unusu
al and hitherto unrecognized arts: psychic midwifery in the Theaetetus 

and philosophical rhetoric in the Phaedrus. The reader is also meant, of 
course, to notice how often those same arts are portrayed at work 

throughout the dialogues, both by the characters and by Plato himsel£ 
Philosophical inquiry turns out to be a far more complex activity than 
tying people in argumentative knots or never being at a loss for a clever 
or merely correct reply. It includes a moral, soul-tending dimension 
that pays attention to pedagogical, rhetorical, ethical, and political 
matters as well, in addition to the surface dimensions of logic, analyt
ic technique, and epistemic responsibility. 

TRANSITION. I have briefly considered Plato's artfully contrived 
anonymity, the constant baffling of our logical expectations, and the 
dramatic absence of philosophy in a mature form. These observations, 
together with the phenomena of irony, both Platonic and Socratic, 
plus a glimpse into certain soul-tending arts, all point to the partially 
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hidden yet systematically intrusive presence of philosophizing in a 
more complex, shadowy form than Socrates' public wrestling matches 
or the Eleatic Stranger's diacritical gymnastics. Plato speaks through 
indirection and means to indicate that philosophy cannot and ought 
not to speak as straight as one might at first suppose, This initially 
unsettling conclusion finds several well-known echoes in the Platonic 
epistles. "There is no composition by Plato, nor will there ever be one, 
but those now said to be his belong to a Socrates grown young and 
beautiful" (3I4c). And then in a great and famous passage from the 
Seventh Letter: 

But this much I can certainly declare concerning all 
these writers, or prospective writers, who claim to 

know the subjects which I seriously study, whether as 
hearers of mine or of other teachers, or from their 
own discoveries; it is impossible, in my judgment at 

least, that these men should understand anything 
about this subject. There does not exist, nor will there 
ever exist, any treatise of mine dealing therewith. For 
it does not admit of verbal expression like other stud
ies, but, as a result of continued application to the 
subject itself and communion therewith, it is brought 
to birth. in the soul of a sudden, as light that is kin
died by a leaping spark, and thereafter nourishes itself 
(34IB) 

Nevertheless, Plato wrote dialogues all his life, taking astonishing 
pains over their intricate construction. He cannot therefore have 
thought them superfluous or trivial, despite his recognition of their 
necessary limits. By all normal standards of truth-telling coherence the 
dialogues are manifestly deranged; my task now is to address the part
ly hidden method in their apparent madness, 
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Philosophy in the Ironical Mode 
According to the reports of antiquity, Aristotle wrote Platonic

style dialogues in the earlier part of his career. They are, regrettably, 
lost-all the more regrettably, seeing that Cicero praised them as gold
en (though what else should we expect from someone who spent the 
greater part of his early years in the Academy teaching rhetoric?). 
What we have from Aristotle are documents that may reasonably be 
thought of as treatises or at least notes to treatise-like expositions. As 
it happens, there is nothing in the Aristotelian corpus as we have it that 
can confidently be taken as published writing in the manner of Plato's 
dialogues and it is certainly the case that much of what we do have 
presents an aporetic, tentative, less than declarative face. Even so, and 

with all due allowance for hints at even Aristotelian indirection in what 
seem to be far more straightforward texts, the Aristotelian writings 
bear witness through much of their bulk to an expository, more rec
ognizably academic style of philosophical speech than the baffling 
Platonic form. The comparison shows that Plato perfectly well under
stood what it would mean to write philosophy in that more straight
forward mode-and that Aristotle knew perfectly well what it would 
mean to write in the ironic, self-deprecating dialogical mode. In nei
ther case, then, is the form a stylistic quirk or an historically dictated 
necessity. Moreover, for both Aristotle and Plato it was a conscious 

decision to write at all, since Socrates, just as self-consciously did not. 
DIALOGUE VS. TREATISE, What is at stake in this stylistic difference 

between dialogue and treatise? At first glance, the Aristotelian style of 
telling, philosophical speeches gives one reliably direct ways of talking 
about and thinking about the ordered, eidetic structure of things, both 
human and non-human. Even if one accepts none of his specific meta
physical results or if one prefers to emphasize the open-ended, aporet
ic character of certain of his inquiries, Aristotle's noetic tools and cat
egories have proven themselves of permanent worth. The notions of 
substance, essence & accident, form & matter, actuality & potentiality, 
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together with Aristotle's interpretative specifications of aitia
1 

arche
1 

kine

sis, psyche, phronesis, episteme, and praxis are all ingenious and virtually indis
pensable devices for anyone interested in the peculiar business of 
philosophical articulation, Aristotle's insights constitute a huge frac
tion of our philosophical patrimony, and amount to a legacy we 
should receive with both gratitude and respect, While at least equally 
deserving of gratitude and respect, Plato's ironic form of philosophi
cal telling does not emphasize in the same way the ordered structures 
that may be seen and understood. Rather, Plato points to what it is like 
to be seeing structure, what it is like to be moved by truth, to be aston
ished by beauty, to aim at and hope for the good. Not only that, Plato 
also indicates the manifold ways in which human beings variously fail 
and fall short in their attempts to be knowing and wise, Actuality and 
achievement rule in Aristotle's philosophic art, eros and lack in Plato's, 
The one emphasizes what may be understood, the other the fragile, 
unsteady soul that does the understanding. Aristotle is thus the 
philosopher of detachment, Plato the philosopher of integrity. 
Correspondingly, the danger of Platonic philosophizing is self-obses
sion and the narcissism of intelligent desire, while the danger of 
Aristotelian philosophizing is self-forgetfulness and the indulgence of 
theoretical hubris. Strange as it may seem, although Aristotelian expo
sition puts a premium on truth-telling, in the end it is more guarded. 
Aristotle tends to suppress the erotic, the madness of self-transcen
dence and the nuances of self-knowledge. In particular, he muffles 
what is dangerous about philosophy, whereas Plato is comparatively 
open about it. Aristotle provides many theoretical insights for which 
one can be very thankfUl, yet it is worth recalling that on the death of 
Alexander he had to flee Athens, pursued by an indictment for impi
ety. For help in understanding that disturbing fact, one will find more 
extensive guidance in Plato. 

In distinguishing an eidetic emphasis from an erotic one, I do not 
mean to say that the two modes are rigidly correlated with dialogues 
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and treatises, as if Plato never really presented a philosophical idea or 
Aristotle never worried about the integrity of thinker and thought, 
Platonic dialogues can in places be as expository as Aristotelian trea
tises can in places be ironic and full of finesse. Both modes have their 
relative purposes and merits. Sometimes, one is simply ready to hear 
an idea, to be told how it is with things, to be shown where the joints 
of the world are. At other times, and for different reasons on different 
occasions, one needs to understand the circumstances of such truth

telling. "Aristotelians" and "Platonists" have quarreled over these mat

ters for centuries and will, doubtless, brawl for centuries more. As a 
matter of temperament, different human beings find themselves favor
ing one emphasis rather than the other, but both dialogue and exposi
tion are equally flexible in the hands of masters. In fact, I am quite sure 
that philosophic masters need to be masters of both. Let me just state 
then that masterful philosophical articulation, in thought or in speech, 
requires equal command of what I shall call eidetics and erotics. As just 
suggested, eidetics correspond to the objects of contemplation, the 
intelligible nature, structure, and wholeness of things. The dimension 
of erotics includes how the soul is disposed to think and to act, and 
how responsible it remains to itself and its conditions as it engages 
both. As it happens, i.e., just as a matter of historical fact, the artful 
irony of Plato's dialogues as we have them communicates far more 
about philosophical eros-and its failings-in relation to the truth 
than do the Aristotelian writings we have. No doubt Aristotle could 
have told us more, and has probably told us more than is usually real
ized, but I think that the matter of fact rests on a matter of principle, 
namely, that Platonic dialogue is truer to the manifold needs and real
ization of lucid, philosophical existence. In particular, it is Platonic 
dialogue that can more reliably save us from ourselves, since it is with 
respect to the erotic dimension of human endeavour that we keep get
ting in our own way. that we are the originating sources of our own 
unnecessary wanderings and corruption. Eidetics tend, in comparison 
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though by no means mindlessly, to take care of themselves-one sign 
of which is that they're more teachable. 

ORIGINS OF IRONY. Plato hides, though not with complete invisi
bility, behind his characters. Chief among them is a character, namely 
Socrates, not only notorious among his fellow players for his irony but 
plainly to us his spectators coy, manipulative, and far from even-hand
ed. Taking courage from the apparent straightforwardness of 
Aristotelian exposition, we can hardly forbear an exasperated cry: Why 
all the fuss? Why the teasing, not to say irritating indirection? What 
prevents philosophy from speaking forthrightly, from saying all she 
means? Must philosophy always play false, or perhaps play games, with 
our truth-telling hopes and ambitions? In short: what, if anything, 
calls for Platonic irony? If we cannot answer such questions, then Plato 
can be left to his idiosyncratic, sibylline whimsies. Unsurprisingly, the 
dialogues themselves furnish many clues to a more generous under
standing. Given that writing dialogues cannot be all there is to the 
philosophical life, it will be helpful to consider such writing in light of 
that living whole. As I read the dialogues, actual philosophical life has 
four principal domains of responsibility: work, pedagogy, guardian
ship, and civics. By work I mean master-work, the full, unimpeded real
ization of philosophical insight. By pedagogy I mean the husbandry of 
potential and apprentice philosophers. By guardianship I mean the 
preservation of philosophy against both external assault and internal 
corruption. By civics I mean philosophy's citizenly life and duty with
in the larger human community that gives it birth. All four domains 
suggest good reasons for philosophical indirection, for less than 
unqualified truth-telling, though I shall not here be able to pay full 
attention to them all. 

The most common initial excuse offered for Platonic irony, for 
why the dialogues seem so ugly and manipulative and confusing, 
appeals to pedagogy, to the requirements, as it is commonly formulat
ed, of getting readers to think for themselves. Certainly, in any worth-
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while education and a fortiori any philosophical education, mere 
instruction is not sufficient for understanding. Instruction alone leaves 
us, as Nietzsche put it, with a bellyful of undigested knowledge
stones; enough to calm our hunger for a while perhaps, yet ultimately 
unable to nourish and satisfy. To the extent, therefore, that the dia
logues aim at guiding and training potential philosophers, it can safe
ly be expected that they do more than instruct, that they challenge 
when we get lazy, inspire when we are daunted, and that they somehow 
aid proper noetic digestion. As usually understood, however, this 
encouragement "to think for oneself" is interpreted as the develop

ment of critical thinking skills, skills that may permit you to grind 
down those knowledge-stones but which do nothing to help you assim

ilate whatever truth they may have contained. One must also be wary of 
supposing that such pedagogical aims, even when understood in the 
best sense, exhaust the possible reasons for dialogical irony, that teach
ing determines the boundary of Plato's communicative intent. It does 
not. 

There is another, deeper difficulty with the idea of thinking for 
onesel£ Namely, that everyone already does; it's part of the problem, 
not the solution. To quote from Heraclitus once more: "though the 
logos is common, the many live supposing themselves to have a special 
understanding" (Frag. 2). At the most important level, then, irony or 
stimulating indirection is a proper part of philosophical pedagogy not 
so much because young learners need tricky help with the hard work 
of assimilation-which they certainly do-but because we human 
knowers are constantly prone to collapse into that state of conscious
ness Hegel identified as self-certainty. Once in such a state, we can usu
ally only be levered out again with well-meaning, i.e., noble, lies. Being 
in the know, the natural condition of the human soul, is so obviously 
our greatest adaptive advantage that we keep getting entranced by par
tial realizations of our wonderful capacity, we keep generalizing our 
local insights into global wisdoms. But how is such self-satisfied con-
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viction to be moved, led out of itself. educated? How does one come 
to recognize that one does not know? Hegel's dialectic, to the extent 
that it may be thought of as containing a pedagogical response to the 
problem, is a logical bludgeoning that has turned out to be all but use
less, except in the case of a uniquely motivated not to say perverse few. 
Socrates, in contrast, seduces many a complacent soul-though not 
every one-out of its proclivity to noetic self-satisfaction with all 
manner of charms and deceits, as does Plato in turn at another level 
of refinement, The essential psychagogical trick in most cases is to 
make the higher truth look somehow attractive within the perspective 
of the lower, more confined horizon. Plato's Eleatic Stranger classifies 
such tricks as belonging to that species of the image-making art that 
works with phantoms (fantastics) rather than with likenesses ( eikas
tics ). The distinction is made in a dialogue entitled Sophist (236c). 

Philosophy's strictly educative concerns, however, have definite 
limits, since not every soul is capable of fully realizing her promise. We 
moderns do not like to hear things like this, partly because we tend to 
think that reason ought by and large to be perfectible by methods uni
versally available to all and partly because we hate to think that possi
bilities are limited or that freedom alone might not suffice for realiz
ing the good. Plato is more hard-headed. Serious attraction to philos
ophy is no guarantee at all of its fulfilhnent, as may be seen, for exam
ple, in Apollodorus of the Symposium, who was at least wise enough to 
know this fact about himself. Furthermore, while Socrates will con
verse with whoever comes his way, he does not undertake to teach 

everyone, Some souls he passes on to others, often guided by the 
admonitions of his daimonion, his 11divine sign:' His daimonion, of 
course-his little daimonic thing-is an inflection of the daimon eros, 
in whose affairs he is expert. So Socrates will sometimes help and 
sometimes turn aside those who will never be able to manage all that 
philosophy requires. As with most serous matters, it is a risky sort of 
. discrimination, easily incurring public odium. In Socrates' case, that 
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risk is the essential meaning of the historical accident that wrapped his 
erotic daimonion up into the civic charge of impiety, of importing new
fangled gods, an innovation partly responsible for his execution. As a 
final point it needs to be noted that infatuations with philosophy are 
not always so benign as Apollodorus's. The tyrannical ambitions of 
Alcibiades and Critias, for example, both gifted intellectually, were 
blamed on their association with Socrates, while Plato's Seventh Letter

from which I have already quoted-exists principally on account of 
the havoc wreaked on philosophy's public, indeed international, repu
tation by Dionysius the Younger, Tyrant of Syracuse, in his efforts to 
make Plato's wisdom his own. 

My guiding question is whether or to what extent the irritating 
indirection of Platonic dialogue can be understood as exercising philo
sophical responsibility. The particular demands of teaching provide 
some plausible grounds, but there are others. Some of these are rather 
easy to overlook, once inside the comforts provided by contemporary 
academic freedoms. But not only are those freedoms hard-won and in 
need of constant maintenance (a task for which philosophy, in virtue 
of its disciplinary competence regarding the relation of theory to prac
tice, is the proper guardian), neither is peace the uniform condition 
within our necessarily parasitic Republic of Letters. Academic politics 
is notorious for its pettiness and intolerance-itself a hardly acciden
tal fact-but more significant are the manifold theoretical disputes over 
demarcation, hierarchy, and methodology across and between the var
ious disciplines. Regarding these foundational and procedural 
reRections, philosophy's competence and even presence is held in deep 
suspicion by the positive disciplines. Within the so-called university, 
faction it would seem is the norm-no matter what ideals one might 
prefer or hope to see there. 

Not everyone can be fully philosophical, you might think that's a 
shame; not everyone wants to be philosophical; well, that's their choice; 
but not everyone wants philosophy around. That's dangerous. Hence 
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the need for what I called philosophical guardianship. Both philosophy 
and what is philosophically best in all of us cannot rely on being left 
alone. In either the personal or the political case, there are several 
intrusive challenges to philosophy's well-being within its larger com
munity: the psychic community of manifold desires on rhe one hand; 
the civic community of individual agents on the other. The fights in 
borh cases depend on a hunger for wisdom, The Platonic dialogues 
emphasize two main sources of intrusive challenge, and though I shall 
discuss them mostly in terms of the civic paradigm, the Republic's own 
brilliant likeness of city to soul should keep the psychic paradigm 
equally in mind. According to Plato's dialogical imagery, then, the 
challenges come (I) from the other men of logoi, of whom the two 
main classes are poets and sophists, and (2) from the men of the city, 
who share wirh philosophy an ambition for the noble but disagree on 
the location of its highest form. The latter challenge also has two arms: 
that philosophy subverts decent, conventional politics ( Anytus, 
Cleitophon ), and rhat philosophy is adolescent, laughable, and unman
ly (Callicles, Thrasymachus ). Adeimantus, who stands for what is nec
essary and best within the large yet still limited horizon of the city, 
bluntly restates these rwo accusations in the middle of the Republic: 
philosophers are eirher useless or depraved. They therefore deserve no 
place in human community, let alone to be enthroned as its only com
petent kings. Perhaps the clearest overall Platonic symbol of the polit
ical challenge is the dialogue entitled Socrates' Defense Speech, while an 
emblem for rhe challenge from rhe men of logoi may be found in that 
gigantomachy mentioned in the Sophist, that never-ending battle 
between the hard-headed, aggressive ''motion men"-whose general, 

so we learn in the Theaetetus, is Homer-and the gentler, more gener

ous "friends of the forms:' 
Plato's implied account of rhe nature and grounds of rhese sever

al challenges, I cannot examine in detail here but it is, I think, tolera
bly clear rhat the predicaments are, in all cases, serious and abiding 
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ones. Astute Protagorean prudence, Hippian technical competence, 
and effective Gorgian rhetoric all seem far more beneficial-both in 
themselves and certainly to their practitioners-than Socratic elenchus 
could ever be. Socrates' wisdom appears only to numb people and 
make them angry or unhappy. Horner, Sophocles, and Aristophanes all 
seem more inspiring and companionable than philosophy's austere 
explanations and deflations, from which the gods are missing and in 
which, if the divine be mentioned at all, it seems aloof and indifferent 
to .human concerns. Too much talk, and talk for talking's sake, are 
indeed shameful and unmanly, while delving too deeply into the ori
gins of things does indeed run risk of undermining civic loyalty, famil
ial respect, and even the self-confidence that is a necessary condition 
for any worthwhile deed. All these tensions have a symbolic focus in 
that disturbing scenario at the end of the Republic's most memorable 
image: the philosopher returning to the Cave would be set upon and 
killed by those still shackled there, if they could get hold of him. Their 
opinions are not so true as they imagine them to be, formed as they 
are by the shadows cast from artifacts and statues of real things car
ried above and behind them by poets, sophists, and politicians, and 
they would react with hostile fear if they knew. Yet the lesson is not 
that the Cave-dwellers are all contemptibly ignorant and wicked; it is 
that pure wisdom is unbearable to the incompletely enlightened soul. 
I say "incompletely enlightened" because too bright a light is unbear
able, only to those who can already see. There is both a fire and muted 
daylight in Plato's Cave. Athens that prided itself on its freedom of 
discourse, its accomplishment in tragedy and its welcome to the 
sophists, nonetheless executed Socrates and indicted Aristotle. 
Philosophy cannot be an unqualified human good, because it is not 
unqualifiedly safe to tell the truth. We all know this already. Frankness 
is a gift and honour reserved for close friends, and even there it's 
difficult. Nor should we be surprised to learn that the truth is danger
ous, if-as we hear so often-that knowledge is power. Socrates let 
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himself be executed to vivify these sorts of unsettling facts for all 
thoughtful souls to come, knowing that Plato was there to write about 
it in a way that would keep the recognition safe within the memory of 
subsequent generations. 

The several differences between what is philosophical and what is 
not are none of them merely qualitative; they are &aught with threat 
and anxiety of an order that civility alone cannot control because their 
roots lie deeper than the city. Furthermore, Plato's sustained attention 
to the various assaults on philosophy suggests that none are to be 
regarded as accidental, that there are good if incomplete reasons why 
philosophy should suffer from them and it is therefore incumbent 
upon those pursuing her to understand the justice within such fates. To 
the extent that the assaults are not accidental, the need for irony in 
dealing with them is more than politic accommodation, Philosophy 
needs to make a peace with politics and poetry, with the healthy decen
cy of civic life and with the consoling charms of comedy and tragedy, 
but such peace is at best a very unstable friendship of unequals, 
Moreover, the instability is reproduced within the individual soul as 
well. Each of us must make his uneasy peace both with the needs of 
practical life and with the enchantments of art, if we are to live as 
thoughtfully as possible, The ironical Socrates in Plato's ironical dia
logues can be seen constantly negotiating these inequalities and their 
attendant dangers. Budding philosophers can be thankful for the tips. 

Guardianship and pedagogy deal, respectively, with the privations 
and the potentials of philosophizing. Actual or fully-fledged philoso
phizing remains, Insofar as irony entails in some sense a playing false, 
it might seem that irony could at best be only conducive to and never 
constitutive of philosophy's focal activity-which might for the 
moment be characterized as consorting with the truth. Yet irony 
belongs here too, I think, at the heart of philosophy's defining con

cern. 
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Philosophical account-giving or truth-telling has to be ironical to 
the extent that what philosophy is obliged to mean cannot in principle 
be given all at once. Philosophical comprehensiveness entails primacy, 
universality, and lucidity, i.e., its truth-telling must be a self-illuminat
ed knowledge of ultimate principles in relation to what is. Among 
other things, this implies that any philosophical account aims at simul
taneous knowledge of the conditions that make possible and justify its 
thematic claims; it must not only tell the truth, but somehow also tell 
the truth of its telling as well. These conditions for the possibility of 
a speech, however, cannot be given along with the content of the 
speech-at least not in the same, linear, thematic way. Hence the log
ical necessity for a two-faced mode of speaking: one aspect to declare 
what one wants to say, the other aspect to show that one knows exact
ly how and why one can say it. Such a two-faced mode of speech is 
properly called ironic because it cannot state all that it means at once, 
though it is not thereby prevented from evoking the wholeness of the 
understanding it articulates-on the condition~ that is, of a generous 
listener with an eye for reading between the lines. Failure to appreciate 
that philosophy requires at least this sort of irony easily leads to meas
uring its discourse by a mathematical standard, since the latter is a rea
sonable measure for interim, though never for primary, insightfulness. 
Similar failures have also been responsible for many a foolish trek 
across the transcendental desert in search of presuppositionless begin
nings. One further consequence is that philosophical speech, because 
both primary and comprehensive, cannot be univocal in principle. This 
is the deep ground of philosophy's ancient quarrel with poetry and 
why metaphorical speech is so emphatically integral to the texture of 
Plato's dialogues. 

I have just argued that fundamental speech, and this would be in 
whatever situation we find ourselves moved to give it, has to be two

faced. It follows that univocal speech-i.e., the speech that gives the 
appearance of managing to say all that it means-is not only second-
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ary but also contingent upon that primary equivocation. Univocal 
speech is therefore radically unstable, bounded and made possible in its 
qualified way by a tacit agreement not to press inquiry beyond a cer
tain point. Part of our human experience of this fact is the disturbing 
discovery that plausible arguments can apparently be made on both 
sides for virtually anything-the so-called dissoi logoi of the ancient 
sophists-and that almost no one is ever persuaded by rational, i.e., 
purely univocal, words alone. In the absence of philosophy or funda
mental speech, any assertoric stand thus depends as much on the will 
to maintain it, on agreement to abide by the axioms that make it pos
sible, as it does on the content of those axioms themselves. Perversely, 

then, it becomes possible to take a stand in words without the corre
sponding insight and so too without the corresponding resolve or 
choice that deemed the axiom worthy-or, rather, one takes a stand 
with an alternative, unspoken resolve. That's why Aristotle said that the 
difference between the sophist and philosopher lies in their resolve, 
their proairesis, not in the arguments they give, Yet note that even phi
losophy cannot logically repair the breach caused by any such willful 
detachment of speech from the soul's orientation and insight. In other 
words, philosophy cannot in words alone compel the sophist to come 
out of hiding. This is an important lesson of Plato's Sophist and it is 
also the reason Thrasymachus blushed, for he eventually had to betray 
his sophistry once he had committed himself to the theoretical probi
ty of "precise speech:' It was a noble and educative blunder, In sum, 
therefore, human logoi can never by themselves reveal the soul that 
makes them-and so we must pay as much attention as we can to 
deeds as well, One of the most important resources of Platonic dia
logue is, I suggest, their ability to let us see how speeches are anchored 
in a soul's resolve, despite the fact that a soul's true love cannot in prin

ciple be deduced from the things it says. 
TRANSITION. Philosophical insight depends on a complex of con

ditions, both extrinsic and intrinsic, to which I have pointed under the 
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topics of work, pedagogy, guardianship, and civics. In their light, I 
have sketched several ways in which irony is native to how philosophy 
must deal with what is non-philosophical, with what is potentially 
philosophical, and with the truth itsel£ Unlike Athena, human wis
dom does not actually spriog fully formed from the head of Zeus
though what the myth means to say is that wisdom, once she has aris
en, cannot be fully explained in terms of genealogy alone. Also unlike 
Athena, human wisdom has no nectar and ambrosia with which to for
tify itself against the many forms of mortal decay. This means that no 
matter how like a goddess, pure theorizing on its own is by definition 
irresponsible. It also follows that no part of erotics can be set aside on 
the plausible yet mistaken grounds that eidetics are philosophy's only 
proper concern. Socrates' erotic science may be shady and ironic, yet it 
nevertheless belongs to philosophical life quite as essentially the rest. 
With this granted, however, it will always remain to consider when and 
to what extent one need or ought to talk out loud about such things. 
I accept, therefore, that my entire speech, no matter how correct it may 

be, remains vulnerable to being judged either tactless, or trivial-to the 
extent that it does not emphasize eidetic content. 

Why Plato Wrote Dialogues 
Philosophical truth-telliog, the sustaioing activity of philosophical 

life, has to be two-faced. Hegel's impressive dialectical logic is a con
certed effort to smooth out this acknowledged need for irony, an 
attempt to resolve self-illumioatiog iosight into a special sort of dis
cursive linearity, into a proof that manages to demonstrate its axioms 

as it deduces its theorems. His experiment in philosophical discourse 
is weak, however, on two maio counts. First, the logic of Hegel's proof 
\s io the end not as methodical as hoped for, indeed required. 
Ingenuity is still needed io order to make the crucial transitions, an 
iogenuity that Hegel from time to time facilitates with quite remark
able philosophical poetry. A further sign of this same weakness is his 
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embarrassment over giving introductions, which he knows he should 
not in all strictness use but which he writes anyway. Moreover, since 
the introductions are where Hegel encodes the suppressed erotics of 
his philosophic art, i.e., what he means to be doing as a man here and 
now in love with philosophy, that's exactly why everyone finds them so 
intriguing and often more interesting than what follows. Plato avoids 
the dialectical inconsistency of such introductions, remaining truer to 

Hegel's own insight that philosophy cannot ever in principle begin to 
prove itself, that it cannot put itself on trial before the tribunal over 
which it presides as judge. Perhaps Hegelian dialectic comes as close as 
philosophical discourse ever can to an exhaustive, rationally systemat
ic, univocal self-explicitation. The question, though, is when or 
whether we really need such a thing. Plato wrote a defense speech for 
philosophy, but he quite deliberately named it after Socrates, not him
sel£ The second major weakness of Hegelian dialectic is it's being so 
forbidding and dull. This is an important criticism. It says that Hegel's 
philosophy by and large fails, as I noted earlier, to seduce, fails to 
enflarne theoretical eros, fails sufficiently to help us make insight our 
own. Platonic dialogue, in contrast, is remarkably seductive-the unat
tractive patches notwithstanding. In fact, part of its seductiveness is to 
make itself confusing and exciting by turns, whereas Hegelian dialec
tic plods along in the same old difficult way page after page. Knowing 
that Plato can be wonderfully lucid and inspiring from time to time, 
forces the reader to seek a reason and so too a meaning for the times 

when the text is experienced differently. There is nothing more inspir
ing than the suspicion of a hidden life, une vie inconnue, half-hidden 
depths in which we might swim if only we can prove strong enough. 

Platonic dialogue is a complex three-dimensional speech, rather 
than a linear, discursive one. Its axes are drama) argument, and character, all 
three of which follow their independent but mutually interpenetrating 
logics. Take book one of the Republic. Why does Polemarchus interrupt? 
How does his account of justice follow up on the account his father, 
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Cephalus, seemed to give? What is the relationship between 
Polemarchus and Cephalus? Who is the better man and why? What 
things seems good and best to Polemarchus? What things most noble? 
What is there in a man like Polemarchus that inclines him to think of 
justice and friendship in the way he does? How exactly did he get 
talked into agreeing that justice is trivial and base? Are his mistakes 
consistent with the partial goods for which he stands? What do 
Socrates' examples tell us about Polemarchus's mistakes? What is 
Socrates trying to do for Polemarchus? To what extent, if any, is he 
successful? Why does he care about Polemarchus at all? Why does 
Socrates argue so fallaciously in proving that justice does no injury? 
What did he understand about Polemarchus to know he could get 
away with the fallacy? Why is Polemarchus so enthusiastic in his final 
agreement to be a "partner in battle" with Socrates? How does all this 
relate to Polemarchus's action at the very beginning, when he waylays 
Socrates and Glaucon? How does it fit with his later interruption, in 
book five, when he objects to women and children in common? What 
is Plato showing us about the limits of Polemarchus's understanding of 
justice? About its merits? Why is Polemarchus there, between Cephalus 
and Thrasymachus? And so on. Not until you have some reasonable 
answer to all of these sorts questions, and scores besides, can you have 
begun to understand Plato's meaning, his logos, in these four or five 
pages. You need to become proficient in a multivariable calculus that 
simultaneously integrates along the three dimensions of drama, argu
ment, and character to produce a shimmering hologram of meaning. 
This dimensional complexity allows the dialogue to mean more than 
what it says in its arguments and to reveal more than its narrative 
depicts. It opens up a maximum of triangulation between uncertain 
souls and their shifty speeches. 

Aporia, then, is superficial. It belongs to only one or two of the rel
evant dimensions and is therefore only an aspect of the whole. The 
characters may be in perplexity, and maybe the reader is too, but Plato 
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is not. His pictures of perplexity are too finely drawn to be themselves 
expressions of the depicted anxieties; they are too precisely located and 
elaborated not to be the subject of a higher-order interpretation. What 
foolishness would impel anyone to spell out ignorance and error so 
intricately, and with such great pains at so great a cost of time, if he 
did not have a view of what they meant? F,or all the reasons examined 
above Plato conveys his interpretations obliquely, but that does not 
mean the dialogues bear out no logos. On the other hand, Plato's logos 
is a delicate and subtle thing, not easily separable from the theatre it 
animates. It is a sure sign of having failed to understand Plato fully 
when one is forced to leave or dismiss any single part of the dialogue 
as incidental, as wrapping, as form rather than content. Plato does not 
dress up otherwise independent, philosophically sober propositions in 
gaudy, entertaining dramatic garb, as if through some aesthetic quirk 
he liked to do it that way. There is indeed the thing that he means to 
say, but it is not captured by the naked propositional bodies you might 
take to be under the theatrical fancy dress. As I have just indicated, for 
example, the philosophical meaning of Polemarchus is more than the 
partially correct proposition that justice is doing good to friends and 
harm to enemies. Among other things, he casts significant light on how 
and why the proper discipline of spiritedness is integral to philosophy, 
and why friendship is the soul of justice. Quite in accord with a prin
ciple Socrates announces in the Phaedrus, everything in the dialogue is 
meaningful and everything serves the overall meaning Plato would 
communicate. 

This raises yet another matter of philosophical tact. According to 
what I have just said, it should be possible to spell out Plato's mean
ing in non-dramatic terms. To be a correct translation, part of such an 
exposition would have to be ironical and it would have to encompass 
at least the sense of all the implied erotic elements as well as the eidet
ic ones. Nothing obvious prevents such a gloss, yet even if correct, it 
remains to ask whether such a flattened out account could do all or 
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~ven much of the work Plato intended and which the dialogues have, in 
fact, done and continue to do. The answer would have to be, I think, 
no. In one sense, Ideas-by which I mean the fundamental archai and 
intelligible structure of all things-are just not a problem; the predica
ment is that human souls for the most part fail to be ruled by them. 
That's something no amount of theory can fix. 

I asked the question: what, if anything, calls for the strangeness of 
Plato's dialogues, what could justifY their indirection? A natural 
instinct, on first hearing such a question, is to look for reasons that 
might force or compel the response, reasons why things could not be 
done in any other way. In the present case, however, the instinct is mis

leading. The serious grounds for Platonic indirection I have considered 
do not, I think, necessitate the dialogue form. Without being necessitat
ed, however, Plato's dialogues are a beautifully effective response to the 
many things philosophy always finds needing to be done. In my own 
view, they are the most beautifully effective response we have yet wit
nessed. 

A beautiful, noble, and effective response to abiding necessities is 
certainly grounds for praise, but this is not all there is to admire. By 
the ambiguous testimony of his letters and by the seamless consisten
cy of his dialogical irony, Plato could not have been writing as an intel
lectual to express his thoughts or as a scientist to circulate his results. 
Perhaps it is hard to imagine there could be any reason for writing left, 
besides vanity or madness. Yet, Plato worked at something, and no one 
has ever doubted, despite the derangement and indirection of the texts, 
that they' are all somehow for the sake of philosophy. I add: for the 
sake of keeping philosophy alive and well. Plato wrote for the love and 
care of philosophy, for its realization and well-being in living souls as 
well as in real cities. He saw clearly in what senses its husbandry, 
preservation, defense, and even its central truth-telling activity called 
for-though without necessitating-something like his two-faced 
books. Among other things, he aimed at philosophy's survival as a cul-
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tural entity in the tradition we think of as Western civilization. In this 
he was successful. Unbelievably successful, as may be seen in the fact 
that two-and-a-half thousand years later: here we all are, still vitally 
interested in what Plato had to communicate, in what a man like Plato 
understood the life of wisdom to be. Moreover, we keep being affect
ed by his enigmatic communication, both directly as we study and 
through myriad historical reverberations at work behind the scenes of 
our own present educations. Even after all this time, we keep taking 
good things away from his amazing gift. The dialogues, then, are the 
instruments of Plato's megalopsuchia, the unhurried means of a rare but 
great and noble deed, the sort of deed yearned for by all men of the 
highest human excellence, Plato's great-souled project was to create the 
real, on-going world in which we are all now able to carry on with phi
losophy; he cleared the space, he gave the laws, he holds up the firma
ment. 

As a great-souled man, all honour and praise are Plato's due but we 
cannot expect him to be impressed by such external rewards, His ambi
tion was for a deed large, beautiful, and impressive in itself. The reward 
for such deeds is the overwhelming pleasure of actually doing them, 
though that too is hardly the central reason for which they are under
taken. No great-souled deed can be great, if it cannot be described in 
terms of a single-minded devotion that transcends selfish purpose, Yet 
it does not follow from this that devotion to such an end is purely 
selfless, The great-souled man is himself fulfilled by his devotion to 
what transcends ordinary ambition, Thus, Plato wrote not only for 
others. He also wrote for the love and care of philosophy in regard to 
himself. in regard to his own glories and satisfactions as a wise, supe
rior, and fortunate man. He also wrote his dialogues as an exhibition 
of prowess, and for the sake of joy in the exhilarating exercise of his 
own powers and command. In the end, Plato wrote dialogues for the 
same reason God created the world: because he could. No one, absolute
ly no one, has come anywhere near matching him since, 



....:; The Discovery of Nature 
fj:-- James Carey 

On the orcular seal of St. John's College, enclosed within 
the Latin motto, H Facio liberos ex liberis libris libraque;'1 are seven books and 

a balance. The books stand for the quadrivium and trivium of the 
seven liberal arts, i.e., arithmetic, geometry, astronomy, and music, on 

the one hand, and grammar, rhetoric, and logic, on the other. The bal
ance stands for natural science. The founders of our program initially 
tried to find a way of regarding natural science, or as we say today "sci
ence;' as contained implicitly within one or more of the seven liberal 
arts. This attempt, which apparently involved such ventures of fancy as 
interpreting mathematical physics as a subset of the liberal art of 
music, was unsuccessful. The founders of our program carne to realize 
that natural science needed a symbol of its own, and they settled on 
the balance. This was a good decision, for, aside from allowing for the 
elegance of the College's motto, it recognized a real distinction 
between the seven liberal arts and natural science. As regards the cor
rectness of this distinction it suffices to note that during the Middle 
Ages there were many religious believers who understood themselves to 
be committed to the seven liberal arts, even to be practitioners of these 
arts. They did not see any conflict between being practitioners of the 
liberal arts and belief in the Bible. None of the claims made by these 
arts, even the claims made by astronomy as it was practiced then, were 

thought to be in essential conflict with those of the Bible. The case is 
otherwise with the claims of natural science, not only with those of 
modern natural science, which of course had not appeared yet, but 
even with the natural science of classical antiquity. It is not for noth
ing that, as the introductions to physics, chemistry, and biology text
books never tire of telling us, "science" stagnated in the Middle Ages. 

James Carey is a tutor and former Dean at St. John's College, Santa Fe. This essay is an expanded 
version of a lecture given at St. John's College in Santa Fe on August 22, 1997. 
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Now, the object of natural science is, of course, nature. Natural 

science is the knowledge of nature. I am told that there is no Hebrew 
' word that adequately translates <j>'UOL<;, the Greek word for nature, and 

that the concept of nature is foreign to the Bible, at least to the 

Hebrew scriptures. If this is true, it would suggest that the concept of 
nature was unknown to the ancient Hebrews. And if those people, 
who were aware of so much, were unaware of the existence of nature, 

then the existence of nature could hardly be said to be self-evident. It 
is not self-evident, then, that natural science has an object, Or, more 
precisely, it is not self-evident that natural science has the object it 
thinks it has. 

We are often told that it was the Greeks who discovered nature, 
and that this discovery is the origin of what is thought to be the 
uniquely Western enterprise called philosophy. If something was dis
covered at some more or less identifiable point in the past, was until 
then unknown, and continued to be unknown by those who were not 

apprised of this discovery, then the existence of the thing in question 
can hardly be called self-evident, since it pertains to the very sense of 
what is self-evident that its existence is recognized and uncontested by 
all, or at least becomes so once it is pointed out, The very discovery of 

nature by the Greeks, if it really was a discovery, implies that the exis
tence of nature is not self-evident, 

But no lesser a thinker than Aristotle tells us that the existence of 
nature is self-evident. In the Physics, we are told that animals and the 
parts of animals, plants, the elementary bodies earth, fire, air and 
water, and all such things have a principle of motion and rest within 
themselves, and are distinguishable from beds, coats, and the like, 
which have no such intrinsic principle of motion and rest, The latter 
are caused by art, whereas the former have natural causes and exist by 
nature. Having located the basis for the distinction between natural 
and unnatural things in the presence or absence of an intrinsic princi
ple of motion and rest, Aristotle proceeds to say, 
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As for trying to prove that nature exists, this would 
be ridiculous, for it is evident that there are many 
such things [i.e. things that exist by nature], and to 
try to prove what is evident through what is not evi
dent is characteristic of a man who cannot distin
guish between what is known through itself and what 
is known not through itsel£2 

117 

To try to prove that nature exists is a failure because it is self-evi
dent that nature exists. Any propositions that one might invoke to 
serve as premises from which one could deduce the conclusion that 
nature exists would be less evident than this very conclusion, and for 
Aristotle all so-called proofs that deduce the more evident from the 
less evident are not really proofs at all. But, again, this consideration by 
itself does not cast doubt on the proposition that nature exists. The 
reason the proposition that nature exists cannot be proven is then, 

again, not that it is false or even doubtful, but that it is self-evident. 
Examples of self-evident propositions include certain propositions 

of the broadest generality, such as the so-called principle of noncon
tradiction, and certain propositions of the most restricted particulari

ty, such as that I have a headache right now. Neither of these proposi
tions can be proven, but this is not because they are unknowable. The 
reason these propositions cannot be proven is rather that they possess 
such immediate evidence that they cannot be deduced mediately, so to 
speak, from propositions possessing greater evidence. A self-evident 
proposition is one that, to use Aristotle's expression, is 11known 

through itself:' It is not known through otherpropositions. According 
to the passage from the Physics that we were just considering, that there 
:rre things that exist by nature and that nature itself exists are proposi
tions that are known through themselves, propositions that have the 
character of being self-evident. 
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Of course, a proposition's being unprovable is hardly a sufficient 
condition for its being self evident, for all false propositions are 
unprovable and, to say the least, none of them are self-evident. 
Moreover there is a whole class of propositions that cannot be known, 
by the ordinary means of knowledge at any event, to be either true or 
false, such as "He has a headache:' For if he tells us he has one we can
not prove that he is not lying, although we may have no good reason at 
all to suspect that he is lying. There is some evidence that he has a 
headache, but this evidence lacks the compelling character of either 
demonstrative truth or unqualified self-evidence, We take it on faith, 
so to speak, not irrationally and not without some evidence, not just 
as a hunch or a blind guess, but still without apodictic certainty, that he is 
telling the truth when he says that he has a headache. 

So we have grouped unprovable propositions into four classes: I) 
self-evident propositions of extreme universality, such as the laws of 
logic; 2) self-evident propositions of extreme particularity, concerning 
things I know about myself: my feelings, my reactions, and so forth; 3) 
false propositions; and 4) matters of faith or, if you like, matters of 
opinion solely. When Aristotle says that the proposition that nature 
exists is self-evident, he does not say whether its self-evidence is due to 
its extreme universality or its extreme particularity, but presumably he 
thought it was one or the other, In either case, his contention is that 
the existence of nature cannot be proven, And if Aristotle is right 
about the unprovability of the existence of nature, but wrong in his 
claim that the existence of nature is self-evident, as the alleged discov
ery of nature would imply, then the proposition that nature exists is 
either a falsehood or something like a matter of faith, 

Before proceeding further along these lines we need to look a bit 
1 h . b u "I 1 II " c oser at w at 1s meant y nature. n common par ance nature 

refers typically to the whole order of things that are, as yet, untouched 
by human art, things such as plants, animals, the sky above, the earth 
below, and so forth. Since no one denies the existence of this order of 
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things, of thiogs not dependent on human ingenuity, the existence of 
nature would indeed seem to be self-evident. And yet Aristotle himself 
does not define nature merely as that which is not produced by art. 
Rather he defines nature, as 

a principle and cause of being moved and being at 
rest in the thing to which it belongs, in virtue of that 
thing and not accidentally.' 

Aristotle presents this definition of nature about fifteen lines prior 
to his claim that the existence of nature is self-evident, and indeed 
alludes to it in the sentence immediately preceding the one in which he 
makes this claim. So he is not saying merely that it is self-evident that 
there is a difference between natural beings and artifacts, but more 
broadly that it is self-evident that the former differ from the latter pre
cisely by having nature within themselves, where nature is construed 
precisely as "a principle and cause of being moved and being at rest;' 
a principle that is essential to what these natural things are. It appears 
to be Aristotle's teaching, then, that it is the existence of nature, under
stood as this very principle, that is self-evident. 

The first attestation of the Greek word for nature occurs in a well
known passage from Book I 0 of Homer's Odyssey. Odysseus's com
panions have been bewitched by the goddess Circe. While treating 
them to a feast she gave them an evil drug that caused them to forget 
their fatherland, after which she cast a spell on them with her wand 
and turned them into swine. When Odysseus hears of this catastrophe 
he sets off to rescue his companions. But as he approaches the great 
house of Circe, he is met in the sacred glades by Hermes, "of the gold
en wand and in the likeness of a young man:' Hermes tells Odysseus 
that he has a potent herb (<j>ap[taKov e'aEJA.bv) that will keep Circe 
from being able to bewitch (El~A.l;m) him. Hermes then draws the 
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root from the ground and shows Odysseus its nature (qn)mv). 
Odysseus says, 

The root was black, but its flower was like milk. The 
gods call it moly. It is hard for mortal men to dig but 
the gods are capable of all things.~ 

When Odysseus afterward enters Circe's house, she attempts to 
bewitch him as she has done to his companions. Her attempt fails, and 
she exclaims to him in amazement that no other man has previously 
been able to withstand the drug she has just given him. Her under
standing of Odysseus's resistance to her witchcraft is that, the intellect 
(voo<;) in thy breast is one not to be charmed (aK~A.orp:o<;).5 

We note that Hermes does not create this antidote to Circe's evil 
drug. He does not produce it out of thin air with a wave of his wand, 
so to speak. And though he knows the name that he and the other gods 
call the herb, he is apparently not able to bring it into being or even to 
make it emerge out of the earth by simply invoking this name. He has 

L 
to draw (pvnv) it out of the ground. The herb is not a human arti-
fact. It is not even a divine artifact, i.e., a creature in the Biblical sense. 

The herb grows in the earth independently, so far as one can tell, of 
any contribution on the part of gods or men. By virtue of growing in 
the earth independently of the making capacity of intelligent beings, 
it has the nature that distinguishes it fi:om products of art, no matter 
who the artisan might be. And, as most of you are aware, the Greek 
word for nature, <j>vm<;, and the Greek word for plant, <j>V'tOV, are 
cognate. Both words stem from the root <j>v- which means "to grow;' 
" c th" . u i h b ds" u ". to put J.Ot as m to put rort u , or even to procreate, t.e., to 

beget a like offspring out of one's own being. The nature of the herb 
is its growing, the thrusting down of its roots into the earth and the 
stretching out of its leaves and flower toward the light. It is this activ-
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ity occurring independently of gods and men that Hermes shows to 
Odysseus. 

When Odysseus asserts that "the gods are capable of all things" 
in this episode, we should not forget that this assertion forms one 
clause of a compound sentence. 

It is hard for mortal men to dig, but the gods are 
capable of ail things. 

All things are possible for the gods, even the digging up of this 
plant, Odysseus seems to say. This, however, is a strange way of 
expressing the omnipotence of the gods.6 Moreover, it is not impossible 
for mortal men to dig this plant up as well. It is only hard ( KaA.m6v) 
for them to do so. What distinguishes the gods from mortal men, what 
is advanced as an instance of the gods' omnipotence, and a support for 
the ostensibly pious claim that "the gods are capable of ail things," is 
the relative ease with which they can dig up the herb compared to the 
greater effort required of mortal men. 

So nature makes its appearance in Greek thought as an activity of 
immanent producing, of development and growth, organization and 
articulation, an activity that owes nothing to gods or men. And he who 
knows it possesses a knowledge that renders him immune to certain 
divine charms or bewitchments? We note that this whole episode is 
not narrated first hand by Homer but by Odysseus. It is by no means 
certain that Homer intended us to believe Odysseus's account of this 
adventure. But he surely intended us to see Odysseus as a man whose 
intelligence is illuminated by a knowledge of the natures of things, and 
so to some extent by a knowledge of nature itsel£ Homer appears to 
be representing Odysseus as a type, or prototype, of the philosopher. 

Now it is a virtual dogma in the history of ideas that the discov
ery of nature by the Greeks was a unique achievement. But this dogma 
is false. At least one other people discovered nature independently o£ 
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and probably before, the Greeks, and yet understood it in essentially 
the same way that the Greeks did. In ancient India there emerged a 
wide variety of speculative schools of thought.8 Some of these schools 
contented themselves with merely extrapolating the consequences and 
presuppositions of the reigning Vedic religion; others attempted to 
penetrate to and think through the immanent monism that they dis
cerned or claimed to discern as the implicit teaching of the Vi'das; oth
ers depreciated the authority of Vedas without rejecting them alto
gether, invoking their authority only when it was convenient to do so; 
and still others rejected this authority openly and across the board. 
Finally, one school of speculative thought subjected the fUndamental 
claims of religion to a ridicule more explicit and vehement than any
thing comparable occurring in the West prior to the last century. 

Prakriti is a Sanskrit word that is sometimes translated as "nature." 

In general, this term names the material order of things, though con
strued dynamically rather than as mere extended and inertial stuff. The 
prefix pra- could be translated as "forth" and is cognate with the Latin 
pro- as in "project"-to throw forth, or "produce"-literally, to lead 
forth. The root of the word prakriti is vkr which means to do or to make. 
And the suffix -ti, like the Greek suffix -sis, the Latin suffix -tio, and its 
English derivative -tion, with all of which the Sanskrit -ti is cognate, 
refers to the process of doing something. Motion is the process of 
moving, <j>UOL<; is the process of growing, or as we noted earlier the 
process of putting forth, as in putting forth buds. And prakriti is the 
process of making forth. 

The Sankhya school of speculative thought regarded prakriti as one 
of the two fUndamental principles responsible for the articulation of 
the world. The other principle they held to be purusha, or pure con
sciousness, Neither principle is reducible to the other, so the Sankhya 
school taught, and both are needed to account for the phenomenal 
complexity of the world and the correlative consciousness of it.9 It 
.would be a mistake to regard purusha as a kind of ersatz divinity, as athe-
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ism is one of the teachings of this sthool.10 Because purusba is pure 
consciousness it cannot act at all. It is just an inert, even impotent, wit

ness. But it is still a co-original principle that does not derive from 
prakriti any more than prakriti derives from it. Though there are a plu
rality of purusbas, there is only one prakriti, albeit internally differentiat
ed and in a process of development, even evolution. This development 
is provoked by the presence of the inactive purusba. The chief problem 
with this account is making sense of how the unconscious prakriti could 
be understood to be provoked to development by the presence of a 
mere witness. This problem has an analogue in Greek thought. In the , 
passage from the Odyssey that we were considering, the <j>uaL<;, i.e., the 
nature or growing, of the moly plant is an unconscious process that is 
nonetheless presumably directed upward toward the light, though, to 
be sure, only because it is at the same time directed downward into the 
earth. Since nature is not art, this directedness is self- directedness. And 
yet it is an unconscious self- directedness that occurs not only in the 
presence of the earth but also in the presence of the light to which the 
plant reaches out. For Aristotle, nature itself is a duality: it is both 
matter and form. Matter is nothing actual in itself but is, rather, a 
mere potentiality for assuming different forms, and hence is better 
spoken of as "material:' It has no existence independent of form. The 
prime formal and immaterial principle is the unmoved mover who is 
pure intelligence, having only itself for its object, and moving the nat
ural order as ultimate object of the latter's desire. Desire is all on the 
side of the material component of nature, inasmuch as desire expresses 

an as yet unactualized potentiality. There is a teleological directedness 
not only in unconscious though living plants, but even in the inanimate 
elements-earth air, water, and fire-where it is found as an impulse 
( OP!!~) toward a proper end ('tEAO<;), this end being the natural place 
of the element, the place in the cosmos where it belongs by nature and 
to which it will return by nature if removed from it unnaturally, i.e., by 
force. Just like the Sankhya conception of prakriti, qr(im<; as Aristotle 
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presents it is a process animated from within. But it is so animated 
only because its material principle is paired with something else, ulti
mately, as in Sankhya, an intelligence or consciousness not reducible to 
matter, and to which matter in turn is not itself reducible. 

Whether or not the irreducibility of the form-material distinc
tion, and the separate existence of an unmoved mover that is pure 
intelligence ultimately moving the whole natural order as well as the 
cosmos itself, though only as object of desire, is Aristotle's last word 
on the matter, it is surely his first word on the matter. But his first word 
is problematic, for it is that nature is a principle ( 6.p)(rJ) of motion and 
rest intrinsic to things that exist by nature. If nature is a duality of 
form and material, with at least one formal principle transcending 
nature altogether, it would seem that the two component members of 
this duality, form and material, would be the real principles. Nature 
would not itself be a principle but rather something derivative and sec
ondary. Aristotle does not press this point, but the claim that nature is 
a principle, an absolute origin and source of motion and rest, would 
suggest that neither the material nor the formal conditions of motion 
exist altogether independently of nature. 11 

And it is in the concept of nature as a principle in the full sense 
of the word, i.e., as a source immanent within the world, an original 
and originating source that does not itself originate from another yet 
more original source, that we reach what one might call the properly 
philosophical concept of nature. For it is in this concept only that nature 
is not reduced to the activity, to the artistic production of a transcen
dent artisan, whether this artisan be conceived as a separate intelli

gence, a demiurge, or the Biblical God. 12 

On looking back again at the passage from the Odyssey, we note 
that nothing is in fact said about a source of light toward which the 
moly plant grows. Nothing other than the growing itself is presented 
as the cause of the growing. Nothing other rl1an nature is responsible 
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·for the directedness of nature. Moreover, right after reporting that 
Hermes showed him the nature of the moly plant, Odysseus says that, 

The root was black, but its flower was like milk. 

The contrast, in this [tEV ... DE clause, between the blackness of the 
root concealed in the darkness of the earth and the whiteness of flower 
above, suggests that the two aspects of nature are less form and mate~ 

rial than the manifest and the unmanifest. The white flower, the 
accomplished product of <jn)mc;, is visible to anyone who casts a casu
al glance in its direction. Without seeing the root, however, one might 
well think that the plant was just propped up in the ground by a god. 
The exposure of the black root at work in the darkness beneath the 
surface of the earth, which exposure is accomplished only with a meas
ure of effort, purports to show that the plant is not the product of any 
artisan at all, but is the product of an activity of producing that is 
immanent within the plant and not distinct from it. And, as we noted 
earlier, it is this activity that is nature. 

Now nature understood nonphilosophically and simply as the 
order of what comes to be independently of human ingenuity, the 
order of what comes to be ualways or for the most part," 13 needs no 
special discovery. The return of the seasons, the rapid growth of plants 
afi:er rain, the way in which animals beget their offspring, and all such 
things happen in a manner manifestly different from man's production 
of tools, clothing, and the like. The awareness of this difference is not 
only prephilosophic, but prehistoric as well. This awareness is surely 
not absent from the Bible, where some such conception of the natural 
order, even if not named as such, is presupposed as the necessary back
ground against which miracles stand out as signs of supernatural inter
vention from beyond. And, indeed, once the Greek way of looking at 
things was encountered by members of the Jewish community around 
the third century B.C., the word qromc; found its way into some of 
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their writings. 14 The term "nature" also occurs several times in the 
New Testament epistles. There it refers precisely to this regular order, 
and even takes on a normative sense: the natural use of something as 
opposed to an unnatural misuse of it:S Moreover, Aristotle had 
already noted that nature, used more generally, can also mean the 
essence (or being-----Ouo{a) of anything.16 It need not have any imme
diate reference to motion and rest. And this use also appears in the 
New Testament, at the culmination of the arresting formulation of the 
Christian vocation that is found in the Second Epistle of Peter. The 
addressees of this eP.istle are told that they have been called by Christ 
to his own glory (&bsa) and virtue: 

in order that you might become participants of the 
divine nature.17 

Needless to say, this New Testament use of the word unature" has 

only the most tenuous connection to the concept of nature that we 
find in the Odyssey and in later Greek philosophical thought. The dis
covery of nature as the sole and immanent origin of the things that are 
is, as we noted earlier, typically held to be an achievement of the pecu
liar genius of the Greek mind. Nothing really comparable to this prop
erly philosophical conception of nature seems to have emerged elsewhere, 
except under the influence of Greek speculative thought. After all, in 
the Sankhya school in ancient India the starkness of the concept of 
prakriti is mitigated by the concept of a complementary presence of a 
multiplicity of pure consciousnesses, existing independently of prakri

ti and not derived from it. 
But, in fact, we do encounter the properly philosophical concept 

of nature, unmitigated, in another school of speculative thought that 
existed in ancient India. This school is called Lokayata, from the 
Sanskrit word loka, which means world.18 The Lokayata teaching is 
11this worldly,'' with a vengeance. All that is, including consciousness, is 
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reducible to or derivative exclusively from the four material elements of 
earth, water, fire, and air. The expression "my body" is merely a gram
matical formula and the self it seems to point to as something distinct 
from the body and its owner is a linguistic fiction. 19 There is only this 
world, a hereafter does not exist, and death is exactly what it appears 
to be: 

There is no heaven, no final liberation, nor any soul 
in another world.20 

There is no world other than this; there is no heaven 
and no hell; 
the realm of Shiva and like regions were invented by 
stupid impostors ... 21 

Moreover, there is no immaterial and invisible order of existence: 

Only the perceived exists; the unperceivable does not 
. 22 extst ... 

There is no divine artisan: 

Who paints the peacocks, or who makes the cuckoos 
sing? There exists here no cause excepting nature.23 

. 

Nature is the sole cause of the manifold things that are, at least of 
the things that are not made by man: 

The fire is hot, the water cold, refreshing cool the 
breeze of morn; By whom came this variety? From 
their own nature was it born.24 
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The Sanskrit word that is translated here as "own nature" is not 
prakriti but svabhava. The prefix sva- means one's own. The word bhava to 
which it is attached means being, or becoming. Its root is vbhu, which 
is cognate with <jru, the latter being the root of the Greek word for 
nature. One might think, however, that being and nature should be 
kept distinct, and that a more accurate translation of the above clause 
would be, 

By whom came this variety? from their own being was 
it born. 

Aside from the cognate relation of bhava and qn.Jm,;, there is the 
striking fact that, as we just noted, the concept of nature got so broad
ened in the West that it came to signify the essence, the 11what-ness" 

of even eternal beings and relationships. One speaks, to repeat, not 
only of the nature of plants and animals, but also of the nature of 
mathematics, the nature of logic, the nature of ttuth, and even the 
nature of eternity. Still, this way of using the word "nature'' takes its 
departure, and is claimed to derive its justification, from an earlier con
viction that what is fundamentally real is the immanent and temporal 
order of existence, that being is nature, nothing more or less.25 This 
conception that what is fundamentally real is nature, regarded as a 
principle intrinsic to the world that lies before our eyes, a principle not 
distinct from this world as its originator, is then a conception that is 
not unique to the speculative tradition that originated in ancient 
Greece. It is paraded quite nakedly in the Lokayata school of thought 
that emerged in India around 600 B.C. If indeed the discovery of 
nature, in this strict sense, and the emergence of philosophy are two 
sides of the same coin, and i£ furthermore, philosophy is not a pecu
liar dispensation of a blind and inscrutable fate but a possibility coeval 
with man, it would be surprising if nature were discovered within one 
intellectual tradition only. 
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In any case, the discovery of something of interest leads naturally 
to reflection on the thing discovered. And this holds true of nature as 
well. The discovery of nature leads to natural science. And there was 
natural science in ancient India just as there was in ancient Greece. We 

have all heard about how primitive "science" used to be before we 
moderns got it straightened out, by making it empirical, objective, 
mathematical, precise, useful, and so forth. It is the case, however, that 
the emergence of modern natural science, along with all its spectacu" 
lar achievements both practical and theoretical, is accomplished in 
large measure by ignoring and forgetting the questions that animated 
premodern ·natural science. It is accomplished by getting down to brass 
tacks, assembling some empirical data, taking some measurements, 

crunching some numbers, and so forth, in a word, actually doing science 
rather than just talking about it, as it is sometimes put rather irritably. 
And one need only browse through a copy of Aristotle's Physics to see 
how different both its subject matter and manner of presentation are 
&om, say, a contemporary physics textbook. On the one hand, the lat
ter is replete with mathematical formulas, and these are virtually absent 
from Aristotle Physics. On the other hand, equally absent from the con
temporary textbook, and propelling the argument of the Physics, are 
questions as to what certain things are: What is motion? what is time? 
what is place) what is the infinite? and the like. And, most fundamen
tal of all, what is nature? Since the word "physics" comes from the 
Greek word for nature, one would expect the contemporary physicist 
to be more interested in trying to find out what nature is.26 

But, the contemporary physicist might respond, we already know 
what nature is. It is matter in motion. We have been exceedingly suc
cessfUl in determining the laws that govern matter in motion, so suc

eessful, in fact, that all premodern science reveals itself as useless in 
comparison. And the contemporary physicist is right. The premodern 
investigation of nature was virtually without utility. Utility, however, is 
hardly an adequate criterion of knowledge. One repeatedly hears for-
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mulations of the kind, "we now know how to do such and such:' We 
now know how to split the atom, we now know how to put men on the 
moon, we now know how to cure such and such a disease, etc. This 
"know how" that we have acquired is undeniably impressive. But the 
knowledge of how to do something is not equivalent to the knowledge 
of what something is, to knowledge of the nature of the thing in ques
tion. The philosophers who founded modernity were quite explicit 
about the technological orientation that would characterize the new 
science of nature. The plan was to conquer chance, to put nature on 

the rack and torture it for the relief of man's estate-in general, to ren
der ourselves the masters and possessors of nature. The philosophers 
who founded modernity were hardly indifferent to the nontechnolog
ical, impractical, and intrinsically theoretical question of what nature 
is. Were they indifferent to this question of "what-ness" they would 
not deserve the name of philosophers at all. It has been argued, con
vincingly I think, that the unprecedented orientation toward utility 
that characterizes modern Western science stems from a deliberate 

decision on the part of the philosophers who founded modernity to 
enlist the support of ordinary nonphilosophical human beings, i.e., the 
overwhehning majority of human beings, for the theoretical enterprise. 
Ordinary human beings should support the quest for knowledge 
because of the material benefits this quest will bring to them, Prior to 
modernity, the quest for knowledge was regarded by the nonphilo
sophic multitude as at best useless and foolish, at worst prideful and 
impious. Today unimpeded theoretical enquiry enjoys almost 
unqualified prestige in the eyes of the public, and consequently an 
immunity from meddling, censure, and persecution by religious 
authorities, whose political influence was incomparably greater prior to 
the commodious living made possible by the achievements of modern 
sctence. 

Beneath the glitter of technology, however, and indifferent to the 
public applause it evoked, genuinely philosophical speculation about 
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nature continued unabated. If nature were the fundamental reality, and 
the source of all that is, including the human mind, how could it be 
mastered by the human mind? How could the producer be mastered by 
the product? The problem of the relation of mind to nature, or rather, 
since nature deprived of form got reduced to mere material extended
ness, the problem of the relation of mind to matter, became the most 

vexing problem of early modern philosophy. Variants of this problem 
were certainly entertained earlier, not only in classical antiquity but, 

not surprisingly, in India as well. In the Lokayata school consciousness 
was asserted to be a product of material interaction. 

The consciousness that is found in the modifications 
of nonintelligerit elements is produced in the manner 
of the red color out of the combination of betel, 
areca-nut, and lime.27 

The Lokayata school thus managed to assert a materialistic 
monism. All is one, and this one is matter. But Lokayata seems never 

to have gotten beyond simply asserting this monism. The Sankhya 
school was unimpressed with the Lokayata assertion, inasmuch as what 
it exhibited in boldness was not paired with an adequate appreciation 
of the problem: exactly how does mere material interaction give rise to 
something so apparenrly different from matter as consciousness? This 
question appears to be unanswerable. The Sankhya school did not wish 
to retreat from avowed atheism by introducing a divine consciousness 
as the transcendent creator of the multiplicity of individual con
sciousnesses that exist, nor to reduce this multiplicity of conscious

nesses to different aspects of one immanent consciousness. And so the 

adherents of the Sankhya school posited this multiplicity as an origi
nal and underivable given.28 And they successfully offset the charge of 
covert theism by making these consciousnesses absolutely impotent,29 

attributing all action to prakriti, i.e, to material nature. 
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Aristotle's express teaching on this matter also is similar to that of 
the Sankhya school. The first mover, or thought thinking itself or, bet
ter, intellect knowing itself, is indeed described as fully active, beyond 
all potency but not thereby impotent. Its activity, however, consists, as 
we noted, not in what it does to anything else, but in the autarchic unaf
fected self-activity of self- knowledge, and i11 what it only thereby, so to 
speak, "inspires" other things to do. Where the multiplicity of indi
vidual human minds comes from, i.e., what the origin of human con
sciousness is, is not clear. Still, Aristotle's teaching that nature is a cos

mos teleologically constituted and replete with forms, though hardly 
answering the perplexing question about origins, at least keeps con
sciousness from appearing to be an anomaly within the natural order. 

This teaching was not congenial to the spirit and intention of early 
modern philosophy. For the mathematization of nature that was 
required in order to reduce it to theoretical clarity and distinctness, 
and to make possible the consequent domination of nature by art, i.e., 
to make possible technology, required reducing all apparent formal 
causes to material causes, and eliminating final causes altogether. As a 
consequence of this reduction, the philosophical investigation of the 
relation of mind to nature ran right into the so called "mind-body 
problem:' Most of the attempts at solving this problem seemed con
trived, and some were so extravagant and unconvincing as to cast rea

sonable doubts on the sincerity of the thinkers who proffered them, 
Contemporaries could not help but wonder whether some of these 
thinkers were not materialist monists disguising as mind-body dualists. 

One early mbdern philosopher who advanced monism with as 
much frankness as circumstances permitted was Spinoza. According to 
Spinoza, there is only one substance, or real being, namely God. God 
has infinite attributes, of which only two, namely, extension and con
sciousness, are possible objects of human knowledge and experience. 
The bodies we see around us and our own bodies as well are but 
modes, or modifications, of these two accidents of God. They are not, 
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however, modifications of the attribute of extension merely, for they 
exhibit another feature in addition to just being spread out in space. 
They resist being penetrated, being moved when they are at rest, being 
brought to rest when they are in motion, and having their motion 
accelerated, decelerated, or altered as to its direction. In a word they 
resist any influence from without. This resistance of a body to influence 
from without, to influence from another, can be expressed positively as 

an endeavor (conatus), an exertion, a striving even, to preserve itse!f in 

whatever state it happens to be in. Aristotle, as we have seen, had also 
argued for a kind of striving ( op~t~) as propelling the natural motion 
of even inanimate bodies. But Spinoza's conatus is not self-direction 

toward an end, a "t[A..o;, that is at some remove from the present state 

of the body in motion. It is not self-direction so much as self- preserva

tion. This attribute of a body, its endeavor to preserve itself, which is also 
called, misleadingly, uinertia;' does not exist separately from the 
extendedness of the body, though it is, again, not reducible to the 
attribute of extension. If bodies lacked this attribute of endeavoring 
to preserve themselves and possessed instead only the attribute of 
extension, they would not be bodies, material bodies, at all. They would 
be three-dimensional geometrical figures only. If a body's extendedness 
is the outwardness, the exteriority of a material body, the aspect that 
can be perceived by an outside observer, then the endeavor to preserve 
itself is its inwardness, its interiority. This endeavor to preserve itself 
cannot be perceived by an outside observer though it can be more or 
less deduced from the "behavior" of a body when subject to the pres
sures of other bodies from the outside or from the experience of the 
observer when he stops merely observing this body and tries to do 
something to it. The interiority of a body can be "expressed" when it 
is provoked, so to speak, by something exterior to it. The endeavor of 
a relatively simple body, such as a billiard ball, to preserve itself in the 
state it happens be in, in spite of outside interference, can be rather 
easily grasped, for it can be encountered as a felt pressure against one's 
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own body. But all bodies possess this endeavor, the human body 
included. And the much greater complexity of the human body, 
including the complexity of the brain and nervous system, allows for 
much more variegated expressions of the endeavor to preserve itsel£ 
But this endeavor to preserve itself is still the inwardness of the human 
body, just as in the case of a simple body. 

So two things, apparently, are claiming to be the inwardness, the 
interiority, of the human body. They are, on the one hand, the mind, 
and, on the other, the endeavor of the human body to preserve itself 
in whatever state it happens to exist in, the fl inertia" that the human 

body has in common with all bodies. Are these apparently unrelated 
things, the mind and the human body's endeavor to preserve itself in 
whatever state it happens to be in, in some way related? Spinoza offers 
a starding answer to this question. 

The mind, both insofar as it has clear and distinct 
ideas, and also[!] insofar as it has confused ideas, 
endeavors (conatur) to persist in its being for an 
indefinite duration, and of this endeavor (conatus) it is 
conscious.30 

Since, as Spinoza goes on to say in the sequel to this passage, the 
essence of the mind is constituted by both adequate and inadequate 
ideas, the essence of the mind consists in its striving to persist in its 

state, in its striving not to reach beyond itself but to preserve itself in 
its present state. The essence of the mind is this conatus. And though 
the mind is something altogether different from extension, it is not 
something altogether different fi:om, much less separable from, body. 
The mind is, rather, one though not the only instance of the conatus of 
the complex human body, the attempt of this body to preserve itsel£ 
The conatus of a simple inorganic body, such as that of a billiard ball, 
is then only the primitive prototype of the human mind." Inertia, it 
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turns out, is not quite so 
11 inert" as it sounds. After all, it consists in 

resistance to outside influence and in the endeavor to maintain itself in 

whatever state it happens to be in, regardless of how it got there. 
Now, whatever one makes of the above account, in particular 

whether the striving for self-preservation rather than, say, "will to 
power;' best defines the inwardness common to all bodies, this account 

does have the considerable merit, from the perspective of philosophy, 
of maintaining an absolutely necessary, nonfortuitous connection 
between mind and nature.32 For although Spinoza says that the one 
substance is God, and that we thinking human beings are but 
modifications of its attributes, he also calls this one substance 
"nature:' God is not a transcendent being, but nature itsel£33 Nature, 

material nature, is however more complex than meets the eye. In fact, the 
only attribute of nature that literally meets the eye is extension in 
space. The other attribute, consciousness, has to be directly experi
enced or deduced. But Spinoza says that nature has many more attrib
utes than just these two, an infinite number in fact. By this claim he 
seems to point to a certain inscrutability in the workings of nature. 
This comes out in his distinction between natura naturata, literally, 
"nature natured;' by which he means the productions of nature, i.e., the 

natural beings, and natura naturans, literally, 11nature naturing,, i.e., the 

producing of the natural beings, or nature proper. It is this latter sense 
that most closely corresponds to the distinction that we encountered 
between a plant, a !j>utO'v, and the growing of this plant, its !j>vm~, 
its nature proper. Spinoza also argues that this sole existing substance, 
nature, is both the necessary being and necessary in all its operations. 
Nature, natura naturans, does not freely choose to create its products, the 
whole complex of natura naturata, as does the Biblical Creator. Nature, 
again, is not transcendent to its products but immanent within them, 

and so a sharp distinction cannot be made between natura naturans and 
natura naturata, of the kind one must make between the transcendent 
God and his freely created creatures. Accordingly, the necessity that 
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holds for natura naturans-a necessity that Spinoza argues for at the 
same time that he maintains it to be in large measure inscrutable-this 
necessity has to hold for natura naturata as well. Nothing is contingent 
in nature, neither its producing nor its products, Whatever exists has a 
necessary connection with what came before, and this system of nec
essary connection in the world that lies qefore our eyes is inviolable 
and eternal. 

The indemonstrable and hence no more than hypothetical charac
ter of Spinoza's assertion, and similar assertions, of an inviolable 

necessity of connection, or strict determinism, in the natural order was 

exposed by Hume. Hume reasons as follows. The concept of an event, 
of something happening in time, can be imagined without connecting 
this event in the imagination to a preceding cause. For example, I can 
imagine the sudden appearance of a second essay right next to this one, 
though to_ be sure I have no reason at all to expect that such a sudden 
appearance will occur. Furthermore, I can imagine this event taking 
place without having to imagine a cause of it.34 And what can be imag
ined can be regarded as possible, at least until it can be shown to be 
impossible, by some kind of argument, one that does not beg the ques
tion. To put it another way, the idea of having a cause or, for that mat
ter, producing an effect, has no analytic connection with the idea of an 
event, an idea of something that happens. Having a cause is not part 
of the meaning of an event, in the way that being a closed figure is part 
of the meaning of a circle. And so I can think, without contradiction, 

of an event as not having a cause in a way I cannot think of a circle as 
not being a closed figure. Of course, from a consideration of the mere 
concept of an if.fect I can indeed deduce that it must have a cause. This 
is what is meant by an effect. But if.fect and event do not have the same 
meaning. More is thought in the former than in the latter. And so from 
a consideration of the mere concept of an event I cannot deduce, by 
logical principles alone, that it must have a cause. 
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But even if one cannot demonstrate on logical grounds exclusively 
that every event must have a cause, experience, at least, would seem to 

teach us this. Does it? The cause of an event is not just something that 
happens before the event, or even something that happens, so far as we 
can tell, invariably before the event. It is not mere temporal succession 
that is meant by the relation of cause and effect, but necessary con
nection. Now, according to Hume, though one can see temporal succes

sion, i.e., one can see a certain event follow another, once, twice, or an 

indefinite number of times, one cannot see necessary connection. If nec

essary connection exists at all it is invisible, a conceptual matter and 

not an appearance. And so it is not directly accessible to experience. Nor 
is it indirectly accessible to experience by means of an inference from 

experience. For if I see two distinct events occur in a certain temporal 

order on one occasion only, it would be a mistake to infer that they are 
necessarily connected in that order. For example, if the first time I 
observed someone carry an umbrella outside I observed a rainstorm 
occur shortly thereafter, it would be a mistake to infer that carrying the 
umbrella outside was the cause of the rainstorm. And if I observed 
this same order of succession, this sequence, on a second, third, or a 
fourth occasion, it would still be a mistake to infer a necessary con
nection between the two events. But how many times does this succes

sion have be observed for one to be able to infer, logically, that the 
prior event is indeed the cause of the latter? No number of successions, 

no matter how large the number, really suffices to justify an inference to 
a necessary connection between the two events. If it is a faulty infer
ence to say that just because B followed A on one occasion they are 
therefore necessarily connected, as effect and cause respectively, then it 
is an equally faulty inference to say that just because B followed A on 
many occasions they are therefore necessarily connected. To be sure we 

come to expect the same succession to hold in the future that has held 
many times in the past, but this expectation has no properly logical basis. 
As Hume says, it is more a matter of habit than of reasoning. Reason 
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finds necessity of connection not in matters of fact but rather in log
ical relationships only, in determining what belongs to or follows from 
the meaning of a given concept, as for example an enclosed figure follows 
from the meaning of the concept of a circle.35 

According to Hume, then, there is no way of determining whether 
necessity of connection exists in nature at all. Now, to return to 

Spinoza, the only evidence of an underlying self-contained necessity 
properly called natura naturans, can be found in natura naturata, i.e., in the 
productions of natura naturans and their ostensibly necessary intercon
nections. The inability, then, to know with certainty that there are nec
essary interconnections in these productions, casts doubt back on the 

necessity of the producer, on nature construed as the necessary being, 

i.e. as natura naturans, thereby rendering Spinoza's whole system ques
tionable.36 

Finally, even if, contrary to what Hume attempts to show, one 
could determine that a given event or even all events that fell within 
one's limited sphere of experience had a cause, one could not infer 
with certainty that absolutely all events, especially those remote in time 
or space from the necessarily limited sphere of one's experience, also 

have causes, much less must have them. And if one cannot know that 
absolutely every event must have a cause, then one can hardly know 
that absolutely every event must have a natural cause, a cause of the 
same kind as the event, and that it cannot instead have a supernatural 

cause. Hume, to be sure, argues against miracles. But his argument does 

not get beyond trying to show that there cannot be a sufficient reason 
for believing in miracles, particularly for believing in reports of mira
cles. This, however, is strictly speaking a theological matter, and one that 

is open to dispute. Hnme's argnment about causality by itself pre
. clndes a refutation of the possibility of miracles on scientific, i.e., nat

uralistic, grounds. 
Natural science as such, then, lacks the wherewithal to refUte the 

possibility of miracles, unless it borrows argnments from other 
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sources. For example, there is simply no way of knowing on the basis 
of natural science alone that the world was not created by God only 
several thousand years ago. All scientific arguments about fossil records, 
geological findings, carbon dating, appeal at bottom to the principle of 
cause and effect, to an absolutely exceptionless regularity within the world, 
which natural science cannot itself validate but must instead presup
pose.37 And to the nonscientific proposition that God surely would 
not have created the world so that it would look, on scientific inspec
tion, to be so much older than it in fact is, the nonscientific rejoinder 
can be made that this proposition presupposes an understanding of 
the particular intentions of God that, according to the Biblical 
~"~hypothesis" itsel£ is not accessible to man. 

All this is not to say that the endeavors of natural science yield no 
knowledge at all. Rather, such knowledge, consisting as it does in large 
measure of empirical generalizations, has an irreducibly hypothetical char
acter to it. On the hypothesis of an exceptionless regularity within the 
world, on the hypothesis that there are no supernatural causes, i.e., no 
miracles, such and such consequences follow. And assuming that the 
alternative hypothesis, namely, that there are supernatural as well as 
natural causes, is itself not a matter of scientific knowledge but of 
faith, there is also no way of knowing, with certainty, that the natu
ralist account of the world is not the true account. This, however, is a 

much more modest and, I think, much more sensible claim than that 
we know with certainty that the naturalist account of the world is the 

true account.38 

The discovery of nature is the event that inaugurates the emer
gence of philosophy, or the life of rational inquiry. Philosophy and 
natural science were not originally separate enterprises. In fact, they 
did not become separate enterprises until rather recently.39 Natural sci
ence is but the outcome of concentrated reflection on nature regarded 
as an original, self-producing, immanent activity that is accessible to 
reason and experience. Even if scientific inquiry c;umot penetrate into 
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the heart of nature, even if it cannot, to use the language of Spinoza, 
know more than two of the infinite attributes of nature, what it does 
know of these attributes is supposed to be sufficient to determine that 
they are not ultimately based on the free sponsorship of the transcen
dent and mysterious God. And yet, as we have seen, it does not lie 
within the resources of natural science to establish a claim of such 
broad scope. If philosophy were natural science only, it would not be 
able know that the discovery of nature was anything other than the 
invention of a fiction stemming from human pride and self-delusion, 
and so it would not be able to justify its conviction that its way, the 
way of autonomous rational inquiry, is superior to the way of simple 
religious piety. 

Nor is this problem solved by the bold move of making nature the 
product of an artisan, not the divine but the human artisan, i.e., the 
human mind in its own transcendental dimension as what constitutes 

nature, the human mind as transcendental subjectivity.4° For, apart from 
other considerations, the avowal of a necessary ignorance of what 

exists independently of the constituting activity of the human mind 
leaves the door open, once again, to the fundamental claims of revela
tion. The necessary being is not the human mind, which we know in 
our bones is finite, but the human mind's unknown cause. And pre
cisely because this fundamental cause, this underlying though 
inscrutable necessity, is unknown, there is no way of knowing that it is 
not intelligent, free, and providential. By making finite human con
sciousness and its constitutive work the primary "known datum;' there 

is no way of knowing that the unknown source of this "given;' that 
what gives it, is not the transcendent and mysterious God-unless it 
turns out that the claims made about this transcendent and mysterious 
God, i.e., the claims of revelation, are discovered to be self-contradic
tory in their own terms, or in contradiction with something else that 
is self-evidently true, and hence are ultimately unbelievable. 
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Now, as most of you already know, and the rest of you are soon to 
find out, nature as a term of distinction in Greek philosophy, is 
opposed not only to art, but also to convention. This distinction was 
known in ancient India as well. According to Lokayata, the school that 
insisted on worldly things having no cause external to the world but 
instead coming to be through solely their own nature, the Vedas, which 
served as the basis for the normative character of dharma, the law or 
sole right way of life, are 

only the incoherent rhapsodies of knaves.41 

The Lokayata school refused to regard the ancestral religious tra
dition as authoritative. The ancestral religion was the invention of 
fools or impostors, more or less innocent foolishness or a deliberate 

lie, but in either case a falsehood. The Lokayata discovery, if it is 
indeed a discovery, that the things of the world come to be and are 
governed not through the agency of supernatural causes but rather 
"through their own nature" is inseparable from their rejection of the 
ancestral religion as having an entirely human and this worldly origin, 
and their refusal to place their allegiance in any other religion. 

Now, since one and the same Greek word (vo[!b£) is used for 
both law and convention, the opposing of nature to convention, as has 
been frequently pointed out, renders the very expression "natural law" 
problematic. A given law may well approximate the standard of nature 
but, if the <j>1JGL£-VO[J.O£ opposition is absolute, it can never attain 
this standard. Since, in the opposition nature vs. convention the latter 

becomes mere convention, law too becomes something 
11
mere:' And 

this is supposed to hold true even of what is called "divine law;' which 
now, from the philosophical perspective attained by the discovery of 
nature, assumes the aspect of something that could not hold the 
unqualified allegiance of a fully rational human beingY 
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In the Phaedo, Socrates expresses his disappointment with the 
inability of natural philosophy to give a convincing causal account of 
the world of our experience, an inability particularly conspicuous in its 
paltry account of the human concern with the good and the noble, and 
the effect our conception of these things has on our lives. In the face 
of the manifest inability of natural philosophy to make any sense of 
the human soul and its concern for the good, Socrates did not advert 
to religion. Instead he undertook a philosophical inquiry into the 
human soul with his point of departure being A.6yoc:;, i.e., human dis
course, particularly human discourse about the loftiest matters. This 
specific inquiry has been called political philosophy. It distinguishes 
itself from natural philosophy because it does not undertake an 
inquiry into nature directly but, rather focuses on the realm of 
specifically human concerns. It is a philosophical inquiry because it 
does not appeal to the claims of revelation, but rather subjects these 
claims to a rational critique. And it is political philosophy because, if 
the divine origin of our idea of the good has been called into question, 
the only to place to look for the origin of this idea, and thereby under
stand the idea itself, is in the human community, i.e., the political order 
in the full sense of the expression. It is the ambition of political phi
losophy to expose what it takes to be the questionable character of 
divine law by examining it in light of the opposition between nature 
and law.43 

But this enterprise presupposes the validity of the distinction 
between nature and law, where the former does not mean simply what 
holds always or for the most part. As we noted earlier, nature con
strued merely as typical regularity of appearance is not only compati
ble with the Biblical belief in miracles as divine initiatives that are 
exceptions to typical regularity of appearance, but is presupposed by 
this belief. It is, rather, the bolder conception of nature as a fully self
contained causal order, self-grounded and admitting of no exceptions, 
that is required for an absolute opposition between nature and law, in 
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light of which absolute opposition the former is seen as the truth of 
things and the latter as nothing better than a noble lie. And yet, as we 
have also seen, this bolder conception of nature cannot be validated 
within natural science, or natural philosophy. It therefore cannot be 
uncritically or, strange to say, piously imported into political philoso
phy, but must receive its validation there, if it is to receive it anywhere. 

It is in confronting the claims of revelation on the basis of what 
we know first hand about the human soul. and the relationship of 
human souls to one another under some sort of law, along with an 

inquiry into the meaning of revelation itself as a possible experience 
of the human soul, that the question of reason vs. revelation, or, more 

accurately, the question of philosophy vs. piety-which is the most 
choiceworthy way of life-gets joined in earnest. I have said next to 
nothing about this side of things here. Instead, I have limited myself 
to thinking through the meaning of natural science as a branch of phi
losophy emerging out of what is claimed to be the discovery of nature 
and attempting to account for the world in worldly terms exclusively, 
though prescinding from the specifically human experiences. I have 
tried to show that natural science is constitutionally incapable of refut
ing the claims of Biblical revelation. From this it would follow that, in 
the absence of a definitive resolution of the issues concerning the 
scope of the specifically human experiences, the ultimate worth and 
reliability of the naturalistic account of the world, the account of the 
world in worldly terms exclusively, is less a matter of knowledge than 
of faith. 
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Press. I989), 252; also Seth Benardete, The Bow and the Lyre: A 
Platonic Reading of the Odyssey (Maryland: Rowman and Littlefield, 
I997), 85-90. 

7. Although Odysseus relates that he was shown, and therefore came 
to see the nature of the moly plant, he does not say that he actually 
ate the plant. 

8. The Sanskrit word that I am translating as "speculative school of 
thought" is darshana, which stems from the root vdrsh, which in 
turn means "to see:' Darshana could be more literally translated as 
uperception" or 11point of view:~ The word "speculative" captures at 
least something of the sense of seeing contained in the Sanskrit. 
The expression "school of thought" is appended to "speculative" 
to express the historic reality that there were groups of thinkers 
adhering to similar views, as in the West with the Stoics, 
Epicurean, skeptics, and so forth. 

9, Sankhyakarika 3. 
IO. G. Larson, Classical Sankhya (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidas,I979), 

I 98: "Thus, the classical Sankhya recognized no absolute or cre
ator God. To be sure, the gods may exist, but they too are simply 
products of the interaction of unconscious mulaprakriti and the 
conscious purusha:' For further discussion see the references to 

"atheism" in Larson's index, especially fn. I 46. Mulaprakriti is origi-
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nal or primary nature, as distinct from its derivative products or 
states. This distinction is roughly comparable to that which 
Spinoza makes between natura naturans and natura naturata. See below. 

I I. Thomas Aquinas understandably resists regarding nature as a 
principle in this strong sense of the term. (In Octo Libros De Physico 
Auditu Sive Physicorum Aristote/is Commentaria), Liber II, Lectio I, 295: 
H Ponitur autem in definitione naturae principium quasi genus; et non aliquid 

absolutum ... ": "Now 'principle' is placed in the definition of nature 
as its genus, and not as something absolute ... " (English transla
tion: Commentary on Aristotle's Physics, Yale University press, I963, 
7I). The Greek allows for, though it does not mandate, this inter
pretation, inasmuch as Aristotle does not define <jrum<; as &p:xl] ... 
etc., but as 'tL<; apxl] ... etc. Thomas acknowledges another tradi
tion of interpreting Aristotle's definition in the immediate sequel 
to the observation quoted above. 

I2. Aristotle's God, though active in relation to himself as intellect 
knowing itself (VO'Y]OL<; vo~crew<;), and as a consequence active on 
others as the object of their desire and imitation, is not an artisan 

(Metaphysics I 072 b I f£). He takes no interest in the cosmos. 
Indeed, he is apparently unaware of its existence, inasmuch as he 
thinks only of himself (I074b3I-34, Thomas Aquinas's elabora
tion to the contrary notwithstanding). And if, thinking only of 
himself, he is unaware of moving things, he must be unaware that 
he is the first mover. Being the first mover, then, does not pertain 
to his essence, for of his essence, at least, he is fully aware. Cf 
infra, note 37. 

I3. Physics, I98b35. 
I4. E.g., Wisdom of Solomon, 7:20 ( c£ I3:I!). The word occurs with 

some frequency in IV Maccabees. Both these works were written in 
Greek. They can be found in the so-called Apocrypha, which consists 
of books that had enjoyed some standing within the Jewish com
munity but did not make it into the canon that was established by 
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tury A.D. 
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..h. I " '!''UOEW£ ... 

I8. Charvaka is another name for this school. 

I 9. Sarvasiddhantasangraha, 6, quoted from A Sourcebook of Indian 
Philosophy, ( ed S. Radhakrishnan and C. Moore, Princeton 
University Press, I 957), 235. 

20. Sarvadarshanasangraha, quoted from A Sourcebook in Indian 
Philosophy,.22 9. 

21. Sarvasiddhantasangraha, 8. 235. 
22. Sarvasiddhantasangraha, 5. 235. 
23. Ibid., 235. 
24. Sarvadarshanasangraha, 233. 
25. C£ M. Heidegger, vom l#sen und Begriff der <j>vm£: Aristoteles' Physik 

B, I (l#gmarken, Frankfurt am Main, I 967), 370. (English transla
tion byT. Sheehan in Man and World-Val. 9, No.3, Aug. I976, 
268). 

26. That the typical scientist is so taken aback on being asked the 
most fundamental questions about nature leads one to suspect that 
what motivates his research is less a love of truth than an infatua
tion with method. This suspicion is not much allayed by his few 
attempts to answer such questions, e.g., by proclaiming that the 
origin of all existence was a "big bang;' which was itself precipi
tated by a "fluctuation" in the "nothing" that preceded it. 

27. Sarvasiddhantasangraha, 235. 
28. Sankhyakarika, I 8. 
29. Ibid., I9. 
30. Ethics, Book 3, Prop. 9. 
3 I. C£ Hans Jonas, "Spinoza and the Theory of Organism:' 
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(Philosophical Essays, Prentice Hall) I 97 4, 206 f£ On the relation of 
mind to the organic body. Jonas argues that Spinoza is the only 
early modern philosopher who can account for why the more bio
logically complex organism has the more complex inwardness. 

32. However otherwise different Spinoza, Nietzsche, and Freud are 
from one another, they all agree in regarding the mind as an essen
tially dynamic field of activity, as do Christians. (e.g., Matthew I2:43-

45; Ephesians 6:I2). 
33. If nature exists of necessity, as Spinoza would like to demon

strate, then it can legitimately be called "necessary being," a for
mulation that the theologians had previously reserved for the tran
scendent God. But what exactly Spinoza gains, aside from the appear
ance of piety, by giving immanent nature, the world, or "the all" the 
name uGod" is not easy to determine. 

34. Indeed, I must imagine some events without having to imagine 
their causes. For otherwise, since these causes would also have to 

be events, I would have to imagine their causes as well. And so I 
would be forced, in imagining any event, to imagine an indefinitely 
extended series of antecedent events. And this I surely do not do. 

35. Kant's argument for the synthetic a priori is inseparable from his 
claim that we have no knowledge of things in themselves, and 
hence no knowledge of an underlying necessity such as Spinoza's 
natura naturans. C£ infra, fn. 4 I. 

36. There is no intrinsic contradiction in the concept of a necessary 

beingjreely producing or, rather, creating other contingent, even 
free, beings. But this conception ultimately presupposes, for its 
cogency, the distinction between essence and energies that is developed 
in the work of the I 4th century Orthodox theologian, St. Gregory 
of PaJamas. (C£, e.g., The Triads 3; and One Hundred and Fifty Chapters 
on Topics of Natural and Theological Science Intended as a Purge for the 
Barlaamite Corruption, Ch. 68 f£). It should go without saying that 
this distinction would hardly have been congenial to Spinoza. 
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37. C£ Strauss, "Progress and Return;' 266. 
38. And, indeed, scientists today are wont to emphasize the provi

sional character of science itsel£ Like many of their contempo
raries they have doubts about whether there is such a thing as "the 

truth;' whether there is such a thing as "Truth with a capital T' 
Science is an ongoing activity of revision: ~~What is true today 
may well prove false tomorrow:' uThe more we find out, the more 

we know how little we know:' "No scientific account can claim to 
be the final account:' This becoming modesty does, however, know 
its limits. For there is at least one scientific account that is the final 
account. This scientific account is the theory of evolution. We now 
know, so we are told, that human life is necessarily the product of 
evolution. This, at least is a Truth with a capital T. Unfortunately, 
a satisfactory explanation as to why evolution is the scientific theory 
that gets to lay unique claim to apodicticity and finality does not 

appear to be forthcoming. 
39. This fact is reflected in the somewhat anachronistic tradition of 

awarding Ph.D's in the sciences-one can hold a doctorate of phi

losophy in, say, chemistry. 
40. This, of course, is the tack that Kant takes in attempting to 

refute Hume and establish, as a general principle, that every event 
in nature "presupposes something on which it follows according to 
a rule;' i.e., that it presupposes a cause. (Critique of Pure Reason, 
AI 89; c£ B 232 f£). Whatever else one might say about Kant's 
argument, it necessarily deprives nature, now reinterpreted as u an 
aggregate of appearances, so many representation of the mind" 
(ibid., A II 4) of any claim to be a first unconditioned principle. 
In its stead the unknowable thing-in-itself assumes the character of 
such a principle, entailing, according to Kant, an ascendancy of 
faith over knowledge (ibid., B xxx.). 

4 I. Sarvadarshanasangraha, 230. The distinction between nature and 
convention in Greek speculative thought seems to have suggested 
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itself on the basis of travels and the consequent observation of the 
variety of customs and laws under which different peoples live. (It 
can hardly be accidental that Odysseus is a traveller. C£ Odyssey 9, 
line I 72 f£) In the speculative thought of ancient India, a compa
rable distinction between nature and convention emerged, so far as 

one can tell, without the benefit of travels to other countries and 
solely as a consequence of reflecting on the possibility of a merely 
human origin of the only known dharma: "The Agnihotra [an 
obligatory rite for members of upper castes], the three Vedas, the 
ascetic's three staves, and smearing oneself with ashes, - Brihashpati 
[the founder of Lokayata, c. 600 B.C.] says that all these are but a 
means of livelihood for those who have no manliness or sense" 

(ibid.). 
42. Though c£ 4 Maccabees, 5: I f£ Also, Romans 2: I 4- I 5. 
43. For an illuminating appraisal of some of these issues from a 

philosophical perspective, see the provocative study by David 
Bolotin, An Approach to Aristotle's Physics (Albany: State University of 
New York Press, I998), esp. I52-I53, and I 54, fn. I2. 




